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Disclaimer 
This document contains description of the OpenMinTeD project findings, work and products. Certain 
parts of it might be under partner Intellectual Property Right (IPR) rules so, prior to using its content 
please contact the consortium head for approval. 

In case you believe that this document harms in any way IPR held by you as a person or as a 
representative of an entity, please do notify us immediately. 

The authors of this document have taken any available measure in order for its content to be accurate, 
consistent and lawful. However, neither the project consortium as a whole nor the individual partners 
that implicitly or explicitly participated in the creation and publication of this document hold any sort 
of responsibility that might occur as a result of using its content. 

This publication has been produced with the assistance of the European Union. The content of this 
publication is the sole responsibility of the OpenMinTeD consortium and can in no way be taken to 
reflect the views of the European Union. 

The European Union is established in accordance with the Treaty on European 
Union (Maastricht). There are currently 28 Member States of the Union. It is 
based on the European Communities and the member states cooperation in 
the fields of Common Foreign and Security Policy and Justice and Home 
Affairs. The five main institutions of the European Union are the European 
Parliament, the Council of Ministers, the European Commission, the Court of 
Justice and the Court of Auditors. (http://europa.eu.int/) 

 
OpenMinTeD is a project funded by the European Union (Grant Agreement No 654021). 
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Acronyms 
API Application Programming Interface 
LR Language Resource 
NLP Natural Language Processing 
ML Machine Learning 
OA Open Access 
OAI-PMH Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting 
OKFN Open Knowledge Foundation 
OMTD OpenMinTeD 
OWL Web Ontology Language 
PDF Portable Document Format 
RDF Resource Description Framework 
REST Representational State Transfer 
RI Research Infrastructure 
SKOS Simle Knowledge Organization System 
SOAP Simple Object Access Protocol 
TDM Text and Data Mining 
VM Virtual Machine 
WP Workpackage 
XML Extensible Markup Language 
XSD XML Schema Definition 
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Glossary 
annotation (text/corpus annotation) 
A note by way of explanation or comment added to a text or diagram [OED, 
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/annotation]. In OpenMinTeD, the term refers mainly to 
text or corpus annotation, which is the practice of adding interpretative linguistic information grounded 
in a knowledge resource to a text or corpus respectively. For example, one common type of annotation 
is the addition of tags, or labels, indicating the word class to which lexical units in a text belong; these 
tags come from a predefined set (e.g. Noun, Verb, Preposition, etc.). Semantic labeling with terms and 
concepts from an ontology is another common example of annotation. Relationships such as syntactic 
dependencies or semantic relations that link entities of the text are also annotations. 

 

annotation resource 
Any resource that can be used for annotating a text, including part-of-speech tagsets, annotation 
schemes, domain-specific ontologies, etc. 

 

annotation scheme 
A set of elements and values designed to annotate data. An annotation scheme usually aims to 
represent a specific level of information, such as morphological features of words, syntactic 
dependency relations between phrases, discourse level information, etc. It can consist of a flat structure 
of elements and values (e.g. part-of-speech tags) or it can be more complex with interrelated elements 
(e.g. specific morphological features to be used for each part-of-speech). 

 

application 
Any software program (or group of programs seen as a whole) intended for the end-user and addressing 
one or multiple related user needs.  

 

https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/annotation
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component (software component) 
An algorithm wrapped in a standard way so that it can be integrated as a reusable tool or service within 
a particular component-oriented framework such as UIMA, GATE, etc. 

 

corpus 
A structured collection of pieces of data (textual, audio, video, multimodal/multimedia, etc.) typically 
of considerable size and selected according to criteria external to these data (e.g. size, type of language, 
type of producers or expected audience, etc.) to represent as comprehensively as possible the object 
of study. 

 

data model 
A data model is an abstract model that organizes elements of data and standardizes how they relate to 
one another and to properties of the real world entities. [Wikipedia, 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_model] 

 
distribution 
Any form by which a resource can be shared; it can be a downloadable PDF or a plain text file, a form 
of a corpus accessible only through a web interface, or the source code of a software, etc. 

 
document 
A piece of written, printed, or electronic matter that is primarily intended for reading.  

 

interoperability 
Interoperability describes the extent to which systems and devices can work together, exchange data, 
and interpret that shared data. For two systems to be interoperable, they must be able to exchange 
data and subsequently present that data such that it can be understood by a user. [Research Data 
Alliance, http://smw-rda.esc.rzg.mpg.de/index.php/Interoperability] 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_model
http://smw-rda.esc.rzg.mpg.de/index.php/Interoperability
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licence 
A permission or a written evidence of a permission that confers the licensee the right to do something 
that otherwise would be prevented by the law. 

 

licence compatibility/interoperability 
The condition or state in which two or more licences can co-exist or be combined without conflicting 
with each other. In OpenMinTeD, licence compatibility and licence interoperability are used as 
synonyms. 

 

knowledge resource 
A resource (data and/or tool) containing, producing or representing knowledge; knowledge is specific 
information that is relevant for the linguistic and conceptual interpretation of data. For OpenMinTeD 
purposes, this information is exploited or produced by TDM modules and tools, or exchanged between 
them. 

 

language description 
The resource describes a language or some aspect(s) of a language via a systematic documentation of 
linguistic structures. [Open Language Archives Community, http://www.language-
archives.org/REC/type.html#language_description] Examples include sketch grammar, computational 
grammar, etc. 

 

language resource 
Language Resources (LRs) encompass (a) data sets (textual, multimodal/multimedia and lexical data, 
grammars, language models, etc.) in machine readable form, used to assist and augment language 
processing applications, but also, in a broader sense, in language and language-mediated research 
studies and applications, and (b) tools/technologies/services used for their processing. 

 

http://www.language-archives.org/REC/type.html#language_description
http://www.language-archives.org/REC/type.html#language_description
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lexical/conceptual resource 
A resource organised on the basis of lexical or conceptual entries (lexical items, terms, concepts, etc.) 
with their supplementary information (e.g. grammatical, semantic, statistical information, etc.). In 
OpenMinTeD, they can be used for annotation purposes. 

 

machine learning (ML) model 
The process of training an ML model involves providing an ML algorithm (that is, the learning algorithm) 
with training data to learn from. The term ML model refers to the model artifact that is created by the 
training process. [http://docs.aws.amazon.com/machine-learning/latest/dg/training-ml-models.html] 

 

metadata 
Metadata is structured information that describes, explains, locates, or otherwise makes it easier to 
retrieve, use, or manage an information resource. Metadata is often called data about data or 
information about information. [National Information Standards Organization, Understanding 
metadata, 
http://www.niso.org/publications/press/UnderstandingMetadata.pdfhttp://www.niso.org/publicatio
ns/press/UnderstandingMetadata.pdf] 

 

open access (OA) 
The free and online availability of literature, which allows to read, download, copy, distribute, print, 
search, or link to the full text, crawl articles for indexing, pass them as data to software, or use them 
for any other useful purpose. An availability that is granted without financial, legal, or technical barriers 
other than those inseparable from gaining access to the internet itself, and those related to giving 
authors control over the integrity of their work and the right to be properly acknowledged and cited 
[Budapest OA Initiative 2002; Bethesda Statement on OA Publishing 2003; Berlin Declaration on OA 
Knowledge in Science and Humanities 2003] 

 
OpenMinTeD infrastructure 
An infrastructure refers to the basic structures and facilities required for the operation of a system. The 

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/machine-learning/latest/dg/training-ml-models.html
http://www.niso.org/publications/press/UnderstandingMetadata.pdfhttp:/www.niso.org/publications/press/UnderstandingMetadata.pdf
http://www.niso.org/publications/press/UnderstandingMetadata.pdfhttp:/www.niso.org/publications/press/UnderstandingMetadata.pdf
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OpenMinTeD infrastructure consists of different layers of resources: content resources that can be 
mined, ancillary knowledge resources, tools and web services. Any resource that can be registered in 
the OpenMinTeD registry is part of the underlying infrastructure.  

 

OpenMinTeD platform 
The OpenMinTeD platform brings together all the services that facilitate the interoperability aspects of 
the underlying infrastructure (e.g. registration, search and browsing, creation of workflows, processing, 
annotation, etc.) and, thus, becomes an infrastructural service of the wider research ecosystem. 

 

publication 
A book, article, etc., that has been made available to the public either via a formal publication service 
or over the internet and is stored at an archive or repository. For OpenMinTeD purposes, this mainly 
covers scholarly publications. 

 

resource 
Something that you can use to help you to achieve something, especially in your work or study. 
[MacMillan dictionary, http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/resource_1] 

 

rights statement 
Formal or official statement asserting the copyright status and/or the licensing conditions for a given 
resource. It can be issued by an authoritative body (e.g. http://rightsstatements.org/). For OpenMinTeD 
purposes, it can be deemed similar to a "licence category", grouping licences that share similar features. 

 

Text and Data Mining 
Text and Data Mining (TDM) was initially defined as “the discovery by computer of new, previously 
unknown information, by automatically extracting and relating information from different (…) 
resources, to reveal otherwise hidden meanings” (Hearst, 1999), in other words, “an exploratory data 
analysis that leads to the discovery of heretofore unknown information, or to answers for questions for 

http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/resource_1
https://www.gitbook.com/book/pennyl67/openminted-guidelines/edit
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which the answer is not currently known” (Hearst, 1999). [FutureTDM, 
http://www.futuretdm.eu/news/tdm-definition/] 

 

service / web service 
A piece of software accessible through remote invocation typically using some REST-style APIs or SOAP 
protocols.  

 

tool 
Piece of (standalone) software typically for a very limited technical purpose, such as a particular 
implementation of a part-of-speech tagger (e.g. TreeTagger), a tree parsing program (e.g. mstparser), 
etc. Preferred terms in OpenMinTeD include 'component' and 'workflow'. 

 

workflow 
A series of software components assembled together in order to perform a specific task.  

http://www.futuretdm.eu/news/tdm-definition/
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Publishable Summary 
The current deliverable brings together the guidelines that interested stakeholders must follow in order 
to be compatible with OpenMinTeD interoperability specifications.  

The guidelines intend to present in a user-friendly way the specifications set for empowering 
interoperability between content and software resources, especially in the framework of the 
OpenMinTeD platform. It is, therefore, based on input from  

● D5.2 and its updated version D5.3 - Interoperability Requirements Reports (in-progress) that 
includes the interoperability specifications set for OpenMinTeD,  

● D6.1 - Platform Architectural Specification that describes the architecture and functions of the 
OpenMinTeD platform, and  

● the data model adopted by OpenMinTeD for describing resources involved in TDM and 
implemented in the OMTD-SHARE metadata schema.  

The deliverable presents the work and methodology according to which the guidelines have been 
created, while the actual guidelines are annexed to this report and published online at 
https://guidelines.openminted.eu.  

Four guidelines have been created, targeting respectively the providers of publications, corpora, 
ancillary knowledge resources and TDM software resources. The specifications determine technical 
(e.g. data representation formats, transfer protocols), legal and documentation (metadata) issues. Two 
levels of compliance are foreseen, corresponding to mandatory and recommended specifications, 
allowing for a gradual adoption by stakeholder groups. 

Public review will be solicited from the stakeholder groups and their comments, together with 
additional requirements from the ongoing work on the project, will be taken into account for the next 
version of the guidelines (D5.6). 

  

https://guidelines.openminted.eu/
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1. Introduction 
OpenMinTeD enables the creation of an infrastructure that fosters and facilitates the use of text and 
data mining technologies in the scientific publications world and beyond, by both application domain 
users (i.e., scientists, technicians, etc.) and text mining experts. OpenMinTeD builds upon existing tools 
and text mining platforms. It aims at rendering them discoverable through the OpenMinTeD registry, 
and interoperable through the interoperability layer, also based on existing and emerging standards 
and best practices.   

The current deliverable puts together the guidelines that interested parties must follow in order to be 
compatible with OpenMinTeD interoperability specifications. To serve better the needs of the target 
stakeholder groups and the peculiarities of each resource type, separate guidelines are available per 
resource type and provider group. Thus, the deliverable is structured as follows: 

● a short presentation of the OpenMinTeD platform and the objectives it serves,  
● a short presentation of the audience targeted by the guidelines 
● background and methodology of the work  
● a synopsis of the OMTD-SHARE metadata schema, which is used for the documentation of all 

resources in OpenMinTeD, and the data model it supports. 
The guidelines themselves are presented in Appendix C, while an online version is available at: 
https://guidelines.openminted.eu. Given that the project is still in progress, there will be two new 
releases in the next twelve months, taking into account stakeholders' feedback and additional 
specifications coming from the project; backwards compatibility of the new versions will be a priority 
and, where needed, conversion tools to the new version will be made available. 

 

2. The OpenMinTeD platform 
TDM involves a wide range of resource types:  

● the content resources to be mined (scholarly publications in the OpenMinTeD project),  
● the text mining software and  
● ancillary knowledge resources used for the operation of the software (e.g. annotation schemas, 

https://guidelines.openminted.eu/
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linguistic tagsets, lexical or ontological resources used for annotating the resources to be mined, 
machine learning models, annotated textual corpora).  

 

The OpenMinTeD platform1 integrates these resources and supports their interaction through 
appropriate services: 

● a Registry service for storing, browsing, downloading, searching and managing the various 
resources, which will be registered in OpenMinTeD by using a set of specifications/protocols (e.g. 
OAI-PMH [https://www.openarchives.org/pmh/], Maven [https://maven.apache.org/]) and 
documented with high-quality metadata; 

● the Workflow Editor service of the platform to guide users (via an appropriate User Interface) in 
creating interoperable workflows of TDM components, which will be executed by the Workflow 
Execution service in a cloud infrastructure (or on a local machine); 

● the Annotation Editor service to allow users to annotate the publications (texts) in order to create 
datasets that can be used in workflows, e.g. for evaluation purposes. 

 

The OpenMinTeD platform was designed and is being implemented as a facilitator of TDM in an 
ecosystem of e-infrastructures and repositories, collecting, transforming and making available resources 
only as needed for TDM purposes. In other words, it is not one more registry of content and services, 
and it doesn't seek to collect and provide information about resources that might be of interest to TDM 
stakeholders. Resources are uploaded and stored only as required to accommodate the processing 
process. Thus, for instance, knowledge resources can be registered at the OpenMinTeD registry and 
continue to reside at locations outside the platform, only to be accessed at the time of processing. 
Publications, on the other hand, are harvested and locally stored at OpenMinTeD storage facilities to 
ensure processing requirements and improve processing time. 

Resources are to be registered into OpenMinTeD only if they can be accessed and deployed in the context 
of a TDM processing operation.  

For this reason, it is imperative that 

• the resource itself can be accessed in a single step process and in a transparent way through the 

                                                      
1 For a full description of the platform, see D6.1 - Platform Architectural Specification. 

https://www.openarchives.org/pmh/
https://maven.apache.org/
http://openminted.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/D6.1-Platform-Architectural-Specification.pdf
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OpenMinTeD mechanisms; 

• the resource is properly described with the metadata schema adopted by OpenMinTeD, i.e. the 
OMTD-SHARE schema (see section 5), at least at the minimal level, ensuring that it can be 
discovered through the search-or-browse interface by the platform users, and that it can be 
instantiated when required by the software components at the time of execution of a workflow  

• the resource is in a form that can be exploited as is in the OpenMinTeD context (or can be easily 
transformed into one of the OpenMinTeD acceptable forms through one of the conversion tools 
included in the platform) 

• the resource adheres to the specifications set by OpenMinTeD (at least at the minimal level) that 
seek to achieve interoperability among all resources, as described in the guidelines. 

 

The resources will be registered into OpenMinTeD by trustworthy sources, i.e. registered individuals. 
Bilateral agreements with repositories, infrastructures and other registries containing useful resources 
will also be made to facilitate this process. 

 

In addition, new resources created using the OpenMinTeD toolbox and resources (i.e. corpora built by 
users by selecting scholarly publications, workflows created by TDM developers with components 
registered in OpenMinTeD, and outputs of running TDM tools and services in the platform), are also 
registered, stored and made available to the end-users through OpenMinTeD2 and must follow the 
above principles. The descriptions of new resources are produced semi-automatically, based on 
information from the resources used in their composition, and can be edited and enriched by users.  

 

Providers of resources interact with the OpenMinTeD Registry service through a specially designed 
interface, guiding them through the process of registration (uploading resources and their 
descriptions). All users can browse resources through the catalogue, select a specific resource and view 
its detailed description; moreover, resources are fed internally through the system into the Workflow 
and Annotation services, where they are presented to expert users for further operations. 

                                                      
2 There's an ongoing discussion on the archiving and distribution of the output resources; more information on this will be 
made available when decisions are reached on this issue. 
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3. Target audience 
OpenMinTeD targets the following groups: 

● End users as consumers of the e-Infrastructure, which are further divided to: 
o Domain specific researchers and research communities (e.g. research labs around the world): 

Users that are not knowledgeable about TDM and who want to find end-to-end applications 
(e.g. web services) that fulfill their needs in an off the shelf type of situation. 

o Application developers / Research e-Infrastructures data scientists: People who understand 
the basic usage of NLP and TDM services, but not the (algorithmic) details. They are aware 
of the research community needs, limitations and goals. They know how to connect and 
configure components, and which content they must use to get the required results. They 
need to develop end-to-end applications.  

o e-Infrastructure operators: Users agnostic to the internal specifics of TDM, but who need to 
integrate and operate TDM services into daily workflows which serve their constituency; the 
group includes, for instance, researchers of an RI, of a national e-Infrastructure or of a 
research institution. 

● Contributors of content and software resources: 
o For content to be mined (scholarly publications), a potentially wide group of stakeholders 

can be envisaged; in the current phase, the focus is on publishers and repository managers 
(research libraries). 

o For TDM software resources, two subgroups are identified: 
▪ A well-established community of expert language technology oriented people, who 

are using specific technologies and frameworks (e.g. UIMA, GATE) to develop and 
enhance their software, which can be used for TDM purposes. Examples of software 
include Named Entity Recognizers and Term Extractors that incorporate grammatical 
taggers and parsers.  

▪ Non-NLP expert developers, who are creating TDM modules based on off the shelf 
libraries and tools (e.g. Python NLTK3, Tidytext4, Scikit-learn5, Genism6, OKFN’s 

                                                      
3 https://pypi.python.org/pypi/nltk 
4 https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/tidytext/index.html 
5 http://scikit-learn.org/stable/ 
6 https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/  

https://pypi.python.org/pypi/nltk
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/tidytext/index.html
http://scikit-learn.org/stable/
https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/
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relevant initiative ContentMine7). These are not familiar with NLP frameworks and 
terminology but are eager to publish their TDM software.  

o For ancillary resources, contributions are expected from two main sources: 
▪ The TDM software developers (see above) who are usually bundling the required 

resources in their software, but also make them available as separate entities; this 
includes, for instance, ML models that come together with the software that uses 
them but may also be distributed separately and, thus, re-used with other software. 

▪ Language resources developers (e.g. terminologists, lexicographers, NLP experts 
producing annotation resources) and members of the various domain communities 
that already use resources such as ontologies, terminological lexica, thesauri etc. in 
their work. For this phase, the focus is on the communities targeted by the 
OpenMinTeD use cases, i.e. research analytics, life sciences, agriculture & 
biodiversity, social sciences. 

The guidelines, at the present stage, are targeting only the second group, i.e. contributors of resources. 
It supplies instructions and advice on the registration and uploading process, as well as on the proper 
packaging and documentation of the resources required for importing resources in the OpenMinTeD 
platform. It also provides recommendations on technical features and properties that contribute to 
interoperability.  

It should be noted, though, that the needs, expertise, habits and expectations of the first group have 
also influenced the descriptive schema of the resources as well as the functionalities and services 
supported by the platform. In addition, to further assist the end-users, the creation of guidelines 
targeting them, with examples and suggested pathways on the use of the OpenMinTeD platform will 
be investigated during the second phase of the project. 

 

4. Background and methodology of work 
 

The guidelines provide instructions on how to prepare, package and add new resources using the 
Registry interface. Their production has been based mainly on the interoperability specifications (WP5), 
taking into account the overall OpenMinTeD architecture and the platform implementation (WP6) as 

                                                      
7 http://contentmine.org/  

http://contentmine.org/
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well as the user requirements (cf. Appendix B for acknowledgements).  

 

The four working groups participating in WP5 have set a number of abstract requirements which are 
described in D5.2 - Interoperability Standards and Specifications Report. The requirements specify ways 
of assessing and improving interoperability between content resources and software components 
involved in TDM operations. The next step in this endeavour has been the formulation of concrete 
requirements (which will be included in the updated version of this deliverable, i.e. D5.3 - 
Interoperability Standards and Specifications Report (2nd edition)) recommending specific 
implementation strategies, techniques and features that ensure interoperability as envisaged in 
OpenMinTeD. These requirements have fed and will continue to feed the Guidelines, given that this is 
still an ongoing work and that updated versions will be released during the subsequent phases of 
project. 

 

An important instrument construed to support interoperability in OpenMinTeD is the OMTD-SHARE 
metadata schema, which is used for the description of the resources (see next section). The Guidelines 
include separate sections on the use of the metadata schema for each resource type, focusing in the 
first phase on the minimal level, which includes mandatory and strongly recommended elements. In 
the next release of the Guidelines, we will also include a full documentation with examples for all 
resource types, FAQ's and tips/advice. Given the size and complexity of the schema, we have decided 
to adopt this stepwise process in order to have a first testbed regarding the user-friendliness of the 
guidelines, and then build upon them following recommendations from the stakeholders. 

 

Additional input for the Guidelines will come from discussions on policies regarding the registration of 
providers and resources in the platform. Key issues include: 

● the interaction with other infrastructures, data and software repositories, in order to manually 
or automatically harvest all or selected resources from them,  

● the involvement of organizations vs. individuals in the process of registering and uploading 
resources,  

● the criteria for accepting resources,  
● the criteria for assigning user privileges.  
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The structure and the content of the Guidelines reflect these decisions by addressing issues related to 
specific types of providers in specific sections.  

The current version is limited to the resource providers listed hereafter, but next releases will broaden 
this scope to cover additional stakeholders (e.g. the non-NLP expert software developers). More 
specifically:  

● for content resources (scholarly publications), we expect to get input through big aggregators, i.e. 
OpenAIRE and CORE, who are aggregating open access content from various sources, such as 
repositories, publishers, journals etc. To further support the task of data collection, a connector is 
implemented in OpenMinTeD targeting specifically content from traditional publishers of open 
access publications. 

● for software resources, we expect input mainly from the Consortium partners, collected through 
software repositories (e.g. Maven Central), but also through MetaShare that hosts resources 
intended for Language Technology development. In both cases, these belong mainly to the expert 
language technology oriented communities of developers; 

● for ancillary resources, such as lexica, ontologies, ML models etc., we expect input from 
(a) the TDM software developers, who are wrapping ancillary resources (especially typesystems, 
models and tagsets) with their software modules; in the first phase, again we are focusing on the 
Consortium partners; 
( b) developers of language resources, who are describing and storing their resources in repositories 
intended for that purpose, such as MetaShare, and/or in discipline repositories (especially as 
regards terminologies and ontologies); the main focus will be on the disciplines targeted by the WP9 
use cases. 

 

 

5. The OMTD-SHARE metadata schema 
The OMTD-SHARE metadata schema8 is the recommended schema for the description of the 
resources. It has been designed in order to support interoperability between the various resources used 
in TDM processes. This interoperability is achieved by homogenising descriptions of TDM resources 
from the different scientific communities using a common core vocabulary, which is linked to pre-

                                                      
8 The full OMTD-SHARE schema is documented at: https://openminted.github.io/releases/omtd-share/. 

https://openminted.github.io/releases/omtd-share/
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existing domain-specific vocabularies. Standards and best practices of the source communities are 
integrated whenever possible. The main principles and strategies employed in the design of the OMTD-
SHARE schema consist of the following: 

● cover needs of resource discoverability and TDM processing 
● cover documentation needs of all resource types involved in TDM  
● be flexible enough to support varying degrees of documentation completeness 
● organize the schema elements and accommodate common vs. particular features of resources 
● reuse what is available vs. create new elements and values 
● normalize user input vs. allow for free user input 
● document processing procedure and outputs. 

 

It has largely been based on the META-SHARE metadata schema9 [Gavrilidou et al. 2012], which caters 
for the description of language resources, encompassing both data (textual, multimodal/multimedia 
and lexical data, grammars, language models, etc.) and technologies (tools/services) used for their 
processing. The OMTD-SHARE is more restricted in the sense that it focuses on text resources only, 
while it also extends the basic schema in order to include TDM-specific concepts, and enhances the 
description of processing procedures and workflows.  

As in META-SHARE, the schema documents the full lifecycle of a resource, including at least a minimal 
documentation of its satellite entities (see Figure 1), especially their interrelations. The OMTD-SHARE 
data model thus comprises of the following entities: 

● the resources, further classified into: 
○ corpora, i.e. datasets of text documents - mainly scholarly publications in OMTD-SHARE  
○ lexical/conceptual resources, including lexica, ontologies, term lists, gazetteers, etc., but 

also tagsets and annotation schemas, which are used for annotating corpora 
○ language descriptions, which mainly refer to computational grammars 
○ machine learning and statistical models10 
○ software components, pieces of software, tools offered as locally executable codes or as 

                                                      
9 http://metashare.ilsp.gr/knowledgebase/homePage  
10Models could be considered as a subtype of language descriptions, but we decided to keep it distinct because it had a lot 
of properties that differentiated it from grammars; it was also considered better to keep them apart as it would enhance 
their discoverability. 

http://metashare.ilsp.gr/knowledgebase/homePage
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web services, wrapped in a workflow or as standalone end-to-end applications, and, finally, 
○ publications, which constitute a peculiar resource type, as they are viewed in OpenMinTeD 

only in a collective form, as a "corpus",  
● the satellite entities, such as actors, be it persons or organizations that have created the resources, 

or the projects using or funding them. 
 

 
Figure 1. Overview of the OMTD-SHARE data model 

 

The schema is composed of metadata elements that are used to describe properties and relationships. 
Some of these elements, especially those that pertain to administrative features, are common to all 
types of resources (e.g. identification, contact, licensing information, etc.) while others, mainly 
technical features about the contents and format of resources, differ across types. As aforesaid, 
publications differ from other resources types: their recommended metadata elements mainly describe 
criteria used for their selection in the corpus building process. 
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One of the characteristic features of the META-SHARE family of schemas11 is the adoption of the 
component-based mechanism (Component MetaData Infrastructure, CMDI), according to which 
semantically coherent elements are grouped together to form components12 [Broeder et al., 2008]. For 
instance, the licensing module includes elements such as the name and URL of a licence, attribution 
text, copyright holders, etc. For the sake of simplicity, the container elements used for this grouping 
will not be presented in the guidelines unless required. 

 

The OMTD-SHARE schema classifies elements into three levels of optionality: 

● mandatory: elements that are necessary for intended purposes, i.e. for discovering resources and 
for triggering operations between content and software components 

● recommended: elements that can help the current or future use of the resource, or useful 
information that providers have not yet standardized 

● optional: all remaining information related to the lifecycle of a resource. 
 

The XML Schema Definition (XSD) that formally describes the schema has been made publicly 
available13. An important difference from META-SHARE lies in the organisation vis-a-vis the different 
resource types covered: while META-SHARE describes all resources types in one common XSD, in 
OMTD-SHARE, the resource types are described in a more modular way as separate sets of XSDs.  

Work is ongoing for producing also an RDF/OWL version, which will be documented in the next release 
of the guidelines. 

 

6. Structure of the guidelines 
The current release includes four guidelines (cf. Appendix C), which correspond to the three major 

                                                      
11 Based on the META-SHARE schema, four more adaptations are now available: ELRC-SHARE, clarin:el, and OMTD-SHARE. 
The META-SHARE schema has also been implemented as an RDF/OWL ontology with the collaboration of the ld4lt W3C 
group. 
12 To avoid confusion with the term "component" also used for software components, we will from now on refer to this 
concept as "modules".  
13 The current version of XSD's is available at: https://github.com/openminted/omtd-share_metadata_schema and the 
documentation of v1.0.0 at: https://openminted.github.io/releases/omtd-share/. 

https://elrc-share.ilsp.gr/documentation/ELRC-SHARE_schema.html
http://www.clarin.gr/en/content/preparing-documenting-lrs
http://purl.org/net/def/metashare
https://www.w3.org/community/ld4lt
https://github.com/openminted/omtd-share_metadata_schema
https://openminted.github.io/releases/omtd-share/
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distinctions of resources involved in TDM processes: 

● content resources to be mined, i.e. scholarly publications,  
● ancillary (knowledge) resources used for the operation of the software (e.g. annotation schemas, 

linguistic tagsets, lexical or ontological resources used for annotating the resources to be mined, 
machine learning models) 

● TDM (-related) software,  
and one more for  

● corpora as they can be used either as an ancillary resource or as a resource to be mined. 
  

Each set of guidelines contains the following information: 

● a brief introduction, specifying the resources expected, potential sources, minimal requirements for 
the contributions 

● packaging and registering instructions for the OpenMinTeD registry 
● technical and metadata requirements that empower interoperability  
● for each resource type, an overview of the OMTD-SHARE metadata schema (minimal level) with 

definitions, explanations, recommended usage and mappings to other widespread metadata 
schemas 

● further instructions per type of contributors or resource type/subtype where required. 
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OpenMinTeD	guidelines
Welcome	to	the	OpenMinTeD	Guidelines!

OpenMinTeD	enables	the	creation	of	an	infrastructure	that	fosters	and	facilitates	the	use	of
Text	and	Data	Mining	(TDM)	technologies	in	the	scientific	publications	world,	builds	on
existing	TDM	tools	and	platforms,	and	renders	them	discoverable	and	interoperable	through
appropriate	registries	and	a	standards-based	interoperability	layer,	respectively.

This	is	where	you'll	find	information	on

how	to	make	your	resources	interoperable	with	other	resources	for	TDM	purposes
how	to	register	your	resources	at	the	OpenMinTeD	platform
(https://services.openminted.eu/)
how	to	contribute	to	the	guidelines.

TDM	involves	a	wide	range	of	resource	types:

the	content	resources	to	be	mined,	i.e.	scholarly	publications	in	the	current	phase,
the	TDM	software	and
ancillary	knowledge	resources	used	for	the	operation	of	the	software	(e.g.	annotation
schemes,	linguistic	tagsets,	lexical	or	ontological	resources	used	for	annotating	the
resources	to	be	mined,	machine	learning	models,	annotated	textual	corpora).

Four	guidelines	are	released	targeting	providers	of	these	resources:

Guidelines	for	providers	of	publications
Guidelines	for	providers	of	corpora
Guidelines	for	providers	of	software	resources
Guidelines	for	providers	of	knowledge	resources

The	OpenMinTeD	platform	serves	as	a	facilitator	of	TDM	in	an	ecosystem	of	e-
infrastructures	and	repositories,	collecting,	transforming	and	making	available	resources
only	as	needed	for	TDM	purposes.	In	other	words,	it	is	not	one	more	registry	of	content
and	services,	and	it	doesn't	seek	to	collect	and	provide	information	about	resources	that
might	be	of	interest	to	TDM	stakeholders.

Important	notice

Resources	are	to	be	registered	into	OpenMinTeD	only	if	they	can	be	accessed
and	deployed	in	the	context	of	a	TDM	processing	operation.

OpenMinTeD	guidelines
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Each	set	of	guidelines	contains	the	following	information:

a	brief	introduction,	specifying	the	resources	expected,	potential	sources,	minimal
requirements	for	the	contributions
packaging	and	registering	instructions	for	the	OpenMinTeD	registry
technical	and	metadata	requirements	that	empower	interoperability
for	each	resource	type,	an	overview	of	the	OMTD-SHARE	metadata	schema	(minimal
level)	with	definitions,	explanations,	recommended	usage	and	mappings	to	other
popular	metadata	schemas
further	instructions	per	type	of	contributors	or	resource	type/subtype	where	required.

OpenMinTeD	guidelines
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Introduction
OpenMinTeD	facilitates	the	use	of	TDM	technologies	in	the	scientific	publications	world,
ranging	from	generic	scholarly	communication	to	literature	related	to	specific	disciplines.
Scholarly	publications	come	from	a	wide	bulk	of	stakeholders,	e.g.	institutional	and	discipline
repositories,	academic	journals,	scientific	publishers,	etc.	For	the	first	phase,	the	focus	is	on
literature	repositories	and	publishers,	as	regards	sources,	and	on	Open	Access	content,	as
regards	access	conditions.

Important	notice

It	should	be	noted	that	only	publications	that	provide	the	full	text	or,	at	least,	an
abstract	are	candidate	for	inclusion	in	OpenMinTeD.

OpenMinTeD	relies	on	existing	infrastructures	and	standards/best	practices	for	its	operation.
Thus,	to	access	scholarly	publications,	it	relies	on	the	two	main	aggregators	of	such	content,
OpenAIRE	and	CORE.	Providers	of	scholarly	publications	are	asked	to	contribute	their
resources	by	depositing	them	at	one	of	these	stakeholders,	following	their	respective
guidelines	and	procedures.	In	addition,	OpenAIRE	and	CORE	are	developing	a	content
connector	that	allows	harvesting	of	open	access	publications	through	the	APIs	of	publishers
that	allow	this.

Scholarly	publications	are	imported	into	OpenMinTeD	for	TDM	processing	via	the	creation	of
corpora	upon	queries	submitted	by	the	end-users.	Researchers	come	to	OpenMinTeD	not	to
read	publications,	but	to	build	a	corpus	by	selecting	publications	from	various	sources	based
on	specific	criteria,	e.g.	"a	corpus	of	English	articles	in	the	biomedicine	area",	in	order	to	run
TDM	services	on	them.

OpenMinTed	has	elaborated	several	architectural	options	of	how	to	integrate	existing
content	providers	(such	as	OpenAIRE	and	CORE	but	not	limited	to)	and	choose	an
approach	whereby	content	is	managed	in	those	external	services	but	is	accessible	in	the
OpenMinTeD	platform	through	a	federated	search	strategy.	Content	is	made	available	to
OpenMinTed	platform	through	a	simple	API,	defining	simple	operations	to	search	and
retrieve	content.

As	one	of	the	first	steps	of	building	a	corpus	of	scholarly	publications,	end-users	are
expected	to	issue	a	query	in	the	OpenMinTed	registry:	in	fact,	they	are	presented	with	a
faceted	view	of	the	OpenMinTeD	contents	(i.e.	of	all	registered	content	providers)	and,	by
selecting	from	a	range	of	criteria,	a	query	is	gradually	built.	Results	from	all	registered
content	providers	are	presented	to	the	end-user	and,	after	refinement	and	careful	elicitation

Introduction
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of	the	final	query,	the	associated	content	is	transferred	to	OpenMinTeD’s	registry	and
becomes	available	for	the	subsequent	steps	of	a	TDM	workflow.	A	lazy	deposit/caching
strategy	has	been	employed	to	avoid	redundant	queries	(in	simple	terms	a	record	is	fetched
only	the	first	time	it	is	requested	and	remains	persistent	locally	for	further	requests).	Extra
care	is	taken	to	ensure	reproducibility	of	the	created	corpus	by	storing	an	exact	version	of
the	content	used	in	it.

Thus,	a	corpus	included	in	the	OpenMinTeD	Registry	essentially	consists	of	a	list	of
publications.	Each	publication	is	identified	(equivalent	to	a	primary	key)	by	its	content	(full
text	pdf)	hash	value	and	a	set	of	metadata	files	(in	the	OMTD-SHARE	schema)	that	describe
the	resource.	In	most	cases,	this	set	consists	of	just	one	item	but	the	case	that	multiple
metadata	files	describe	the	same	resource	is	possible	(for	example	different	metadata	files
from	CORE	or	OpenAIRE,	update	in	metadata	fields,	richer	metadata	from	a	content
provider,	etc.)

The	following	sections	present	a	list	of	instructions,	requirements	and	recommendations	that
publications	must	meet	to	interact	with	TDM	resources.

Introduction
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Instructions	for	publication	repositories,
libraries,	journals,	publishers,	etc.

How	to	register	your	resources
How	to	make	your	resources	interoperable
How	to	document	your	resources

Instructions	for	publication	repositories,	libraries,	journals,	publishers,	etc.
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How	to	register	your	resources

If	you	wish	to	register	publications	that	can	be	harvested	for	TDM	purposes	through
OpenMinTeD,	you	can	do	so

by	registering	through	OpenAIRE,	following	procedures	and	guidelines	at:
https://www.openaire.eu/validator/welcome.action

OR

by	registering	through	CORE,	following	procedures	at:	https://core.ac.uk/join

For	each	publication	to	be	valid	for	import	into	OpenMinTeD,	a	metadata	record	conformant
with	the	OMTD-SHARE	minimal	schema,	and	a	file	with	the	contents	must	be	delivered.

How	to	register	your	resources
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How	to	make	your	resources	interoperable

To	be	fully	compatible	with	OpenMinTeD,	you	must:

provide	a	file	with	the	actual	contents	of	each	publication	in	any	format	you	desire	(e.g.
PDF,	HTML,	etc.).

In	addition,	if	you	wish	your	material	to	be	easily	processable	and	interoperable	with	TDM
tools	and	services,	you	should	adopt	the	following	recommendations:

The	preferred	formats	for	delivering	textual	material	are	plain	text,	XML,	PDF	(not
proprietary	and	certainly	not	of	scanned	images),	which	can	be	read	by	one	of	the
existing	readers.

If	appropriate	for	your	material,	use	one	of	the	more	specific	data	formats	that	are
already	supported	by	readers	and	converters	included	in	the	OpenMinTeD	registry	(cf.
dataFormatSpecific).

The	preferred	character	encoding	is	UTF-8.

Please,	note	that	not	all	of	the	above	requirements	are	absolute:	if	your	material	is	not
compliant	with	them,	it	may	still	be	processable,	but	their	adoption	makes	it	better	equipped
for	TDM	and	NLP	processing.

How	to	make	your	resources	interoperable
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How	to	document	your	resources

To	be	fully	compatible	with	OpenMinTeD,	you	must

provide	a	metadata	record	for	each	publication	with	at	least	bibliographic	information
about	it,	in	preference	following	the	OpenAIRE	guidelines
ensure	that	the	publications	are	distributed	under	Open	Access	conditions
include	in	the	metadata	record	of	each	publication	a	link	to	the	licence	document	that
describes	the	terms	and	conditions	under	which	it	is	provided,	and	attach	the	licence
document	together	with	the	publication
if	you	already	have	a	PID	for	your	publication	(preferably	DOI),	make	sure	it	is	included
in	the	metadata	record	(cf.	identifier	for	more	information	on	identifier	schemes).

The	following	recommendations	will	help	interaction	with	your	resources,	but	they	are	not
mandatory.

Further	adoption	of	standards	such	as	the	JATS	article	tag	suite	or	TEI	P5	guidelines	for
annotating	the	inner	structure	of	publications	is	recommended.
Use	standard	classification	vocabularies,	such	as	MeSH,	DDC,	LCSH	etc.)	for	adding
classification	tags	to	your	material	and	specify	the	vocabulary	you	use	in	the	metadata
record;	provide	at	least	one	broad	category	for	your	material	(e.g.	life	sciences,
computing	etc.).
In	all	cases,	where	linking	to	other	resources	or	entities	(e.g.	persons,	projects	etc.)	in
the	metadata	records	is	added,	please	try	to	do	this	through	unique	and	persistent
identifiers	of	authority	lists	and	sources,	to	the	extent	possible,	documenting	also	the
authority	and/or	scheme	it	adheres	to.

How	to	document	your	resources
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Instructions	for	aggregators
For	the	first	phase	of	the	project,	OpenAIRE	and	CORE	will	bring	content	resources	into
OpenMinTeD	through	user	queries.	For	next	versions,	interested	content	providers	will	be
able	to	contribute	directly	to	OpenMinTeD	if	they	implement	the	following:

Map	the	metadata	of	their	contents	to	the	OMTD-SHARE	schema
Provide	search	capabilities	on	the	metadata
Provide	the	actual	content	(e.g.	fulltext	in	the	case	of	publications)

More	specific	instructions	are	found	in	the	next	section.

How	to	register	your	resources
How	to	document	your	resources
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How	to	register	your	resources

Interested	content	providers	must	implement	a	Java	interface,	called	ContentConnector,
which	can	be	found	at	https://github.com/openminted/content-connector-api.	The
implementation	is	then	included	in	the	code	of	the	ContentService	of	the	OpenMinTeD
platform.	This	interface	specifies	three	methods:

search,	which	accepts	a	Query	object	describing	a	query	and	returns	a	page	of
metadata.	This	method	is	used	for	browsing	the	metadata	of	the	provider	and	supports
keyword	search,	advanced	search	in	a	number	of	fields	and	also	faceted	search.	The
result	of	the	method	is	(a)	a	page	(of	user	specified	size)	of	metadata,	(b)	the	statistics
of	the	results	(total	number	of	hits,	etc),	and	(c)	the	facets	(if	requested).

fetchMetadata,	which	accepts	a	Query,	but,	unlike	the	previous	method,	returns	all	the
metadata	of	the	result,	without	any	statistics	or	facets.	The	result	is	a	stream	containing
a	single	xml	element	(called	“publications”),	which	in	turn	contains	all	the	metadata	of
the	content.	This	method	is	called	when	a	corpus	is	being	built.

downloadFullText,	which	given	a	publication	identifier	(as	contained	in	the	metadata)
returns	a	stream	containing	the	actual	content.	This	method	is	again	used	when	the
platform	is	building	a	corpus.

Additional	technical	information	is	provided	in	the	Java	code	of	the	interface.

How	to	register	your	resources
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How	to	document	your	resources

In	the	case	of	publications,	the	required	metadata	records	come	at	two	levels:

one	for	the	whole	query-generated	corpus	of	publications,	in	compliance	with	the
OMTD-SHARE	schema	for	corpora,	which	is	automatically	constructed	on	the	basis	of
the	user	filters	and	manually	enriched	by	the	user;
one	per	publication,	with	a	minimal	set	of	metadata	elements	in	compliance	with	the
OMTD-SHARE	schema	for	publications,	automatically	converted	from	the	current
schemas	of	the	providers.

It	should	be	noted	that	the	original	resource	providers	(e.g.	publication	repositories,
publishers	etc.)	that	offer	publications	via	OpenAIRE	and	CORE	do	not	have	to	change	their
current	schemas.	Mappings	and	conversions	between	the	OpenAIRE 	and	CORE	metadata
and	the	OMTD-SHARE	schema	are	made	by	the	providers	themselves	in	the	framework	of
OpenMinTeD .

All	metadata	records	for	publications	must	be	delivered	in	XML	format.

.	The	OpenAIRE	schema	and	guidelines	are	currently	under	revision;	collaboration
with	the	relevant	actors	has	been	established	to	take	into	account	the	new	features
and,	where	desired,	influence	the	changes	so	as	to	support	TDM	processes	in
accordance	to	the	interoperability	requirements.	↩

.	Mappings	with	other	metadata	schemas,	including	OpenAIRE	and	CORE,	are
included	in	the	presentation	of	the	recommended	metadata	schema.	↩

1

2

1

2
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Further	requirements	for	annotated	publications

Scholarly	publications	will	normally	be	imported	into	the	OpenMinTeD	platform	in	an
unprocessed	format	and	will	be	annotated	by	the	operation	of	TDM	software	also	registered
in	the	platform.

However,	certain	providers	may	decide	to	run	the	TDM	or	annotation	software	at	their	own
premises	and	upload	the	results	of	the	processing	directly	into	OpenMinTeD	(e.g.	annotating
the	publications	with	structural	markup,	extracting	acknowledgements	or	citations	sections
etc.).

In	these	cases,	the	annotated	output	is	considered	a	new	resource	and,	therefore,	should	be
registered

as	a	separate	resource	from	the	raw	publication	in	a	folder	called	"annotated	files"
with	its	own	metadata	record,	following	the	instructions	for	annotated	publications.

It	should	be	noted	that	publications	annotated	by	means	of	the	OpenMinTeD	platform	will	be
automatically	assigned	the	appropriate	values	for	these	elements.

Further	requirements	for	annotated	publications
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Recommended	schema	for	publications
This	section	includes	the	overview	of	the	recommended	OMTD-SHARE	schema	for
publications,	i.e.	the	subset	of	M(andatory)	and	strongly	R(ecommended)	metadata
elements.	Only	elements	related	to	the	description	of	the	resource	are	presented	here;
additional	elements	required	for	the	management	of	the	metadata	record	(e.g.
metadataCreationDate,	metadataCreator	etc.)	are	handled	internally	by	the	OpenMinTeD
platform.

For	annotated	publications,	see	here.

OMTD-SHARE	element Usage

documentType M

publicationType M

identifier M

title M

licence	or	rightsStmtName	&	rightsStmtURL	(one	of	the	two	must	be
provided) M

nonStandardLicenceName R	when
applicable

nonStandardLicenceTermsURL M	when
applicable

version	of	licence Μ

distributionMedium M

downloadURL Μ	when
applicable

documentLanguage M

fullText R

abstract R

author R

publisher R

journal R

mimeType R

characterEncoding R

publicationDate R

Recommended	schema	for	publications
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subject R

keyword R

collectedFrom	repositoryName	or	repositoryIdentifier R

sourceMetadataLink R

originalDataProviderType R

originalDataProviderRepository R	when
applicable

originalDataProviderJournal R	when
applicable

originalDataProviderPublisher R	when
applicable

relationType R

relatedResource1 M	when
applicable

relatedResource2 M	when
applicable

Recommended	schema	for	publications
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documentType

Usage

Mandatory

Type

Closed	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms-omtd:documentType:	bibliographicRecordOnly,	abstract,	fullText

Definition/Explanations

Specifies	whether	the	metadata	record	provides	access	to	the	full	text,	the	abstract	or	serves
only	as	a	bibliographic	record	(i.e.	includes	only	metadata)

Recommended	usage

Please,	select	one	of	the	values	provided	to	indicate	whether	the	metadata	record	includes
the	full	text	(either	as	a	link	or	as	a	free	text	field	inside	the	record),	the	abstract	(again,	as	a
link	or	as	a	free	text	description	in	a	metadata	element)	or	none	at	all.	If	the	record	includes
both	the	abstract	and	the	full	text,	the	preferred	option	is	to	select	"fullText".

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:narrowMatch	dct:type

documentType
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publicationType

Usage

Mandatory

Type

Open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms-omtd:publicationType:	article,	bachelorThesis,	masterThesis,	doctoralThesis,	book,
bookPart,	review,	conferenceObject,	lecture,	workingPaper,	prePrint,	report,	annotation,
contributionToPeriodical,	patent,	inProceedings,	booklet,	manual,	techReport,	inCollection,
unpublished,	other

Definition/Explanations

Specifies	the	type	of	the	publication	(e.g.	whether	it's	a	journal	article,	oral	paper	or	poster	in
the	proceedings	of	a	conference	etc.)

Recommended	usage

Please,	select	one	of	the	values	from	the	list	(compatible	with	the	CASRAI
research/scholarly	output	types	Ihttp://dictionary.casrai.org/Output_Types));	if	none	of	the
values	fits,	please	use	"other"

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

OpenAIRE	current	version:	computed	from	instanceType
OpenAIRE	v4.0:	dc:type
CORE:	article.types
DCMI:	skos:narrowMatch	dct:type
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:resourceTypeGeneral	&	datacite:resourceType;
recommended	usage	for	publications	is	to	use	"text"	for	datacite:resourceTypeGeneral
and	one	of	the	CASRAI	values	for	datacite:resourceType	(e.g.	text/ConferenceObject)

publicationType
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identifier

Usage

Mandatory

Type

free	text

Attributes

ms-omtd:publicationIdentifierSchemeName	or	ms-omtd:schemeURI

Definition/Explanations

Reference	to	a	DOI	(recommended)	or	any	kind	of	identifier	used	for	the	publication

Recommended	usage

Provide	a	unique	identifier	already	assigned	by	an	authoritative	source;	the	preferred
identifier	for	publications	is	DOI;	you	can	use	either

the	attribute	"publicationIdentifierSchemeName"	to	specify	the	scheme,	by	selecting	one
of	the	pre-defined	values	(e.g.	DOI,	ISBN	etc.)	or,
if	the	scheme	is	not	listed	among	them,	use	the	"other"	value,	use	the	attribute
"schemeURI"	to	provide	a	link	to	the	URI	that	documents	the	scheme	it	adheres	to.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

OpenAIRE	current	version:	doi/pmc/etc.	identifiers
OpenAIRE	v4.0:	dc:identifier
CORE:	article.id	&	article.identifiers
DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:identifier
DataCite	4.0:	datacite:contributor	with	skos:broadMatch	datacite:identifier
(identifierType	can	only	be	DOI)contributorType="ContactPerson",	contributorName
(familyName	&	givenName)	or	nameIdentifier	and	nameIdentifierScheme	and
schemeURI

identifier
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title

Usage

Mandatory

Type

Multilingual	free	text

Attributes

xs:lang	and	ms-omtd:titleType

Definition/Explanations

The	title	of	the	publication

Recommended	usage

Please	provide	the	title	as	in	the	original	metadata	record;	the	"lang"	attribute	can	be	used	to
specify	the	language	of	the	title,	and	the	"titleType"	attribute	(after	DataCite)	to	differentiate
between	main	title,	alternative	or	translated	title	and	subtitle.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

OpenAIRE	current	version:	title
OpenAIRE	v4.0:	dc:title
CORE:	article.title
DCMI:	skos:exactMatch	dct:title
DataCite	4.0:	skos:exactMatch	datacite:title

title
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licence

Usage

Mandatory	under	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

either	licence	or	rightsStmt	must	be	filled	in

Type

open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:licence:	CC-BY,	CC-BY-NC,	CC-BY-NC-ND,	CC-BY-NC-SA,	CC-BY-ND,	CC-BY-SA,	CC-
ZERO,	PDDL,	ODC-BY,	ODbL,	MS-NoReD,	MS-NoReD-FF,	MS-NoReD-ND,	MS-NoReD-
ND-FF,	MS-NC-NoReD,	MS-NC-NoReD-FF,	MS-NC-NoReD-ND,	MS-NC-NoReD-ND-FF,
ELRA_END_USER,	ELRA_EVALUATION,	ELRA_VAR,	CLARIN_PUB,	CLARIN_ACA,
CLARIN_ACA-NC,	CLARIN_RES,	AGPL,	ApacheLicence_2.0,	BSD_4-clause,	BSD_3-
clause,	FreeBSD,	GFDL,	GPL,	LGPL,	MIT,	Princeton_Wordnet,	proprietary,
underNegotiation,	nonStandardLicenceTerms

Definition/Explanations

The	licence	of	use	for	the	resource

Recommended	usage

You	can	provide	information	on	the	rights	of	accessing	and	using	a	resource	in	one	of	the
following	ways,	in	order	of	preference:

use	the	element	"licence"	and	select	one	of	the	recommended	licences;	please,	note
that	the	list	contains	licences	intended	for	data	resources	&	components	mixed
together;for	components	the	recommended	licences	are	the	Open	Source	licences;	for
data	resources,	please	use	a	standard	licence	such	as	one	of	the	CC	family;
if	the	licence	you	use	is	not	included	in	the	list,	you	can	use	the
"nonStandardLicenceTerms"	or	the	"proprietary"	values	and	give	further	information	on
your	licence	in	the	elements:	"nonStandardLicenceName",
"nonStandardLicenceTermsURL"	and	"nonStandardLicenceTermsText"
you	can	also	use	the	"rightsStatementName"	and	the	"rightsStatementURL"	(with	a	link
to	a	URL	with	more	explanations	on	its	usage)	if	the	resource	is	provided	with	a	general
statement	of	use	and	not	an	official	licence	document;	please,	note	that	this	is	an	option

licence
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used	mainly	to	facilitate	end-users	in	accessing	your	resource,	while	you	are	strongly
advised	to	properly	license	your	resource.	For	publications	harvested	from	OpenAIRE
and	CORE,	please	provide	the	original	licence	value	if	it	was	included	in	the	original
metadata	record;	in	any	case,	the	"rightsStmtName"	element	must	additionally	be	used
for	all	publications.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

OpenAIRE	current	version:	bestlicense	provides	info	for	NonStandardLicenceTerms
and	RightsStatementInfo
OpenAIRE	v4.0:	dc:rights	&	file/dc:accessRights
DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:license
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:rights

licence
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rightsStmtName

Usage

Mandatory	under	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

either	licence	or	rightsStmt	must	be	filled	in

Type

open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms-omtd:rightsStmtName:	openAccess,	closedAccess,	embargoedAccess,	restrictedAccess

Definition/Explanations

The	name	of	an	official	statement	indicative	of	licensing	terms	for	the	use	of	a	resource	(e.g.
open	access,	free	to	read	etc.);	its	semantics	should	be	clear,	preferrably	formally	expressed
and	stored	at	a	url.

The	current	list	of	predefined	values	comes	from	OpenAIRE,	but	it's	under	revision.

Recommended	usage

The	"rightsStmtName"	and	"rightsStmtURL"	elements	can	be	used	in	addition	to	the
"licence"	value	in	order	to	facilitate	users	to	understand	the	licensing	terms	of	a	resource.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

OpenAIRE	current	version:	conversion	from	bestlicence	classname
DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:accessRights
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:rights

rightsStmtName
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rightsStmtURL

Usage

Mandatory	under	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

either	licence	or	rightsStmt	must	be	filled	in

Type

URL	pattern

Definition/Explanations

Link	to	the	URL	with	the	text	that	formally	explains	the	licensing	conditions	imposed	by	the
rights	statement.

Recommended	usage

The	"rightsStmtName"	and	"rightsStmtURL"	elements	can	be	used	in	addition	to	the
"licence"	value	in	order	to	facilitate	users	to	understand	the	licensing	terms	of	a	resource.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

OpenAIRE	current	version:	http://api.openaire.eu/vocabularies/dnet:access_modes
DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:accessRights
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:rightsURI

rightsStmtURL
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nonStandardLicenceName

Usage

Mandatory	under	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

to	be	used	with	ms:licence	other	(i.e.	for	licences	not	included	in	the	list	of	recommended
ones)

Type

free	text

Definition/Explanations

The	name	with	which	a	licence	is	known;	to	be	used	for	licences	not	included	in	the	pre-
defined	list	of	recommended	licences

Recommended	usage

Please,	provide	the	name	of	the	licence	if	it's	already	known	or	supply	one	that	can	uniquely
identify	it.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

OpenAIRE	current	version:	bestlicense
DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:title	(for	dct:licenseDocument)

nonStandardLicenceName
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nonStandardLicenceTermsURL

Usage

Mandatory	under	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

to	be	used	with	ms:licence	other	(i.e.	for	licences	not	included	in	the	list	of	recommended
ones)

Type

URL	pattern

Definition/Explanations

Used	to	provide	a	hyperlink	to	a	url	containing	the	text	of	a	licence	not	included	in	the
predefined	list	or	describing	the	terms	of	use	for	a	language	resource	or	terms	of	service	for
web	services

Recommended	usage

Please,	provide	the	link	to	the	full	text	document	of	the	licence.	Please	note	that	this	is	the
preferred	option	over	inserting	the	licence	text	in	the	element
"nonStandardLicenceTermsText",	as	it	provides	a	permanent	accessible	to	all	location	for	the
licence.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

OpenAIRE	current	version:	bestlicense	classid
DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:license
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:rightsURI

nonStandardLicenceTermsURL
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version	of	licence

Usage

Mandatory

Type

free	text

Definition/Explanations

The	version	of	the	licence

Recommended	usage

You	are	advised	to	indicate	the	version	of	the	licence	of	your	resource;	the	latest	version	is
the	preferred	option,	e.g."4.0"	for	all	CC-licences	and	"2.0"	for	the	META-SHARE-NoReD
ones.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:hasVersion	(for	dct:licenseDocument)

version	of	licence
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distributionMedium

Usage

Mandatory

Type

Open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:distributionMedium:	webExecutable,	paperCopy,	hardDisk,	bluRay,	DVD-R,	CD-ROM,
downloadable,	accessibleThroughInterface,	other

Definition/Explanations

Specifies	the	medium	(channel)	used	for	delivery	or	providing	access	to	the	resource

Recommended	usage

Please,	use	one	of	the	provided	values	to	indicate	the	medium	of	distribution.	For
publications	harvested	from	OpenAIRE	and	CORE,	the	default	value	is	"downloadable",	if
the	documentType	is	"abstract"	or	"fullText".	Please,	note	that	If	the	publication	is	distributed
in	different	mediums	under	different	terms	of	use	or	licences,	you	can	repeat	the	whole	set
of	elements	("distributionInfo")	to	describe	them.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

OpenAIRE	v4.0:	distributionInfo	are	related	to	webresource	or	url
DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:medium

distributionMedium
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downloadURL

Usage

Recommended	under	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

if	distributionMedium=downloadable

Definition/Explanations

Any	URL	where	the	resource	can	be	downloaded	from

Recommended	usage

Please,	use	for	publications	whose	actual	content	is	not	already	uploaded	in	OpenMinTeD;
in	this	case,	please	ensure	that	the	URL	link	leads	to	the	actual	content	of	the	publication
and	not	to	a	landing	page.	For	publications	harvested	from	OpenAIRE	&	CORE,	the	full
content	must	be	uploaded	in	OpenMinTeD	according	to	the	approved	guidelines	for	the	user
built	corpora	of	publications.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

OpenAIRE	current	version:	url
CORE:	article.fulltextURLs

downloadURL
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documentLanguage

Usage

Recommended

Type

open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms-omtd:documentLanguage	(a	combination	of	languageId,	scriptId,	regionId	and	variantId
according	to	the	IETF	BCP47	guidelines):

Definition/Explanations

The	language	the	document	is	written	in	according	to	IETF	BCP47	guidelines

Recommended	usage

Please,	enter	the	language	and,	if	needed,	the	region,	script	and	variant	identifier	that	best
fits	the	language	of	the	document	(e.g.	en-US)	according	to	the	IETF	BCP47	guidelines

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

OpenAIRE	current	version:	language	(but	to	be	mapped	from	ISO	639-2	3-letter
codes	to	us)
OpenAIRE	v4.0:	dc:language
CORE:	article.language
DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:language
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:Language

documentLanguage
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fullText

Usage

Recommended

Type

free	text

Attributes

xs:lang

Definition/Explanations

The	full	text	of	the	publication	in	simple	text	format

Recommended	usage

You	can	use	this	metadata	element	to	include	the	full	text	of	the	publication	in	simple	text
format	instead	of	uploading	it	as	a	separate	file.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

OpenAIRE	v4.0:	file/objectType
CORE:	article.fulltext

fullText
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abstract

Usage

Recommended

Type

free	text

Attributes

xs:lang

Definition/Explanations

The	abstract	of	the	document	in	plain	text	format

Recommended	usage

You	can	use	this	metadata	element	to	include	the	abstract	of	the	publication	in	simple	text
format;	the	element	can	be	repeated	for	the	different	language	versions	using	the	"lang"
attribute	to	specify	the	language.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

OpenAIRE	current	version:	dc:description
OpenAIRE	v4.0:	dc:description
CORE:	article.description
DCMI:	skos:exactMatch	dct:abstract
DataCite	4.0:	skos:exactMatch	datactite:description	with	value	"abstract"	for
datacite:descriptionType

abstract
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author

Usage

Recommended

Type

identifier	or	multilingual	free	text

Attributes

ms:personIdentifierSchemeName	(for	identifiers)	or	xs:lang	(for	name)

Definition/Explanations

Groups	information	on	the	person(s)	that	has/have	authored	the	publication

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	a	person	is	by	giving	their	identifier,	preferably	the
ORCID;	if	you	provide	the	identifier,	please	select	also	the	relevant	value	from	the	list	of
values	in	the	attribute	"personIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is	appropriate,	please	select
"other"	and	use	the	"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information
about	the	identifier	scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the	person,	you	may	provide
the	name,	preferably	in	the	format	"Surname,	First	name"	at	least	in	English;	if	you	want	to
add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.	The	element	can	also	be
repeated	to	encode	multiple	persons.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

OpenAIRE	current	version:	rels/rel
OpenAIRE	v4.0:	datacite:creator
CORE:	article.authors
DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:creator
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:Creator	with	datacite:creatorName	(familyName
&	givenName)	or	datacite:nameIdentifier	&	datacite:nameIdentifierScheme	&
datacite:schemeURI

author
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publisher

Usage

Recommended

Type

person	or	organization,	both	encoded	with	identifier	or	multilingual	free	text

Attributes

for	person:	ms:personIdentifierSchemeName	(for	identifiers)	or	xs:lang	(for	name);	for
organization:	ms:organizationIdentifierSchemeName	(for	identifiers)	or	xs:lang	(for	name)

Definition/Explanations

Groups	information	on	the	person(s)	or	organization(s)	that	has/have	published	the
publication

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	a	person	is	by	giving	their	identifier,	preferably	the
ORCID;	if	you	provide	the	identifier,	please	select	also	the	relevant	value	from	the	list	of
values	in	the	attribute	"personIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is	appropriate,	please	select
"other"	and	use	the	"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information
about	the	identifier	scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the	person,	you	may	provide
the	name,	preferably	in	the	format	"Surname,	First	name"	at	least	in	English;	if	you	want	to
add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.	The	recommended	way	for
referring	to	an	organization	is	by	giving	their	identifier	(e.g.	ISNI);	if	you	provide	the	identifier,
please	select	also	the	relevant	value	from	the	list	of	values	in	the	attribute
"organizationIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is	appropriate,	please	select	"other"	and	use
the	"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information	about	the
identifier	scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the	organization	at	least	in	English;	if	you
want	to	add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.	The	element	can
also	be	repeated	to	encode	multiple	persons/organizations.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

OpenAIRE	current	version:	publisher
OpenAIRE	v4.0:	dc:publisher
CORE:	article.publisher
DCMI:	skos:exactMatch	dct:publisher

publisher
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DataCite	4.0:	skos:exactMatch	dct:Publisher

publisher
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journal

Usage

Mandatory	if	applicable

Conditions	for	usage

If	the	article	comes	from	a	journal

Type

identifier	or	multilingual	free	text

Attributes

ms-omtd:journalIdentifierSchemeName	(for	identifiers)	or	xs:lang	(for	title)

Definition/Explanations

Groups	information	on	the	journal	where	the	publication	has	appeared

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	a	journal	is	by	giving	their	identifier	(e.g.	ISSN,	DOI);
if	you	provide	the	identifier,	please	select	also	the	relevant	value	from	the	list	of	values	in	the
attribute	"journalIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is	appropriate,	please	select	"other"	and
use	the	"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information	about	the
identifier	scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the	journal,	you	may	provide	the	title	at
least	in	English;	if	you	want	to	add	titles	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

OpenAIRE	current	version:	journal
CORE:	article.journals
DCMI:	skos:exactMatch	dct:title	(for	journals)

journal
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mimeType

Usage

Recommended

Type

open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:mimetype	(a	subset	of	values	(the	most	popular	ones	for	text	files)	from	the	IANA
mimetype	controlled	vocabulary):	text/plain,	application/vnd.xmi+xml,	text/xml,	application/x-
tmx+xml,	application/x-xces+xml,	application/tei+xml,	application/rdf+xml,
application/xhtml+xml,	application/emma+xml,	application/pls+xml,	application/postscript,
application/voicexml+xml,	text/sgml,	text/html,	application/x-tex,	application/rtf,
application/json+ld,	application/x-latex,	text/csv,	text/tab-separated-values,	application/pdf,
application/x-msaccess,	audio/mp4,	audio/mpeg,	audio/wav,	image/bmp,	image/gif,
image/jpeg,	image/png,	image/svg+xml,	image/tiff,	video/jpeg,	video/mp4,	video/mpeg,
video/x-flv,	video/x-msvideo,	video/x-ms-wmv,	application/msword,	application/vnd.ms-excel,
audio/mpeg3,	text/turtle,	other,	audio/PCMA,	audio/flac,	audio/speex,	audio/vorbis,
video/mp2t

Definition/Explanations

The	mime-type	of	the	resource	(a	formalized	specifier	for	the	format)	or	a	mime-type	that	the
component	accepts,	in	conformance	with	the	values	of	the	IANA	(Internet	Assigned
Numbers	Authority)

Recommended	usage

Please,	select	one	of	the	pre-defined	values	(which	are	the	most	popular	ones	for	text	files)
or	add	a	value,	PREFERABLY	FROM	THE	IANA	MEDIA	MIMETYPE	RECOMMENDED
VALUES	(http://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types/media-types.xhtml)

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

OpenAIRE	v4.0:	format	&	file/mimetype
DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:format
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:Format

mimeType
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characterEncoding

Usage

Recommended

Type

open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:characterEncoding:	a	long	list	of	popular	character	encodings

Definition/Explanations

The	name	of	the	character	encoding	used	in	the	resource	or	accepted	by	the	component

Recommended	usage

Please,	select	one	of	the	pre-defined	values;	it	should	be	noted,	however,	that	for
OpenMinTeD	the	preferred	character	encoding	is	UTF-8	to	ensure	interoperability	between
content	and	components.

characterEncoding
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publicationDate

Usage

Recommended

Type

date	pattern	(year	or	year	and	month	or	full	date)

Definition/Explanations

The	publication	date	or,	for	an	unpublished	work,	the	date	it	was	written

Recommended	usage

If	possible,	provide	at	least	the	year	of	publication	(or	creation)

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

OpenAIRE	current	version:	dateofacceptance
OpenAIRE	v4.0:	datacite:date	with	dateType:accepted
CORE:	Article.datePublished
DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:created
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:CreationDate

publicationDate
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subject

Usage

Recommended

Type

free	text

Attributes

ms:classificationSchemeName	and	ms:schemeURI

Definition/Explanations

Subject	or	topic	of	the	document

Recommended	usage

It	is	recommended	that	the	subjects	are	taken	from	an	authoritative	source,	such	as	DDC
(Dewey	Decimal	Classification,	http://www.oclc.org/dewey/)	or	UDC	(Universal	Decimal
Classification,	http://www.udcc.org/)	and	that	the	source	is	identified;	if	you	do,	please	use
the	classificationSchemeName	to	indicate	the	source;	if	this	is	not	included	in	the	list	of
values,	please	use	"schemeURI"	with	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information	on	the	scheme.
The	recommended	way	of	adding	the	subject	values	is	the	identifier	of	the	subject	in	the
scheme;	further	instructions	on	the	standardization	of	the	format	will	be	provided.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

OpenAIRE	current	version:	subject	with	schemeid	&	schemename	(after	mapping	to
our	values)
OpenAIRE	v4.0:	dc:subject
CORE:	article.subjects	&	article.topics
DCMI:	skos:narrowMatch	dct:subject
DataCite	4.0:	skos:exactMatch	datacite:Subject	with	datacite:subjectScheme,
datacite:schemeURI	and	datacite:valueURI

subject
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keyword

Usage

Recommended

Type

free	text

Definition/Explanations

Words	used	for	indexing	the	document

Recommended	usage

A	free	text	element	used	for	encoding	keywords	for	the	classification	of	the	publication,	only
in	English;	please,	encode	one	word/phrase	each	time	and	repeat	the	element	for	multiple
keywords.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

OpenAIRE	current	version:	subject	with	classid	equal	to	keyword
DCMI:	skos:narrowMatch	dct:subject

keyword
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collectedFrom	repositoryName	or	repositoryIdentifier

Usage

Recommended

Type

identifier	(repositoryIdentifier)	or	multilingual	free	text	(repositoryName)

Attributes

ms-omtd:repositoryIdentifierSchemeName	(for	identifiers)	or	xs:lang	(for	title)

Definition/Explanations

Refers	to	the	entity	(repository,	aggregator	etc.)	from	which	the	metadata	record	has	been
harvested	into	OMTD

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	a	repository	is	by	giving	its	identifier	(e.g.
openDOAR);	if	you	provide	the	identifier,	please	select	also	the	relevant	value	from	the	list	of
values	in	the	attribute	"repositoryIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is	appropriate,	please
select	"other"	and	use	the	"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more
information	about	the	identifier	scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the	repository,	you
may	provide	the	name	at	least	in	English;	if	you	want	to	add	names	in	other	languages,	you
can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

OpenAIRE	v4.0:	dc:source

collectedFrom	repositoryName	or	repositoryIdentifier
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sourceMetadataLink

Usage

Recommended

Type

URL	pattern

Definition/Explanations

A	link	to	the	original	metadata	record,	in	cases	of	harvesting

Recommended	usage

This	element	can	be	encoded	automatically	by	OMTD	in	cases	of	harvesting.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

CORE:	article.id
DCMI:	skos:narrowMatch	dct:source

sourceMetadataLink
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originalDataProviderType

Usage

Recommended

Type

closed	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms-omtd:originalDataProviderType:	repository,	journal,	publisher

Definition/Explanations

Refers	to	the	type	of	the	original	data	provider	(repository/journal/publisher),	in	case	the
metadata	record	carries	information	taken	from	previous	repositories/journals/publishers
(e.g.	in	case	the	OMTD	record's	source	is	an	aggregator)

Recommended	usage

Please,	select	one	of	the	predefined	values	as	appropriate.	For	records	harvested	from
OpenAIRE	and	CORE,	this	is	the	element	where	the	original	data	provider	(i.e.	the
repo/journal/publisher)	from	which	they	themselves	have	harvested	the	record.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

OpenAIRE	current	version:	has	to	be	computed	from	the	identifier	of	collectedFrom	in
OpenAIRE

originalDataProviderType
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originalDataProviderRepository

Usage

Recommended	under	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

if	originalDataProviderType=repository

Type

identifier	or	multilingual	free	text

Attributes

ms-omtd:repositoryIdentifierSchemeName	(for	identifiers)	or	xs:lang	(for	title)

Definition/Explanations

Refers	to	the	entity	(repository,	aggregator	etc.)	from	which	the	metadata	record	has	been
harvested

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	a	repository	is	by	giving	their	identifier	(e.g.	from
OpenDOAR,	re3data	etc.);	if	you	provide	the	identifier,	please	select	also	the	relevant	value
from	the	list	of	values	in	the	attribute	"repositoryIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is
appropriate,	please	select	"other"	and	use	the	"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a
URL	with	more	information	about	the	identifier	scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the
repository,	you	may	provide	the	name	at	least	in	English;	if	you	want	to	add	names	in	other
languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

OpenAIRE	current	version:	collectedFrom
CORE:	article.repositories
DCMI:	skos:narrowMatch	dct:source

originalDataProviderRepository
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originalDataProviderJournal

Usage

Recommended	under	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

if	originalDataProviderType=journal

Type

identifier	or	multilingual	free	text

Attributes

ms-omtd:journalIdentifierSchemeName	(for	identifiers)	or	xs:lang	(for	title)

Definition/Explanations

Refers	to	the	journal	from	which	the	metadata	record	has	been	harvested

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	a	journal	is	by	giving	their	identifier	(e.g.	ISSN,	DOI);
if	you	provide	the	identifier,	please	select	also	the	relevant	value	from	the	list	of	values	in	the
attribute	"journalIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is	appropriate,	please	select	"other"	and
use	the	"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information	about	the
identifier	scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the	journal,	you	may	provide	the	title	at
least	in	English;	if	you	want	to	add	titles	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

OpenAIRE	current	version:	collectedFrom
CORE:	article.journals
DCMI:	skos:narrowMatch	dct:source

originalDataProviderJournal
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originalDataProviderPublisher

Usage

Recommended	under	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

if	originalDataProviderType=publisher

Type

organization	encoded	with	identifier	or	multilingual	free	text

Attributes

ms:organizationIdentifierSchemeName	(for	identifiers)	or	xs:lang	(for	name)

Definition/Explanations

Refers	to	the	publisher	from	which	the	metadata	record	has	been	harvested

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	an	organization	is	by	giving	their	identifier	(e.g.	ISNI);
if	you	provide	the	identifier,	please	select	also	the	relevant	value	from	the	list	of	values	in	the
attribute	"organizationIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is	appropriate,	please	select	"other"
and	use	the	"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information	about
the	identifier	scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the	organization	at	least	in	English;	if
you	want	to	add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

OpenAIRE	current	version:	collectedFrom
DCMI:	skos:narrowMatch	dct:source

originalDataProviderPublisher
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relationType

Usage

Recommended

Type

Open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:relationType:	isPartOf,	isPartWith,	hasPart,	hasOutcome,	isCombinedWith,	requiresLR,
requiresSoftware,	isexactMatch,	isSimilarTo,	isContinuationOf,	isVersionOf,	replaces,
isReplacedWith,	isCreatedBy,	isElicitedBy,	isRecordedBy,	isEditedBy,	isAnalysedBy,
isEvaluatedBy,	isQueriedBy,	isAccessedBy,	isArchivedBy,	isDisplayedBy,	isCompatibleWith

Definition/Explanations

Specifies	the	type	of	relation	holding	between	two	entities	(e.g.	two	resources	that	comprise
one	new	resource	together,	a	corpus	and	the	s/w	component	that	has	been	used	for	its
creation	or	a	corpus	and	the	publication	that	describes	it

Recommended	usage

For	publications,	the	recommended	relations	are	isVersionOf	and	isSimilarTo,	but	any
relationType	can	be	used	as	appropriate.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:narrowMatch	hasVersion
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:relationType

relationType
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relatedResource1

Usage

Mandatory	when	applicable

Conditions	for	usage

when	relationType	is	filled	in

Type

ms:resourceIdentifierSchemeName	or	ms:schemeURI	(for	identifiers)	and	xs:lang	(for
names)

Definition/Explanations

A	name	or	an	identifier	(e.g.	url	reference)	to	the	source	resource	related	to	the	target
resource	(relatedResource2)	through	a	relation	described	in	relationType

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	a	resource	is	by	giving	its	identifier;	if	you	provide	the
identifier,	please	select	also	the	relevant	value	from	the	list	of	values	in	the	attribute
"resourceIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is	appropriate,	please	select	"other"	and	use	the
"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information	about	the	identifier
scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the	resource,	you	may	provide	the	name	at	least
in	English;	if	you	want	to	add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.	For
interoperability	reasons,	it	is	recommended	to	describe	all	related	resources	in	the
OpenMinTeD	registry	and	refer	to	them	through	the	identifier.

relatedResource1
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relatedResource2

Usage

Mandatory	when	applicable

Conditions	for	usage

when	relationType	is	filled	in

Type

ms:resourceIdentifierSchemeName	or	ms:schemeURI	(for	identifiers)	and	xs:lang	(for
names)

Definition/Explanations

A	name	or	an	identifier	(e.g.	url	reference)	to	the	target	resource	related	to	the	source
resource	(relatedResource2)	through	a	relation	described	in	relationType

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	a	resource	is	by	giving	its	identifier;	if	you	provide	the
identifier,	please	select	also	the	relevant	value	from	the	list	of	values	in	the	attribute
"resourceIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is	appropriate,	please	select	"other"	and	use	the
"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information	about	the	identifier
scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the	resource,	you	may	provide	the	name	at	least
in	English;	if	you	want	to	add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.	For
interoperability	reasons,	it	is	recommended	to	describe	all	related	resources	in	the
OpenMinTeD	registry	and	refer	to	them	through	the	identifier.

relatedResource2
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Metadata	schema	for	annotated	publications

Annotated	publications	are	documented	as	separate	resources	with	a	link	to	the	raw
publication	and	their	own	set	of	metadata	elements	providing	information	on	the	annotation
process,	tool	etc.

OMTD-SHARE	element Usage

publicationIdentifier M

annotationLevel M

annotationStandoff R

mimeType R

dataFormatSpecific R

documentationURL R

characterEncoding R

typesystem R

tagset R

annotationMode R

isAnnotatedBy R

annotationDate R

Metadata	schema	for	annotated	publications
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annotationLevel

Usage

M	when	applicable

Conditions	for	usage

for	all	annotated	resources

Type

open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:annotationLevel:	alignment,	discourseAnnotation,	discourseAnnotation-argumentation,
discourseAnnotation-audienceReactions,	discourseAnnotation-coreference,
discourseAnnotation-dialogueActs,	discourseAnnotation-discourseRelations,	lemmatization,
morphosyntacticAnnotation-bPosTagging,	morphosyntacticAnnotation-posTagging,
segmentation,	semanticAnnotation,	semanticAnnotation-certaintyLevel,	semanticAnnotation-
emotions,	semanticAnnotation-events,	semanticAnnotation-namedEntities,
semanticAnnotation-polarity,	semanticAnnotation-questionTopicalTarget,
semanticAnnotation-readabilty,	semanticAnnotation-semanticClasses,	semanticAnnotation-
semanticRelations,	semanticAnnotation-semanticRoles,	semanticAnnotation-speechActs,
semanticAnnotation-subjectivity,	semanticAnnotation-temporalExpressions,
semanticAnnotation-textualEntailment,	semanticAnnotation-wordSenses,
syntacticAnnotation-semanticFrames,	speechAnnotation,	speechAnnotation-
orthographicTranscription,	speechAnnotation-paralanguageAnnotation,	speechAnnotation-
phoneticTranscription,	speechAnnotation-prosodicAnnotation,	speechAnnotation-
soundEvents,	speechAnnotation-soundToTextAlignment,	speechAnnotation-
speakerIdentification,	speechAnnotation-speakerTurns,	stemming,	structuralAnnotation,
structuralAnnotation-documentDivisions,	structuralAnnotation-sentences,
structuralAnnotation-clauses,	structuralAnnotation-phrases,	structuralAnnotation-words,
syntacticAnnotation-subcategorizationFrames,	syntacticAnnotation-dependencyTrees,
syntacticAnnotation-constituencyTrees,	syntacticAnnotation-chunks,
syntacticosemanticAnnotation-links,	translation,	transliteration,	modalityAnnotation-
bodyMovements,	modalityAnnotation-facialExpressions,	modalityAnnotation-
gazeEyeMovements,	modalityAnnotation-handArmGestures,	modalityAnnotation-
handManipulationOfObjects,	modalityAnnotation-headMovements,	modalityAnnotation-
lipMovements,	other

annotationLevel
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Definition/Explanations

The	annotation	level	of	the	annotated	resource	or	what	a	s/w	component	consumes	or
produces	as	output

annotationLevel
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annotationStandoff

Usage

Recommended

Type

boolean

Definition/Explanations

Indicates	whether	the	annotation	is	created	inline	or	in	a	stand-off	fashion.

For	interoperability	reasons,	the	recommended	format	is	the	stand-off	mode

annotationStandoff
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mimeType

Usage

Recommended

Type

open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:mimetype	(a	subset	of	values	(the	most	popular	ones	for	text	files)	from	the	IANA
mimetype	controlled	vocabulary):	text/plain,	application/vnd.xmi+xml,	text/xml,	application/x-
tmx+xml,	application/x-xces+xml,	application/tei+xml,	application/rdf+xml,
application/xhtml+xml,	application/emma+xml,	application/pls+xml,	application/postscript,
application/voicexml+xml,	text/sgml,	text/html,	application/x-tex,	application/rtf,
application/json+ld,	application/x-latex,	text/csv,	text/tab-separated-values,	application/pdf,
application/x-msaccess,	audio/mp4,	audio/mpeg,	audio/wav,	image/bmp,	image/gif,
image/jpeg,	image/png,	image/svg+xml,	image/tiff,	video/jpeg,	video/mp4,	video/mpeg,
video/x-flv,	video/x-msvideo,	video/x-ms-wmv,	application/msword,	application/vnd.ms-excel,
audio/mpeg3,	text/turtle,	other,	audio/PCMA,	audio/flac,	audio/speex,	audio/vorbis,
video/mp2t

Definition/Explanations

The	mime-type	of	the	resource	(a	formalized	specifier	for	the	format)	or	a	mime-type	that	the
component	accepts,	in	conformance	with	the	values	of	the	IANA	(Internet	Assigned
Numbers	Authority)

Recommended	usage

Please,	select	one	of	the	pre-defined	values	(which	are	the	most	popular	ones	for	text	files)
or	add	a	value,	PREFERABLY	FROM	THE	IANA	MEDIA	MIMETYPE	RECOMMENDED
VALUES	(http://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types/media-types.xhtml)	The	element
can	be	repeated	for	corpora	that	includes	files	of	various	formats.

mimeType
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documentationURL

Usage

Recommended

Type

url	pattern

Definition/Explanations

Link	to	the	documentation	for	the	specific	data	format	(explanations	and	examples)

documentationURL
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dataFormatSpecific

Usage

Recommended

Type

open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:dataFormatSpecific:	aclAnthology,	aimedCorpus,	alvisEnrichedDocument,	bioNLP,
bioNLP;,	format-variant=ST2013a1_a2bnc,	cadixeJSON,	conll2000,	conll2002,	conll2006,
conll2007,	conll2009,	conll2012,	dataSift,	factoredTagLem,	gate,	genia,	graf,
html5Microdata,	i2b2,	imsCwb,	jdbc,	keaCorpus,	lll,	negraExport,	pml,	ptb;,	format-
variant=chunked,	ptb;,	format-variant=combined,	relp,	tiger,	tupp-dz,	twitter,	uimaBinaryCas,
uimaCASDump,	web1t,	xces;,	format-variant=ilsp

Definition/Explanations

The	supplementary	level	of	data	format

dataFormatSpecific
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characterEncoding

Usage

Recommended

Type

open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:characterEncoding:	a	long	list	of	popular	character	encodings

Definition/Explanations

The	name	of	the	character	encoding	used	in	the	resource	or	accepted	by	the	component

Recommended	usage

Please,	select	one	of	the	pre-defined	values;	it	should	be	noted,	however,	that	for
OpenMinTeD	the	preferred	character	encoding	is	UTF-8	to	ensure	interoperability	between
content	and	components.	The	element	can	be	repeated	for	corpora	that	includes	files	of
various	character	encodings.

characterEncoding
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typesystem

Usage

Recommended

Type

identifier	or	multilingual	free	text

Attributes

ms:resourceIdentifierSchemeName	or	ms:schemeURI	(for	identifiers)	and	xs:lang	(for
names)

Definition/Explanations

A	name	or	an	identifier	(e.g.	url	reference)	to	the	typesystem	used	in	the	annotation	of	the
resource	or	used	by	the	component

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	a	resource	is	by	giving	its	identifier;	if	you	provide	the
identifier,	please	select	also	the	relevant	value	from	the	list	of	values	in	the	attribute
"resourceIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is	appropriate,	please	select	"other"	and	use	the
"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information	about	the	identifier
scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the	resource,	you	may	provide	the	name	at	least
in	English;	if	you	want	to	add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.	For
interoperability	reasons,	it	is	recommended	to	describe	typesystems,	tagsets,	annotation
resources	etc.	in	the	OpenMinTeD	registry	and	refer	to	them	through	the	identifier.

typesystem
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tagset

Usage

Recommended

Type

identifier	or	multilingual	free	text

Attributes

ms:resourceIdentifierSchemeName	or	ms:schemeURI	(for	identifiers)	and	xs:lang	(for
names)

Definition/Explanations

A	name	or	an	identifier	(e.g.	url	reference)	to	the	tagset	used	in	the	annotation	of	the
resource	or	used	by	the	component

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	a	resource	is	by	giving	its	identifier;	if	you	provide	the
identifier,	please	select	also	the	relevant	value	from	the	list	of	values	in	the	attribute
"resourceIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is	appropriate,	please	select	"other"	and	use	the
"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information	about	the	identifier
scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the	resource,	you	may	provide	the	name	at	least
in	English;	if	you	want	to	add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.	For
interoperability	reasons,	it	is	recommended	to	describe	typesystems,	tagsets,	annotation
resources	etc.	in	the	OpenMinTeD	registry	and	refer	to	them	through	the	identifier.

tagset
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annotationMode

Usage

Recommended

Type

controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:annotationMode:	manual,	automatic,	mixed,	interactive

Definition/Explanations

Indicates	whether	the	resource	is	annotated	manually	or	by	automatic	processes

annotationMode
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isAnnotatedBy

Usage

Recommended

Type

identifier	or	multilingual	free	text

Attributes

ms:resourceIdentifierSchemeName	or	ms:schemeURI	(for	identifiers)	and	xs:lang	(for
names)

Definition/Explanations

A	name	or	an	identifier	(e.g.	url	reference)	to	the	component	used	for	the	annotation	of	the
resource

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	a	resource	is	by	giving	its	identifier;	if	you	provide	the
identifier,	please	select	also	the	relevant	value	from	the	list	of	values	in	the	attribute
"resourceIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is	appropriate,	please	select	"other"	and	use	the
"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information	about	the	identifier
scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the	resource,	you	may	provide	the	name	at	least
in	English;	if	you	want	to	add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.	For
interoperability	reasons,	it	is	recommended	to	describe	typesystems,	tagsets,	annotation
resources	etc.	in	the	OpenMinTeD	registry	and	refer	to	them	through	the	identifier.

isAnnotatedBy
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annotationDate

Usage

Recommended

Type

date	or	range	of	dates

Definition/Explanations

The	dates	(either	date	or	range	of	dates)	in	which	the	annotation	process	has	taken	place

annotationDate
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Guidelines	for	providers	of	corpora
Introduction
Instructions	for	providers	of	corpora

Guidelines	for	providers	of	corpora
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Introduction
OpenMinTeD	facilitates	the	use	of	TDM	technologies	in	the	scientific	publications	world,
ranging	from	generic	scholarly	communication	to	literature	related	to	specific	disciplines.

Corpora	in	the	OpenMinTeD	framework	refer	mainly	to	the	collections	of	publications	that	will
be	used	as	mining	source	in	the	TDM	process.	In	fact,	the	OpenMinTeD	platform	includes	a
mechanism	for	automatically	generating	corpora	based	on	user	criteria	selected	from	a
faceted	view	of	all	publications	provided	by	the	OpenMinTeD	partners	-	more	details	are
included	in	the	Guidelines	for	publications.

Corpora	may	also	come	from	repositories	of	language	resources,	such	as	META-SHARE
and	CLARIN,	or	discipline-specific	repositories,	in	which	case	they	do	not	have	to	be
composed	of	scholarly	publications.	Examples	include	reference	corpora	(i.e.	corpora
deemed	representative	of	general	language	or	a	sublanguage	usage),	news	corpora,
collections	of	domain-specific	texts,	such	as	manuals,	etc.	as	well	as	annotated	corpora,
such	as	treebanks,	morphologically	tagged	golden	corpora	etc.	These	corpora	are	not
targeted	as	source	of	mining	but	can	be	used	for	training	components	(e.g.	train	a	language
model)	or	for	evaluating	their	performance	or	for	ancillary	purposes.

To	be	valid	for	registration	into	OpenMinTeD,	all	corpora	must	be	accompanied	with	a
metadata	record	conformant	with	the	OMTD-SHARE	schema,	and	a	file	with	the	contents
must	be	made	readily	accessible	during	the	processing	operation.

The	following	sections	present	a	list	of	instructions,	requirements	and	recommendations	that
corpora	must	meet	to	interact	with	TDM	resources.

Introduction
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Instructions	for	providers	of	corpora
How	to	register	your	resources
How	to	make	your	resources	interoperable
How	to	document	your	resources
Further	requirements	for	annotated	corpora
Recommended	schema	for	corpora

Instructions	for	providers	of	corpora
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How	to	register	your	resources

Corpora	can	be	registered	by	authorised	users.

If	you	wish	to	register	a	corpus,	you	must:

provide	a	metadata	record	compliant	with	the	OMTD-SHARE	schema	for	corpora,	at
least	at	the	minimal	level	which	you	can	upload	to	the	Registry	as	an	XML	file	and/or
edit	with	the	OpenMinTeD	metadata	editor
provide	a	zipped	file	with	the	contents	of	the	corpus	or	a	link	to	a	URL	where	the	corpus
is	directly	accessible	(i.e.	not	a	landing	page);	where	possible,	the	zipped	file	should
follow	the	folder	structure	recommended	for	OpenMinTeD	publications,	i.e.	separate
folders	for	contents,	metadata	records	and	licence	documents.

If	the	corpus	is	stored	at	the	repository	of	a	network	or	infrastructure	that	allows	harvesting
(normally	upon	agreements	made	with	OpenMinTeD),	you	can	also	provide	the	relevant
identifier	and	this	will	be	uploaded	with	the	appropriate	description.	Where	possible	(and	this
will	be	appropriately	indicated),	the	metadata	description	will	be	automatically	converted	to
the	OMTD-SHARE	schema	and	presented	to	the	user	for	further	editing.

How	to	register	your	resources
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How	to	make	your	resources	interoperable

In	order	to	ensure	that	your	corpora	can	be	mined	in	the	OpenMinTeD	platform,	you	must
follow	the	same	requirements	that	are	set	for	scholarly	publications.	You	must	therefore

provide	direct	access	to	the	contents	of	each	corpus
describe	each	corpus	with	a	metadata	record	compatible	with	the	OTMD-SHARE
minimal	schema.

In	addition,	the	following	recommendations	contribute	to	interoperability	and	make	your
corpora	easier	to	process:

The	preferred	formats	for	delivering	textual	material	are	plain	text,	XML,	PDF	(not
proprietary	and	certainly	not	of	scanned	images),	which	can	be	read	by	one	of	the
existing	readers.

If	appropriate	for	your	material,	use	one	of	the	more	specific	data	formats	that	are
already	covered	by	readers	and	converters	(cf.	dataFormatSpecific).

The	preferred	character	encoding	is	UTF-8.

If	you	fail	to	abide	to	them,	it	might	still	be	possible	to	process	your	corpora	via	the
OpenMinTeD	platform,	but	this	cannot	be	guaranteed	and	interoperability	with	other
resources	will	suffer	loss.

So,	if	you	intend	to	create	a	new	corpus,	it	is	important	that	you	take	into	account	from	the
early	steps	of	its	design,	the	requirements,	standards,	best	practices	and	recommendations
promoted	by	OpenMinTeD	and	other	cooperating	infrastructures.

Please,	note	that	there	are	no	general	requirements	yet	for	corpora	to	be	used	for	ancillary
purposes	(e.g.	for	training	a	tool),	as	these	are	dependent	on	the	requirements	of	the
software	that	will	use	them	and	on	the	purpose	of	use.
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How	to	document	your	resources

To	be	fully	compliant	with	OpenMinTeD,	you	must

ensure	that	the	corpus	is	distributed	under	Open	Access	conditions
include	in	the	metadata	record	a	link	to	the	licence	document	that	describes	the	terms
and	conditions	under	which	it	is	provided,	and	attach	the	licence	document	together	with
the	resource
if	you	already	have	a	PID	for	your	publication	(preferably	DOI),	make	sure	it	is	included
in	the	metadata	record	(cf.	identifier	for	more	information	on	identifier	schemes).

Further	recommendations	will	contribute	to	the	interoperability	of	your	resources:

Further	adoption	of	standards	such	as	the	JATS	article	tag	suite	or	TEI	P5	guidelines	for
annotating	the	inner	structure	of	texts	is	recommended.
Please,	ensure	that	you	version	all	your	resources	and	label	the	versions	in	an
unambiguous	way,	preferably	following	the	Semantic	Versioning	recommendations.
It	is	important	that	you	provide	the	appropriate	documentation	for	your	resource	(e.g.
publications	about	the	design	and	construction	of	the	corpus	etc.),	which	you	should
also	version	along	with	the	corpus	and	add	as	reference	to	your	metadata	record.
Recommend	one	of	the	publications	about	your	resource	as	the	one	to	be	cited	for
scholarly	attribution	and	add	this	information	in	the	metadata	record.
Make	sure	that	you	fill	in	the	metadata	record	all	the	elements	required	for	citing	your
resource ,	i.e.	the	creator	of	the	resource,	a	title,	the	resource	type	and	an	identifier,
and	optionally,	the	publication	date,	the	version	and	the	publisher	or	distributor.
Use	standard	classification	vocabularies	(e.g.	MeSH,	DDC,	LCSH	etc.)	for	adding
classification	tags	to	your	material	and	specify	the	vocabulary	you	use	in	the	metadata
record;	provide	at	least	one	broad	category	for	your	material	(e.g.	life	sciences,
computing	etc.).
In	all	cases,	where	linking	to	other	resources	or	entities	(e.g.	persons,	projects	etc.)	in
the	metadata	records	is	added,	please	try	to	do	this	through	unique	and	persistent
identifiers	of	authority	lists	and	sources,	to	the	extent	possible,	documenting	also	the
authority	and/or	scheme	it	adheres	to.

	For	citation,	OpenMinTeD	endorses	the	Joint	Declaration	of	Data	Citation	Principles,	as
well	as	the	more	specialised	RDA	recommendations	for	data	citation	of	evolving	data	and
DataCite	guidelines.

1

1
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Further	requirements	for	annotated/processed	corpora

Corpora	can	be	registered	in	the	OpenMinTeD	platform

in	an	unprocessed	format	and	annotated	by	the	operation	of	TDM	software	also
registered	in	the	platform	and/or
in	an	already	processed	format;	in	this	case,	they	must	be	included	as	a	separate
resource	with	its	own	metadata	record	including	a	specific	set	of	metadata	elements
(the	same	as	for	annotated	publications).

It	should	be	noted	that	corpora	annotated	by	means	of	the	OpenMinTeD	platform	will	be
automatically	assigned	the	appropriate	values	for	these	elements.
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Recommended	schema	for	corpora

Overview

This	section	includes	a	synopsis	of	the	minimal	schema	for	corpora,	i.e.	the	subset	of
M(andatory)	and	strongly	R(ecommended)	metadata	elements.	Additional	elements	required
for	the	management	of	the	metadata	record	(e.g.	metadataCreationDate,	metadataCreator
etc.)	are	not	presented	here,	as	they	are	to	be	handled	by	the	OMTD	platform.

For	annotated	corpora,	see	here.

OMTD-SHARE	element Usage

resourceType Μ

resourceName Μ

description Μ

identifier Μ

version M

licence	or	rightsStmtName	&	rightsStmtURL	(one	of	the	two
must	be	provided) Μ

nonStandardLicenceName R	when	applicable

nonStandardLicenceTermsURL Μ	when	applicable

version	of	licence Μ

distributionMedium Μ

downloadURL Μ	when	applicable

contactEmail	or	landingPage	(one	of	the	two	must	be
provided) Μ

contactPerson	(identifier	or	personName) R

contactGroup	(identifier	or	organizationName R

mustBeCitedWith R

resourceCreator R

creationDate R	(M	for	query-built
corpora)

corpusType Μ

mediaType Μ
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lingualityType Μ

multilingualityType Μ	when	applicable

language Μ

sizePerLanguage Μ

size Μ

mimeType R

characterEncoding R

domain R

subject R

keyword R

userQuery Μ	when	applicable

relationType R

relatedResource1 R

relatedResource2 R
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resourceName

Usage

Mandatory

Type

Multilingual	free	text

Attributes

xs:lang

Definition/Explanations

The	full	name	by	which	the	resource	is	known

Recommended	usage

Please,	provide	a	short	but	descriptive	and	unique	name	for	the	resource,	e.g.	“British
National	Corpus”	instead	of	just	“corpus	of	English”.	Provide	the	name	in	English;	if	you	want
to	add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.	For	corpora	created
through	the	OMTD	corpus	building	process,	please	use	an	indicative	name	with	the	sources
and	the	dates	(e.g.	"Subcorpus	of	OpenAIRE	with	biochemistry	articles	created	on
4/10/2016")

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:exactMatch	dct:title
DataCite	4.0:	skos:exactMatch	datacite:title
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resourceType

Usage

Mandatory

Type

Closed	controlled	vocabulary

Attributes

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:resourceType:	corpus,	lexicalConceptualResource,	languageDescription,	model,
component

Definition/Explanations

Specifies	the	type	of	the	resource	being	described	or	the	type	of	the	resource	that	a	tool	or
service	takes	as	input	or	produces	as	output

Recommended	usage

For	corpora,	the	fixed	value	"corpus"	must	be	added	automatically

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:narrowMatch	dct:type
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:resourceTypeGeneral	&	datacite:resourceType;
recommended	usage	for	text	corpora	is	to	use	"dataset"	but	the	values	"collection"	and
"text"	can	also	be	used
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description

Usage

Mandatory

Type

Multilingual	free	text

Attributes

xs:lang

Definition/Explanations

Provides	the	description	of	the	resource	in	prose

Recommended	usage

Give	a	brief	yet	informative	description	of	the	corpus	contents,	mentioning	at	least
language(s),	subject(s)/domain(s)	and,	if	possible,	size	and	provenance.	Please,	provide	the
text	in	English;	if	you	want	to	add	texts	in	other	languages,	you	can	add	them	using	the
“lang”	attribute	to	specify	the	language.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:exactMatch	dct:abstract
DataCite	4.0:	skos:exactMatch	datactite:description	with	value	"abstract"	for
datacite:descriptionType
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identifier

Usage

Mandatory

Type

free	text

Attributes

ms:resourceIdentifierSchemeName	or	ms:schemeURI

Definition/Explanations

Reference	to	a	PID,	DOI	or	any	kind	of	identifier	used	by	the	resource	provider	for	the
resource

Recommended	usage

Provide	a	unique	identifier	already	assigned	by	an	authoritative	source;	you	can	use	either

the	attribute	"resourceIdentifierSchemeName"	to	specify	the	scheme,	by	selecting	one
of	the	pre-defined	values	(e.g.	DOI,	HDL,	ISLRN	etc.)	or,
if	the	scheme	is	not	listed	among	them,	select	the	"other"	value	and	use	the	attribute
"schemeURI"	to	provide	a	link	to	the	URL	that	documents	the	scheme	it	adheres	to.	If
the	resource	doesn't	have	a	unique	identifier,	an	identifier	will	be	assigned	by
OpenMinTeD.
For	corpora	created	through	the	OMTD	corpus	building	process,	the	identifier	must	be
assigned	automatically.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:identifier
DataCite	4.0:	skos:broadMatch	datacite:identifier	(identifierType	can	only	be	DOI)
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version

Usage

Recommended

Type

free	text

Definition/Explanations

Any	string,	usually	a	number,	that	identifies	the	version	of	a	resource

Recommended	usage

Please,	keep	this	only	for	versions	of	the	same	resource	(e.g.	corrected,	enlarged	etc.)	and
not	for	variants	or	for	versions	with	additional	or	different	information.	The	recommended
practice	for	versioning	should	follow	semantic	versioning	guidelines	(http://semver.org/)

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:exactMatch	dct:hasVersion
DataCite	4.0:	skos:exactMatch	datacite:Version
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licence

Usage

Mandatory	under	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

either	licence	or	rightsStmt	must	be	filled	in

Type

open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:licence:	CC-BY,	CC-BY-NC,	CC-BY-NC-ND,	CC-BY-NC-SA,	CC-BY-ND,	CC-BY-SA,	CC-
ZERO,	PDDL,	ODC-BY,	ODbL,	MS-NoReD,	MS-NoReD-FF,	MS-NoReD-ND,	MS-NoReD-
ND-FF,	MS-NC-NoReD,	MS-NC-NoReD-FF,	MS-NC-NoReD-ND,	MS-NC-NoReD-ND-FF,
ELRA_END_USER,	ELRA_EVALUATION,	ELRA_VAR,	CLARIN_PUB,	CLARIN_ACA,
CLARIN_ACA-NC,	CLARIN_RES,	AGPL,	ApacheLicence_2.0,	BSD_4-clause,	BSD_3-
clause,	FreeBSD,	GFDL,	GPL,	LGPL,	MIT,	Princeton_Wordnet,	proprietary,
underNegotiation,	nonStandardLicenceTerms

Definition/Explanations

The	licence	of	use	for	the	resource

Recommended	usage

You	can	provide	information	on	the	rights	of	accessing	and	using	a	resource	in	one	of	the
following	ways,	in	order	of	preference:

use	the	element	"licence"	and	select	one	of	the	recommended	licences;	please,	note
that	the	list	contains	licences	intended	for	data	resources	&	components	mixed
together;for	components	the	recommended	licences	are	the	Open	Source	licences;	for
data	resources,	please	use	a	standard	licence	such	as	one	of	the	CC	family;
if	the	licence	you	use	is	not	included	in	the	list,	you	can	use	the
"nonStandardLicenceTerms"	or	the	"proprietary"	values	and	give	further	information	on
your	licence	in	the	elements:	"nonStandardLicenceName",
"nonStandardLicenceTermsURL"	and	"nonStandardLicenceTermsText"
you	can	also	use	the	"rightsStatementName"	and	the	"rightsStatementURL"	(with	a	link
to	a	URL	with	more	explanations	on	its	usage)	if	the	resource	is	provided	with	a	general
statement	of	use	and	not	an	official	licence	document;	please,	note	that	this	is	an	option
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used	mainly	to	facilitate	end-users	in	accessing	your	resource,	while	you	are	strongly
advised	to	properly	license	your	resource.	For	corpora	created	through	the	OMTD
corpus	building	process,	the	licence	values	can	be	automatically	aggregated	from	the
licence	values	of	the	metadata	records	included	in	them;	in	any	case,	the
"rightsStmtName"	can	also	be	computed	automatically.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:license
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:rights
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rightsStmtName

Usage

Mandatory	under	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

either	licence	or	rightsStmt	must	be	filled	in

Type

open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms-omtd:rightsStmtName:	openAccess,	closedAccess,	embargoedAccess,	restrictedAccess

Definition/Explanations

The	name	of	an	official	statement	indicative	of	licensing	terms	for	the	use	of	a	resource	(e.g.
open	access,	free	to	read	etc.);	its	semantics	should	be	clear,	preferrably	formally	expressed
and	stored	at	a	url.

The	current	list	of	predefined	values	comes	from	OpenAIRE,	but	it's	under	revision.

Recommended	usage

The	"rightsStmtName"	and	"rightsStmtURL"	elements	can	be	used	in	addition	to	the
"licence"	value	in	order	to	facilitate	users	to	understand	the	licensing	terms	of	a	resource.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:accessRights
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:rights
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rightsStmtURL

Usage

Mandatory	under	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

either	licence	or	rightsStmt	must	be	filled	in

Type

URL	pattern

Definition/Explanations

Link	to	the	URL	with	the	text	that	formally	explains	the	licensing	conditions	imposed	by	the
rights	statement.

Recommended	usage

The	"rightsStmtName"	and	"rightsStmtURL"	elements	can	be	used	in	addition	to	the
"licence"	value	in	order	to	facilitate	users	to	understand	the	licensing	terms	of	a	resource.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:accessRights
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:rightsURI
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version	of	licence

Usage

Mandatory

Type

free	text

Definition/Explanations

The	version	of	the	licence

Recommended	usage

You	are	advised	to	indicate	the	version	of	the	licence	of	your	resource;	the	latest	version	is
the	preferred	option,	e.g."4.0"	for	all	CC-licences	and	"2.0"	for	the	META-SHARE-NoReD
ones.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:hasVersion	(for	dct:licenseDocument)
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nonStandardLicenceName

Usage

Mandatory	under	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

to	be	used	with	ms:licence	other	(i.e.	for	licences	not	included	in	the	list	of	recommended
ones)

Type

free	text

Definition/Explanations

The	name	with	which	a	licence	is	known;	to	be	used	for	licences	not	included	in	the	pre-
defined	list	of	recommended	licences

Recommended	usage

Please,	provide	the	name	of	the	licence	if	it's	already	known	or	supply	one	that	can	uniquely
identify	it.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:title	(for	dct:licenseDocument)
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nonStandardLicenceTermsURL

Usage

Mandatory	under	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

to	be	used	with	ms:licence	other	(i.e.	for	licences	not	included	in	the	list	of	recommended
ones)

Type

URL	pattern

Definition/Explanations

Used	to	provide	a	hyperlink	to	a	url	containing	the	text	of	a	licence	not	included	in	the
predefined	list	or	describing	the	terms	of	use	for	a	language	resource	or	terms	of	service	for
web	services

Recommended	usage

Please,	provide	the	link	to	the	full	text	document	of	the	licence.	Please	note	that	this	is	the
preferred	option	over	inserting	the	licence	text	in	the	element
"nonStandardLicenceTermsText",	as	it	provides	a	permanent	accessible	to	all	location	for	the
licence.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:license
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:rightsURI
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distributionMedium

Usage

Mandatory

Type

Open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:distributionMedium:	webExecutable,	paperCopy,	hardDisk,	bluRay,	DVD-R,	CD-ROM,
downloadable,	accessibleThroughInterface,	other

Definition/Explanations

Specifies	the	medium	(channel)	used	for	delivery	or	providing	access	to	the	resource<

Recommended	usage

Please,	use	one	of	the	provided	values	to	indicate	the	medium	of	distribution.	For	corpora
created	through	the	OMTD	corpus	building	process,	the	default	value	is	"downloadable".
Please,	note	that	If	the	publication	is	distributed	in	different	mediums	under	different	terms	of
use	or	licences,	you	can	repeat	the	whole	set	of	elements	("distributionInfo")	to	describe
them.
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downloadURL

Usage

Mandatory	under	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

if	distributionMedium=downloadable

Definition/Explanations

Any	url	where	the	resource	can	be	downloaded	from

Recommended	usage

Please,	use	for	corpora	whose	actual	content	is	not	uploaded	in	OpenMinTeD;	in	this	case,
please	ensure	that	the	URL	link	leads	to	the	actual	content	of	the	corpus	and	not	to	a
landing	page.	For	corpora	created	through	the	OMTD	corpus	building	process,	the	full
content	is	already	uploaded	in	OpenMinTeD,	and	therefore	the	downloadURL	is
automatically	inserted	(public	url	link	from	which	the	corpus	can	be	downloaded).
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contactEmail

Usage

Mandatory	under	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

An	email	or	a	landingPage	must	be	provided

Type

email	pattern

Definition/Explanations

A	general	email	address	that	can	be	used	as	contact	point	for	a	resource	(e.g.
resource@example.com)

Recommended	usage

You	can	indicate	a	contact	point	where	users	can	solicit	further	information	in	one	of	the
following	ways,	in	order	of	preference:

give	a	general	email	address	at	the	"contactEmail"	address,	or
provide	at	"landingPage"	the	link	to	a	web	page	that	documents	the	resource	(e.g.	a
page	with	documentation,	examples	and	links	to	the	resource	itself).	You	can	also
indicate	the	person(s)	or	group(s)	that	are	responsible	for	communication	in	the
"contactPerson"	and	"contactGroup"	element	For	corpora	created	through	the	OMTD
corpus	building	process,	a	contactEmail	is	inserted	automatically	filled	in	with	the	email
address	of	the	user	that	has	built	it.
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landingPage

Usage

Mandatory	under	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

An	email	or	a	landingPage	must	be	provided

Type

URL	pattern

Definition/Explanations

A	URL	used	as	the	landing	page	of	a	resource	providing	general	information;	for	instance,	it
may	present	a	description	of	the	resource,	its	creators	and	possibly	include	links	to	the	URL
where	it	can	be	accessed	from

Recommended	usage

You	can	indicate	a	contact	point	where	users	can	solicit	further	information	in	one	of	the
following	ways,	in	order	of	preference:

give	a	general	email	address	at	the	"contactEmail"	address,	or
provide	at	"landingPage"	the	link	to	a	web	page	that	documents	the	resource	(e.g.	a
page	with	documentation,	examples	and	links	to	the	resource	itself).	You	can	also
indicate	the	person(s)	or	group(s)	that	are	responsible	for	communication	in	the
"contactPerson"	and	"contactGroup"	element	For	corpora	created	through	the	OMTD
corpus	building	process,	a	landingPage	will	also	be	automatically	created	with
information	on	the	user	query	and	the	contents	of	the	results.
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contactPerson	(identifier	or	personName)

Usage

Recommended

Type

identifier	or	multilingual	free	text

Attributes

ms:personIdentifierSchemeName	(for	identifiers)	or	xs:lang	(for	name)

Definition/Explanations

Groups	information	on	the	person(s)	that	is/are	responsible	for	providing	further	information
regarding	the	resource

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	a	person	is	by	giving	their	identifier,	preferably	the
ORCID;	if	you	provide	the	identifier,	please	select	also	the	relevant	value	from	the	list	of
values	in	the	attribute	"personIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is	appropriate,	please	select
"other"	and	use	the	"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information
about	the	identifier	scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the	person,	you	may	provide
the	name,	preferably	in	the	format	"Surname,	First	name"	at	least	in	English;	if	you	want	to
add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.	The	element	can	also	be
repeated	to	encode	multiple	persons.	If	you	decide	to	add	a	contactPerson	instead	of	a
general	contactEmail,	please	ensure	that	the	data	(including	the	email)	of	this	person	are
also	uploaded	in	OpenMinTeD.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DataCite	4.0:	contributor	with	datacite:contributorType="ContactPerson",
*datacite:contributorName	(familyName	&	givenName)	or	datacite:nameIdentifier	and
datacite:nameIdentifierScheme	and	datacite:schemeURI)
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contactGroup	(identifier	or	organizationName)

Usage

Recommended

Type

identifier	or	multilingual	free	text

Attributes

ms:organizationIdentifierSchemeName	(for	identifiers)	or	xs:lang	(for	name)

Definition/Explanations

Groups	information	on	the	group(s)	that	is/are	responsible	for	providing	further	information
regarding	the	resource

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	a	group	(currently	modelled	as	an	organization)	is	by
giving	their	identifier	(e.g.	ISNI,	fundref);	if	you	provide	the	identifier,	please	select	also	the
relevant	value	from	the	list	of	values	in	the	attribute	"organizationIdentifierSchemeName";	if
none	is	appropriate,	please	select	"other"	and	use	the	"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a
link	to	a	URL	with	more	information	about	the	identifier	scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the
identifier	of	the	group	(organization),	you	may	provide	the	name	at	least	in	English;	if	you
want	to	add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.	If	you	decide	to	add
a	contactGroup	instead	of	another	contact	option,	please	ensure	that	the	data	(including	the
communication	data)	of	this	group	(organization)	are	also	uploaded	in	OpenMinTeD.
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mustBeCitedWith

Usage

Recommended

Type

free	text	or	identifier

Definition/Explanations

Publication	to	be	used	for	citation	purposes	as	requested	by	resource	providers	(usually	a
scientific	article	that	describes	the	resource)

Recommended	usage

The	preferred	option	to	refer	to	a	publication	is	by	providing	its	unique	identifier	already
assigned	by	an	authoritative	source;	the	preferred	identifier	for	publications	is	DOI;	you	can
use	either

the	attribute	"publicationIdentifierSchemeName"	to	specify	the	scheme,	by	selecting	one
of	the	pre-defined	values	(e.g.	DOI,	ISBN	etc.)	or,
if	the	scheme	is	not	listed	among	them,	use	the	"other"	value,	use	the	attribute
"schemeURI"	to	provide	a	link	to	the	URL	that	documents	the	scheme	it	adheres	to.	If
you	don't	know	the	publication	identifier,	you	can	provide	the	full	bibliographic	record	as
a	free	text	format.	N.B.	The	citation	publication	should	not	be	confused	with	the
attribution	data	which	is	a	legal	obligation;	citation	through	publications	is	a	common
practice	in	research.
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resourceCreator

Usage

Recommended

Type

person	or	organization,	both	encoded	with	identifier	or	multilingual	free	text

Attributes

for	person:	ms:personIdentifierSchemeName	(for	identifiers)	or	xs:lang	(for	name);	for
organization:	ms:organizationIdentifierSchemeName	(for	identifiers)	or	xs:lang	(for	name)

Definition/Explanations

Groups	information	on	the	person(s)	or	organization(s)	that	has/have	created	the	resource

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	a	person	is	by	giving	their	identifier,	preferably	the
ORCID;	if	you	provide	the	identifier,	please	select	also	the	relevant	value	from	the	list	of
values	in	the	attribute	"personIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is	appropriate,	please	select
"other"	and	use	the	"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information
about	the	identifier	scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the	person,	you	may	provide
the	name,	preferably	in	the	format	"Surname,	First	name"	at	least	in	English;	if	you	want	to
add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.
The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	an	organization	is	by	giving	their	identifier	(e.g.	ISNI);
if	you	provide	the	identifier,	please	select	also	the	relevant	value	from	the	list	of	values	in	the
attribute	"organizationIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is	appropriate,	please	select	"other"
and	use	the	"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information	about
the	identifier	scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the	organization	at	least	in	English;	if
you	want	to	add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.
The	element	can	also	be	repeated	to	encode	multiple	persons/organizations.
For	corpora	created	through	the	OMTD	corpus	building	process,	the	resource	creator	is
considered	to	be	the	person	that	has	put	together	the	corpus	through	the	user	query.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:creator
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:Creator	with	datacite:creatorName	(familyName
&	givenName)	or	datacite:nameIdentifier	&	datacite:nameIdentifierScheme	&
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datacite:schemeURI
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creationDate

Usage

Recommended

Type

date	pattern	or	date	range

Definition/Explanations

The	date	of	the	creation	of	hte	resource,	expressed	as	a	range	between	starting	and	end
date	or	exact	date

Recommended	usage

Please,	indicate	at	least	year	of	creation,	or	time	interval.	For	corpora	created	through	the
OMTD	corpus	building	process,	the	creationDate	is	automatically	inserted.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:exactMatch	dct:created
DataCite	4.0:	skos:exactMatch	datacite:CreationDate
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corpusType

Usage

Mandatory

Type

controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:corpusType:	raw,	annotated,	annotations

Definition/Explanations

The	subtype	of	the	corpus	in	terms	of	processing	(i.e.	whether	it	is	raw/unprocessed,
annotated	or	composed	only	of	annotations	with	links	to	the	original	raw	corpus

Recommended	usage

Please,	select	the	appropriate	value.	For	corpora	created	through	the	corpus	building
process	of	OMTD,	the	value	is	automatically	set	to	"raw"

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:narrowMatch	dc:type
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mediaType

Usage

Mandatory

Type

controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:mediaType:	text,	audio,	video,	image

Definition/Explanations

Specifies	the	media	type	of	the	resource	and	basically	corresponds	to	the	physical	medium
of	the	content	representation.	Each	media	type	is	described	through	a	distinctive	set	of
features.	A	resource	may	consist	of	parts	attributed	to	different	types	of	media.	A	component
may	take	as	input/output	more	than	one	different	media	types.

Recommended	usage

OpenMinTeD	only	handles	text	resources,	so	the	default	value	is	set	to	"text".
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lingualityType

Usage

Mandatory

Type

controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:lingualityType:	monolingual,	bilingual,	multilingual

Definition/Explanations

Indicates	whether	the	resource	contains	one,	two	or	more	languages

Recommended	usage

Please,	select	one	of	the	values.	For	corpora	created	through	the	OMTD	corpus	building
process,	the	value	can	be	automatically	computed.
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multilingualityType

Usage

Mandatory	under	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

if	lingualityType=bilingual	or	multilingual

Type

controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:multilingualityType:	parallel,	comparable,	multilingualSingleText,
originalTranslationsInSameText,	other

Definition/Explanations

Indicates	whether	the	corpus	is	parallel,	comparable	or	mixed

Recommended	usage

Please,	select	one	of	the	values.
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language

Usage

Mandatory

Type

open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:language	(a	combination	of	languageId,	scriptId,	regionId	and	variantId	according	to	the
IETF	BCP47	guidelines):

Definition/Explanations

The	language(s)	of	the	corpus	according	to	IETF	BCP47	guidelines.

For	corpora	created	through	the	OMTD	corpus	building	process,	the	value	can	be	computed
automatically.

The	element	can	be	repeated	to	encode	multiple	languages.

Recommended	usage

Please,	enter	the	language	and,	if	needed,	the	region,	script	and	variant	identifier	that	best
fits	the	language	of	the	document	(e.g.	en-US)	according	to	the	IETF	BCP47	guidelines

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:language
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:Language
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sizePerLanguage

Usage

Recommended

Type

size	pattern	(size	and	sizeUnit)

Definition/Explanations

Provides	information	on	the	size	per	language	subset

Recommended	usage

You	may	indicate	the	size	of	the	subsets	of	the	corpus	per	language;	to	do	that,	fill	in	the
appropriate	number	(without	spaces)	and	select	the	appropraite	sizeUnit	(e.g.	20000	words).
F	or	corpora	created	through	the	OMTD	corpus	building	process,	this	can	be	automatically
computed,	for	instance,	for	files/publications.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:extent
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:size
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size

Usage

Mandatory

Type

size	pattern	(size	and	sizeUnit)

Definition/Explanations

Provides	information	on	the	size	of	the	resource	or	of	resource	parts.

Recommended	usage

You	may	indicate	the	size	of	the	entire	corpus	(or	corpus	parts)	by	filling	in	the	appropriate
number	and	selecting	the	appropriate	sizeUnit	(e.g.	20000	words).	The	preferred	sizeUnit	is
words	or	sentences.	If	nothing	else	is	known,	please	indicate	at	least	files.	For	corpora
created	through	the	OMTD	corpus	building	process,	this	can	be	automatically	computed,	for
instance,	for	files/publications.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:extent
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:size
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mimeType

Usage

Recommended

Type

open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:mimetype	(a	subset	of	values	(the	most	popular	ones	for	text	files)	from	the	IANA
mimetype	controlled	vocabulary):	text/plain,	application/vnd.xmi+xml,	text/xml,	application/x-
tmx+xml,	application/x-xces+xml,	application/tei+xml,	application/rdf+xml,
application/xhtml+xml,	application/emma+xml,	application/pls+xml,	application/postscript,
application/voicexml+xml,	text/sgml,	text/html,	application/x-tex,	application/rtf,
application/json+ld,	application/x-latex,	text/csv,	text/tab-separated-values,	application/pdf,
application/x-msaccess,	audio/mp4,	audio/mpeg,	audio/wav,	image/bmp,	image/gif,
image/jpeg,	image/png,	image/svg+xml,	image/tiff,	video/jpeg,	video/mp4,	video/mpeg,
video/x-flv,	video/x-msvideo,	video/x-ms-wmv,	application/msword,	application/vnd.ms-excel,
audio/mpeg3,	text/turtle,	other,	audio/PCMA,	audio/flac,	audio/speex,	audio/vorbis,
video/mp2t

Definition/Explanations

The	mime-type	of	the	resource	(a	formalized	specifier	for	the	format)	or	a	mime-type	that	the
component	accepts,	in	conformance	with	the	values	of	the	IANA	(Internet	Assigned
Numbers	Authority)

Recommended	usage

Please,	select	one	of	the	pre-defined	values	(which	are	the	most	popular	ones	for	text	files)
or	add	a	value,	PREFERABLY	FROM	THE	IANA	MEDIA	MIMETYPE	RECOMMENDED
VALUES	(http://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types/media-types.xhtml)	The	element
can	be	repeated	for	corpora	that	includes	files	of	various	formats.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:format
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:Format
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characterEncoding

Usage

Recommended

Type

open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:characterEncoding:	a	long	list	of	popular	character	encodings

Definition/Explanations

The	name	of	the	character	encoding	used	in	the	resource	or	accepted	by	the	component

Recommended	usage

Please,	select	one	of	the	pre-defined	values;	it	should	be	noted,	however,	that	for
OpenMinTeD	the	preferred	character	encoding	is	UTF-8	to	ensure	interoperability	between
content	and	components.	The	element	can	be	repeated	for	corpora	that	includes	files	of
various	character	encodings.
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domain

Usage

Recommended

Type

free	text

Attributes

ms:classificationSchemeName	and	ms:schemeURI

Definition/Explanations

Domain	of	the	corpus

Recommended	usage

It	is	recommended	that	domain	values	are	taken	from	an	authoritative	source,	such	as	DDC
(Dewey	Decimal	Classification,	http://www.oclc.org/dewey/)	or	UDC	(Universal	Decimal
Classification,	http://www.udcc.org/)	and	that	the	source	is	identified;	if	you	do,	please	use
the	classificationSchemeName	to	indicate	the	source;	if	this	is	not	included	in	the	list	of
values,	please	use	"schemeURI"	with	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information	on	the	scheme.
The	recommended	way	of	adding	the	domain	values	is	the	identifier	of	the	domain	in	the
scheme;	further	instructions	on	the	standardization	of	the	format	will	be	provided.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:narrowMatch	dct:subject
DataCite	4.0:	skos:exactMatch	datacite:Subject	with	datacite:subjectScheme,
datacite:schemeURI	and	datacite:valueURI
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subject

Usage

Recommended

Type

free	text

Attributes

ms:classificationSchemeName	and	ms:schemeURI

Definition/Explanations

Subject	or	topic	of	the	corpus

Recommended	usage

It	is	recommended	that	the	subjects	are	taken	from	an	authoritative	source,	such	as	DDC
(Dewey	Decimal	Classification,	http://www.oclc.org/dewey/)	or	UDC	(Universal	Decimal
Classification,	http://www.udcc.org/)	and	that	the	source	is	identified;	if	you	do,	please	use
the	classificationSchemeName	to	indicate	the	source;	if	this	is	not	included	in	the	list	of
values,	please	use	"schemeURI"	with	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information	on	the	scheme.
The	recommended	way	of	adding	the	subject	values	is	the	identifier	of	the	subject	in	the
scheme;	further	instructions	on	the	standardization	of	the	format	will	be	provided.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:narrowMatch	dct:subject
DataCite	4.0:	skos:exactMatch	datacite:Subject	with	datacite:subjectScheme,
datacite:schemeURI	and	datacite:valueURI
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keyword

Usage

Recommended

Type

free	text

Definition/Explanations

Words	used	for	indexing	the	corpus

Recommended	usage

A	free	text	element	used	for	encoding	keywords	for	the	classification	of	the	publication,	only
in	English;	please,	encode	one	word/phrase	each	time	and	repeat	the	element	for	multiple
keywords.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:narrowMatch	dct:subject
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userQuery

Usage

Mandatory	when	applicable

Type

free	text

Definition/Explanations

The	query	text	that	has	created	the	corpus	of	scholarly	publications

Recommended	usage

To	be	filled	in	automatically	during	the	OMTD	corpus	building	process
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relationType

Usage

Recommended

Type

Open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:relationType:	isPartOf,	isPartWith,	hasPart,	hasOutcome,	isCombinedWith,	requiresLR,
requiresSoftware,	isexactMatch,	isSimilarTo,	isContinuationOf,	isVersionOf,	replaces,
isReplacedWith,	isCreatedBy,	isElicitedBy,	isRecordedBy,	isEditedBy,	isAnalysedBy,
isEvaluatedBy,	isQueriedBy,	isAccessedBy,	isArchivedBy,	isDisplayedBy,	isCompatibleWith

Definition/Explanations

Specifies	the	type	of	relation	holding	between	two	entities	(e.g.	two	resources	that	comprise
one	new	resource	together,	a	corpus	and	the	s/w	component	that	has	been	used	for	its
creation	or	a	corpus	and	the	publication	that	describes	it

Recommended	usage

For	corpora,	the	recommended	relations	are	isVersionOf	and	isSimilarTo,	but	any
relationType	can	be	used	as	appropriate.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:relationType
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relatedResource1

Usage

Mandatory	when	applicable

Conditions	for	usage

when	relationType	is	filled	in

Type

ms:resourceIdentifierSchemeName	or	ms:schemeURI	(for	identifiers)	and	xs:lang	(for
names)

Definition/Explanations

A	name	or	an	identifier	(e.g.	url	reference)	to	the	source	resource	related	to	the	target
resource	(relatedResource2)	through	a	relation	described	in	relationType

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	a	resource	is	by	giving	its	identifier;	if	you	provide	the
identifier,	please	select	also	the	relevant	value	from	the	list	of	values	in	the	attribute
"resourceIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is	appropriate,	please	select	"other"	and	use	the
"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information	about	the	identifier
scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the	resource,	you	may	provide	the	name	at	least
in	English;	if	you	want	to	add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.	For
interoperability	reasons,	it	is	recommended	to	describe	all	related	resources	in	the
OpenMinTeD	registry	and	refer	to	them	through	the	identifier.
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relatedResource2

Usage

Mandatory	when	applicable

Conditions	for	usage

when	relationType	is	filled	in

Type

ms:resourceIdentifierSchemeName	or	ms:schemeURI	(for	identifiers)	and	xs:lang	(for
names)

Definition/Explanations

A	name	or	an	identifier	(e.g.	url	reference)	to	the	target	resource	related	to	the	source
resource	(relatedResource2)	through	a	relation	described	in	relationType

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	a	resource	is	by	giving	its	identifier;	if	you	provide	the
identifier,	please	select	also	the	relevant	value	from	the	list	of	values	in	the	attribute
"resourceIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is	appropriate,	please	select	"other"	and	use	the
"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information	about	the	identifier
scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the	resource,	you	may	provide	the	name	at	least
in	English;	if	you	want	to	add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.	For
interoperability	reasons,	it	is	recommended	to	describe	all	related	resources	in	the
OpenMinTeD	registry	and	refer	to	them	through	the	identifier.
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Metadata	schema	for	annotated	corpora

Annotated	corpora	are	documented	as	separate	resources

including	only	the	annotated	data,	with	a	link	to	the	raw	corpus	and	its	own	set	of
metadata	elements	providing	information	on	the	annotation	process,	tool	etc.	or
as	a	set	of	raw	and	annotated	files	together,	with	a	metadata	record	that	includes	all	the
appropriate	elements	for	raw	corpora	(cf.	above)	with	the	additional	set	of	metadata
elements	for	annotations,	i.e.	all	the	following	elements	except	for	"resourceIdentifier".

OMTD-SHARE	element Usage

resourceIdentifier M

annotationLevel M

annotationStandoff R

mimeType R

dataFormatSpecific R

documentationURL R

characterEncoding R

typesystem R

tagset R

annotationMode R

isAnnotatedBy R

annotationDate R

Metadata	schema	for	annotated	corpora
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Guidelines	for	providers	of	ancillary
knowledge	resources

Introduction
Instructions	for	providers	of	ancillary	knowledge	resources
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Introduction
Many	TDM	tools	and	services	make	use	of	ancillary	knowledge	resources.	By	knowledge
resources,	we	mean	information	from	some	domain	or	area	of	human	endeavor	(e.g.
linguistics,	agriculture,	or	the	social	sciences),	represented	in	a	form	that	can	be	used	to
solve	problems	computationally	in	that	domain	or	area .	Creation	of	such	knowledge
resources	is	widespread	in	both	linguistics,	and	in	many	domains	where	informatics	is
applied.	These	knowledge	resources	typically	include	controlled	vocabularies,	terminologies,
lexica,	ontologies,	and	so	on.

As	OpenMinTeD	is	about	applying	TDM	to	end-user	domains,	the	resources	used	in	those
domains	are	of	primary	importance.	Similarly,	as	text	is	important	to	OpenMinTeD	tools	and
services,	so	linguistic	resources	(e.g.	resources	that	describe	parts	of	speech)	are	also
important.

OpenMinTeD	tools	and	services	may	make	use	of	these	resources	in	order	to	process	text.
For	example,	a	service	may	make	use	of	a	dictionary	of	archaeological	terms	when
processing	object	descriptions.	Or,	a	service	may	make	use	of	parts	of	speech	to	find	the
adjectives	in	a	document,	and	use	this	information	to	help	determine	the	sentiment	of	the
document.

In	order	to	make	it	easier	to	share	the	results	of	TDM,	and	in	order	to	allow	TDM	tools	and
services	to	work	together,	OpenMinTeD	makes	a	number	of	recommendations	about	how
knowledge	resources	are	represented.	Knowledge	resources	that	do	not	follow	these
recommendations	can	of	course	be	used;	however,	interoperability	will	be	reduced.

The	OpenMinTeD	recommendations	on	knowledge	resources	are	based	on	the	Linked	Data
paradigm.	By	"Linked	Data",	we	mean	data	that	is	created	and	made	available	with	the	use
of	semantic	web	technologies	and	formats	(e.g.	RDF,	OWL,	SPARQL)	and,	most	importantly,
that	is	interrelated	with	other	data.

.	Poole,	David	and	Alan	Mackworth	(2010)	Artificial	Intelligence,	Cambridge	University
Press	↩

1
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Instructions	for	providers	of	ancillary
knowledge	resources

How	to	register	your	knowledge	resources
How	to	make	your	knowledge	resources	interoperable
How	to	document	your	knowledge	resources
Recommended	schema	for	lexical/conceptual	resources,	incl.	annotation	resources
Recommended	schema	for	models
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How	to	register	your	knowledge	resources
Ancillary	knowledge	resources	can	be	registered	by	authorised	users	as	decided	in	the
OpenMinTeD	Policies.

If	you	wish	to	register	such	a	resource,	depending	on	the	mode	of	registering	the	resource,
the	following	requirements	are	in	order:

if	the	resource	is	being	provided	for	upload	to	the	OpenMinTeD	registry,	please	package
it	as	a	zip	file	preserving	the	recommended	folder	structure
if	the	resource	is	available	as	part	of	a	Maven	artifact,	please	provide	the	appropriate
Maven	coordinates
if	the	resource	is	offered	with	a	SPARQL	endpoint	or	at	a	URL,	please	type	in	the
relevant	link.

In	all	cases,	you	must	also

provide	a	metadata	record	compliant	with	the	OMTD-SHARE	schema.

Where	possible,	e.g.	in	the	case	of	providing	a	Maven	artifact,	metadata	may	be,	at	least
partially,	converted	from	the	existing	descriptors.	In	all	cases,	you	will	be	notified	of	the
availability	of	converted	metadata	at	the	time	of	uploading.

How	to	register	your	knowledge	resources
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How	to	make	your	knowledge	resources	interoperable

In	addition,	if	you	want	to	be	fully	compliant	with	the	OpenMinTeD	interoperability
requirements,	please	ensure	that

you	provide	the	resource	in	a	standard	format,	preferably	XML	or	JSON-based	syntax,
or	any	other	RDF	serialisation	format	(e.g.	Turtle	or	N3)
all	elements	in	the	knowledge	resource	are	identified	with	a	URI;	for	Linked	Data
resources,	the	following	identifiers	should	be	used:

JSON-LD	-	the	@id	keyword
RDF/XML	-	the	attributes	xml:base,	rdf:ID	and	rdf:about
XML	-	the	xml:id	attribute

you	register	knowledge	resources	independently	of	any	component	that	uses	them,	e.g.
in	a	separate	Maven	artifact.

In	the	case	that	you	provide	the	resource

in	another	format,	given	that	adherence	to	Linked	Data	standards	is	not	imposed
packaged	in	Maven	artifacts	with	the	components	that	use	it,	at	the	expense,	however,
of	reusability

you	still	qualify	for	partial	compliance.

How	to	make	your	knowledge	resources	interoperable
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How	to	document	your	knowledge	resources

To	be	fully	compatible	with	OpenMinTeD,	you	must

ensure	that	the	resource	is	distributed	under	Open	Access	conditions
include	in	the	metadata	record	a	link	to	the	licence	document	that	describes	the	terms
and	conditions	under	which	it	is	provided,	and	attach	the	licence	document	together	with
the	resource
if	you	already	have	a	PID	for	your	resource	(e.g.	a	URI	or	a	HANDLE),	make	sure	it	is
included	in	the	metadata	record	(cf.	identifier	for	more	information).
provide	linkage	between	your	resource	and	other	resources	(domain-specific	or	generic
resources);	for	links	between	knowledge	resources	in	the	Linked	Data	paradigm,
mapping	should	be	expressed	through	RDF	statements,	using	relations	from	SKOS,
together	with	the	following	OWL	and	RDF	object	properties:	owl:sameAs,
owl:equivalentClass,	owl:equivalentProperty,	rdfs:subClassOf,	rdfs:subPropertyOf.
version	all	your	resources	and	label	the	versions	in	an	unambiguous	way,	preferably
following	the	Semantic	Versioning	recommendations.

The	following	recommendations	contribute	to	interoperability	but	are	not	yet	enforced:

It	is	important	that	you	provide	the	appropriate	documentation	for	your	resource	(e.g.
publications	about	the	design	and	construction	of	the	corpus	etc.),	which	you	should
also	version	along	with	the	knowledge	resource	and	add	as	reference	to	your	metadata
record.
Recommend	one	of	the	publications	about	your	resource	as	the	one	to	be	cited	for
scholarly	attribution	and	add	this	information	in	the	metadata	record.
Make	sure	that	you	fill	in	the	metadata	record	all	the	elements	required	for	citing	your
resource ,	i.e.	the	creator	of	the	resource,	a	title,	the	resource	type	and	an	identifier,
and	optionally,	the	publication	date,	the	version	and	the	publisher	or	distributor	of
Use	standard	classification	vocabularies	(e.g.	MeSH,	DDC,	LCSH	etc.)	for	adding
classification	tags	to	your	material	and	specify	the	vocabulary	you	use	in	the	metadata
record;	provide	at	least	one	broad	category	for	your	material	(e.g.	life	sciences,
computing	etc.).
In	all	cases,	where	linking	to	other	resources	or	entities	(e.g.	persons,	projects	etc.)	in
the	metadata	records	is	added,	please	try	to	do	this	through	unique	and	persistent
identifiers	of	authority	lists	and	sources,	to	the	extent	possible,	documenting	also	the
authority	and/or	scheme	it	adheres	to.

The	following	sections	include	a	synopsis	of	the	minimal	schemas	for	ancillary	knowledge
resources,	i.e.	the	subset	of	M(andatory)	and	strongly	R(ecommended)	metadata	elements
per	resource	type,	given	that	knowledge	resources	may	take	one	of	the	following	resource

1
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types:

lexical/conceptual	resource:	reserved	not	only	for	lexica,	ontologies,	term	lists,
glossaries	etc.	but	also	for	any	resource	that	can	be	used	for	annotation	purposes,	i.e.
linguistic	tagsets,	typesystems	etc.
language	description:	reserved	mainly	for	computational	grammars
model:	for	machine	learning	and	statistical	models.

It	should	also	be	noted	that	additional	elements	required	for	the	management	of	the
metadata	record	(e.g.	metadataCreationDate,	metadataCreator	etc.)	are	not	presented	here,
as	they	are	to	be	handled	by	the	OMTD	platform.

	For	citation,	OpenMinTeD	endorses	the	Joint	Declaration	of	Data	Citation	Principles,	as
well	as	the	more	specialised	RDA	recommendations	for	data	citation	of	evolving	data	and
DataCite	guidelines.

1
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Recommended	schema	for	lexical/conceptual
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OMTD-SHARE	element Usage

resourceType M

resourceName M

description M

identifier M

version M

distributionMedium M

licence	or	rightsStmtName	&	rightsStmtURL	(one	of	the	two	must	be
provided)] M

version	of	licence M

distributionMedium M

downloadURL M	when
applicable

contactEmail	or	landingPage	(one	of	the	two	must	be	provided) M

contactPerson	(identifier	or	personName) R

contactGroup	(identifier	or	organizationName) R

mustBeCitedWith R

lexicalConceptualResourceType M

encodingLevel R

linguisticInformation R

conformanceToStandardsBestPractices R

lingualityType M

language M

metalanguage R

size	&	sizeUnit M

mimeType R

characterEncoding R

domain R

relationType R

relatedResource1 R

relatedResource2 R

Recommended	schema	for	lexical/conceptual	resources,	incl.	annotation	resources
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resourceType

Usage

Mandatory

Type

Closed	controlled	vocabulary

Attributes

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:resourceType:	corpus,	lexicalConceptualResource,	languageDescription,	model,
component

Definition/Explanations

Specifies	the	type	of	the	resource	being	described	or	the	type	of	the	resource	that	a
component	takes	as	input	or	produces	as	output

Recommended	usage

For	lexical/conceptual	resources,	the	fixed	value	"lexicalConceptualResource"	must	be
added	automatically

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:narrowMatch	dct:type
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:resourceTypeGeneral	&	datacite:resourceType;
recommended	usage	for	lexical/conceptual	resources	is	to	use	"dataset"	but	the	values
"collection"	and	"text"	can	also	be	used

Recommended	schema	for	lexical/conceptual	resources,	incl.	annotation	resources
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resourceName

Usage

Mandatory

Type

Multilingual	free	text

Attributes

xs:lang

Definition/Explanations

The	full	name	by	which	the	resource	is	known

Recommended	usage

Please,	provide	a	short	but	descriptive	and	unique	name	for	the	resource,	e.g.	“Greek
PAROLE	lexicon”	instead	of	just	“a	monolingual	lexicon	of	Greek”.	Provide	the	name	in
English;	if	you	want	to	add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:exactMatch	dct:title
DataCite	4.0:	skos:exactMatch	datacite:title
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description

Usage

Mandatory

Type

Multilingual	free	text

Attributes

xs:lang

Definition/Explanations

Provides	the	description	of	the	resource	in	prose

Recommended	usage

Give	a	brief	yet	informative	description	of	the	corpus	contents,	mentioning	at	least
language(s),	subject(s)/domain(s)	and,	if	possible,	size	and	provenance.	Please,	provide	the
text	in	English;	if	you	want	to	add	texts	in	other	languages,	you	can	add	them	using	the
“lang”	attribute	to	specify	the	language.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:exactMatch	dct:abstract
DataCite	4.0:	skos:exactMatch	datactite:description	with	value	"abstract"	for
datacite:descriptionType

Recommended	schema	for	lexical/conceptual	resources,	incl.	annotation	resources
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identifier

Usage

Mandatory

Type

free	text

Attributes

ms:resourceIdentifierSchemeName	or	ms:schemeURI

Definition/Explanations

Reference	to	a	PID,	DOI	or	any	kind	of	identifier	used	by	the	resource	provider	for	the
resource

Recommended	usage

Provide	a	unique	identifier	already	assigned	by	an	authoritative	source;	you	can	use	either

the	attribute	"resourceIdentifierSchemeName"	to	specify	the	scheme,	by	selecting	one
of	the	pre-defined	values	(e.g.	DOI,	HDL,	ISLRN	etc.)	or,
if	the	scheme	is	not	listed	among	them,	select	the	"other"	value	and	use	the	attribute
"schemeURI"	to	provide	a	link	to	the	URL	that	documents	the	scheme	it	adheres	to.	If
the	resource	doesn't	have	a	unique	identifier,	an	identifier	will	be	assigned	by
OpenMinTeD.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:identifier
DataCite	4.0:	skos:broadMatch	datacite:identifier	(identifierType	can	only	be	DOI)

Recommended	schema	for	lexical/conceptual	resources,	incl.	annotation	resources
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licence

Usage

Mandatory	under	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

either	licence	or	rightsStmt	must	be	filled	in

Type

open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:licence:	CC-BY,	CC-BY-NC,	CC-BY-NC-ND,	CC-BY-NC-SA,	CC-BY-ND,	CC-BY-SA,	CC-
ZERO,	PDDL,	ODC-BY,	ODbL,	MS-NoReD,	MS-NoReD-FF,	MS-NoReD-ND,	MS-NoReD-
ND-FF,	MS-NC-NoReD,	MS-NC-NoReD-FF,	MS-NC-NoReD-ND,	MS-NC-NoReD-ND-FF,
ELRA_END_USER,	ELRA_EVALUATION,	ELRA_VAR,	CLARIN_PUB,	CLARIN_ACA,
CLARIN_ACA-NC,	CLARIN_RES,	AGPL,	ApacheLicence_2.0,	BSD_4-clause,	BSD_3-
clause,	FreeBSD,	GFDL,	GPL,	LGPL,	MIT,	Princeton_Wordnet,	proprietary,
underNegotiation,	nonStandardLicenceTerms

Definition/Explanations

The	licence	of	use	for	the	resource

Recommended	usage

You	can	provide	information	on	the	rights	of	accessing	and	using	a	resource	in	one	of	the
following	ways,	in	order	of	preference:

use	the	element	"licence"	and	select	one	of	the	recommended	licences;	please,	note
that	the	list	contains	licences	intended	for	data	resources	&	components	mixed
together;for	components	the	recommended	licences	are	the	Open	Source	licences;	for
data	resources,	please	use	a	standard	licence	such	as	one	of	the	CC	family;
if	the	licence	you	use	is	not	included	in	the	list,	you	can	use	the
"nonStandardLicenceTerms"	or	the	"proprietary"	values	and	give	further	information	on
your	licence	in	the	elements:	"nonStandardLicenceName",
"nonStandardLicenceTermsURL"	and	"nonStandardLicenceTermsText"
you	can	also	use	the	"rightsStatementName"	and	the	"rightsStatementURL"	(with	a	link
to	a	URL	with	more	explanations	on	its	usage)	if	the	resource	is	provided	with	a	general
statement	of	use	and	not	an	official	licence	document;	please,	note	that	this	is	an	option

Recommended	schema	for	lexical/conceptual	resources,	incl.	annotation	resources
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used	mainly	to	facilitate	end-users	in	accessing	your	resource,	while	you	are	strongly
advised	to	properly	license	your	resource.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:license
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:rights

Recommended	schema	for	lexical/conceptual	resources,	incl.	annotation	resources
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rightsStmtName

Usage

Mandatory	under	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

either	licence	or	rightsStmt	must	be	filled	in

Type

open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms-omtd:rightsStmtName:	openAccess,	closedAccess,	embargoedAccess,	restrictedAccess

Definition/Explanations

The	name	of	an	official	statement	indicative	of	licensing	terms	for	the	use	of	a	resource	(e.g.
open	access,	free	to	read	etc.);	its	semantics	should	be	clear,	preferrably	formally	expressed
and	stored	at	a	url.

The	current	list	of	predefined	values	comes	from	OpenAIRE,	but	it's	under	revision.

Recommended	usage

The	"rightsStmtName"	and	"rightsStmtURL"	elements	can	be	used	in	addition	to	the
"licence"	value	in	order	to	facilitate	users	to	understand	the	licensing	terms	of	a	resource.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:accessRights
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:rights

Recommended	schema	for	lexical/conceptual	resources,	incl.	annotation	resources
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rightsStmtURL

Usage

Mandatory	under	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

either	licence	or	rightsStmt	must	be	filled	in

Type

URL	pattern

Definition/Explanations

Link	to	the	URL	with	the	text	that	formally	explains	the	licensing	conditions	imposed	by	the
rights	statement.

Recommended	usage

The	"rightsStmtName"	and	"rightsStmtURL"	elements	can	be	used	in	addition	to	the
"licence"	value	in	order	to	facilitate	users	to	understand	the	licensing	terms	of	a	resource.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:accessRights
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:rightsURI
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nonStandardLicenceName

Usage

Mandatory	under	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

to	be	used	with	ms:licence	other	(i.e.	for	licences	not	included	in	the	list	of	recommended
ones)

Type

free	text

Definition/Explanations

The	name	with	which	a	licence	is	known;	to	be	used	for	licences	not	included	in	the	pre-
defined	list	of	recommended	licences

Recommended	usage

Please,	provide	the	name	of	the	licence	if	it's	already	known	or	supply	one	that	can	uniquely
identify	it.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:title	(for	dct:licenseDocument)

Recommended	schema	for	lexical/conceptual	resources,	incl.	annotation	resources
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nonStandardLicenceTermsURL

Usage

Mandatory	under	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

to	be	used	with	ms:licence	other	(i.e.	for	licences	not	included	in	the	list	of	recommended
ones)

Type

URL	pattern

Definition/Explanations

Used	to	provide	a	hyperlink	to	a	url	containing	the	text	of	a	licence	not	included	in	the
predefined	list	or	describing	the	terms	of	use	for	a	language	resource	or	terms	of	service	for
web	services

Recommended	usage

Please,	provide	the	link	to	the	full	text	document	of	the	licence.	Please	note	that	this	is	the
preferred	option	over	inserting	the	licence	text	in	the	element
"nonStandardLicenceTermsText",	as	it	provides	a	permanent	accessible	to	all	location	for	the
licence.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:license
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:rightsURI
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version	of	licence

Usage

Mandatory

Type

free	text

Definition/Explanations

The	version	of	the	licence

Recommended	usage

You	are	advised	to	indicate	the	version	of	the	licence	of	your	resource;	the	latest	version	is
the	preferred	option,	e.g."4.0"	for	all	CC-licences	and	"2.0"	for	the	META-SHARE-NoReD
ones.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:hasVersion	(for	dct:licenseDocument)
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distributionMedium

Usage

Mandatory

Type

Open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:distributionMedium:	webExecutable,	paperCopy,	hardDisk,	bluRay,	DVD-R,	CD-ROM,
downloadable,	accessibleThroughInterface,	other

Definition/Explanations

Specifies	the	medium	(channel)	used	for	delivery	or	providing	access	to	the	resource<

Recommended	usage

Please,	use	one	of	the	provided	values	to	indicate	the	medium	of	distribution.	For
interoperability	reasons,	the	recommended	way	of	providing	annotation	resources	(e.g.
tagsets,	ontologies	etc.)	is	to	distribute	them	in	a	downloadable	form	or	in	a	way	that	can	be
easily	accessed	by	the	s/w

Recommended	schema	for	lexical/conceptual	resources,	incl.	annotation	resources
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downloadURL

Usage

Mandatory	under	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

if	distributionMedium=downloadable

Definition/Explanations

Any	url	where	the	resource	can	be	downloaded	from

Recommended	usage

Please,	use	for	resources	whose	actual	content	is	not	uploaded	in	OpenMinTeD;	in	this
case,	please	ensure	that	the	URL	link	leads	to	the	resource	itself	and	not	to	a	landing	page.

Recommended	schema	for	lexical/conceptual	resources,	incl.	annotation	resources
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accessURL

Usage

Mandatory	under	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

if	distributionMedium=webExecutable	or	accessibleThroughInterface

Definition/Explanations

A	landing	page,	feed,	SPARQL	endpoint	etc.	that	gives	access	to	the	resource	or	where	the
web	service/workflow	is	executed

Recommended	usage

Please	use	for	resources	that	are	"accessibleThroughInterface"	or	"webExecutable"

Recommended	schema	for	lexical/conceptual	resources,	incl.	annotation	resources
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contactEmail

Usage

Mandatory	under	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

An	email	or	a	landingPage	must	be	provided

Type

email	pattern

Definition/Explanations

A	general	email	address	that	can	be	used	as	contact	point	for	a	resource	(e.g.
resource@example.com)

Recommended	usage

You	can	indicate	a	contact	point	where	users	can	solicit	further	information	in	one	of	the
following	ways,	in	order	of	preference:

give	a	general	email	address	at	the	"contactEmail"	address,	or
provide	at	"landingPage"	the	link	to	a	web	page	that	documents	the	resource	(e.g.	a
page	with	documentation,	examples	and	links	to	the	resource	itself).	You	can	also
indicate	the	person(s)	or	group(s)	that	are	responsible	for	communication	in	the
"contactPerson"	and	"contactGroup"	element

Recommended	schema	for	lexical/conceptual	resources,	incl.	annotation	resources
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landingPage

Usage

Mandatory	under	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

An	email	or	a	landingPage	must	be	provided

Type

URL	pattern

Definition/Explanations

A	URL	used	as	the	landing	page	of	a	resource	providing	general	information;	for	instance,	it
may	present	a	description	of	the	resource,	its	creators	and	possibly	include	links	to	the	URL
where	it	can	be	accessed	from

Recommended	usage

You	can	indicate	a	contact	point	where	users	can	solicit	further	information	in	one	of	the
following	ways,	in	order	of	preference:

give	a	general	email	address	at	the	"contactEmail"	address,	or
provide	at	"landingPage"	the	link	to	a	web	page	that	documents	the	resource	(e.g.	a
page	with	documentation,	examples	and	links	to	the	resource	itself).	You	can	also
indicate	the	person(s)	or	group(s)	that	are	responsible	for	communication	in	the
"contactPerson"	and	"contactGroup"	element

Recommended	schema	for	lexical/conceptual	resources,	incl.	annotation	resources
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contactPerson	(identifier	or	personName)

Usage

Recommended

Type

identifier	or	multilingual	free	text

Attributes

ms:personIdentifierSchemeName	(for	identifiers)	or	xs:lang	(for	name)

Definition/Explanations

Groups	information	on	the	person(s)	that	is/are	responsible	for	providing	further	information
regarding	the	resource

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	a	person	is	by	giving	their	identifier,	preferably	the
ORCID;	if	you	provide	the	identifier,	please	select	also	the	relevant	value	from	the	list	of
values	in	the	attribute	"personIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is	appropriate,	please	select
"other"	and	use	the	"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information
about	the	identifier	scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the	person,	you	may	provide
the	name,	preferably	in	the	format	"Surname,	First	name"	at	least	in	English;	if	you	want	to
add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.	The	element	can	also	be
repeated	to	encode	multiple	persons.	If	you	decide	to	add	a	contactPerson	instead	of	a
general	contactEmail,	please	ensure	that	the	data	(including	the	email)	of	this	person	are
also	uploaded	in	OpenMinTeD.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DataCite	4.0:	contributor	with	datacite:contributorType="ContactPerson",
*datacite:contributorName	(familyName	&	givenName)	or	datacite:nameIdentifier	and
datacite:nameIdentifierScheme	and	datacite:schemeURI)

Recommended	schema	for	lexical/conceptual	resources,	incl.	annotation	resources
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contactGroup	(identifier	or	organizationName)

Usage

Recommended

Type

identifier	or	multilingual	free	text

Attributes

ms:organizationIdentifierSchemeName	(for	identifiers)	or	xs:lang	(for	name)

Definition/Explanations

Groups	information	on	the	group(s)	that	is/are	responsible	for	providing	further	information
regarding	the	resource

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	a	group	(currently	modelled	as	an	organization)	is	by
giving	their	identifier	(e.g.	ISNI,	fundref);	if	you	provide	the	identifier,	please	select	also	the
relevant	value	from	the	list	of	values	in	the	attribute	"organizationIdentifierSchemeName";	if
none	is	appropriate,	please	select	"other"	and	use	the	"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a
link	to	a	URL	with	more	information	about	the	identifier	scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the
identifier	of	the	group	(organization),	you	may	provide	the	name	at	least	in	English;	if	you
want	to	add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.	If	you	decide	to	add
a	contactGroup	instead	of	another	contact	option,	please	ensure	that	the	data	(including	the
communication	data)	of	this	group	(organization)	are	also	uploaded	in	OpenMinTeD.

Recommended	schema	for	lexical/conceptual	resources,	incl.	annotation	resources
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mustBeCitedWith

Usage

Recommended

Type

identifier	or	free	text

Definition/Explanations

Publication	to	be	used	for	citation	purposes	as	requested	by	resource	providers	(usually	a
scientific	article	that	describes	the	resource)

Recommended	usage

The	preferred	option	to	refer	to	a	publication	is	by	providing	its	unique	identifier	already
assigned	by	an	authoritative	source;	the	preferred	identifier	for	publications	is	DOI;	you	can
use	either

the	attribute	"publicationIdentifierSchemeName"	to	specify	the	scheme,	by	selecting	one
of	the	pre-defined	values	(e.g.	DOI,	ISBN	etc.)	or,
if	the	scheme	is	not	listed	among	them,	use	the	"other"	value,	use	the	attribute
"schemeURI"	to	provide	a	link	to	the	URL	that	documents	the	scheme	it	adheres	to.	If
you	don't	know	the	publication	identifier,	you	can	provide	the	full	bibliographic	record	as
a	free	text	format.	N.B.	The	citation	publication	should	not	be	confused	with	the
attribution	data	which	is	a	legal	obligation;	citation	through	publications	is	a	common
practice	in	research.

Recommended	schema	for	lexical/conceptual	resources,	incl.	annotation	resources
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lexicalConceptualResourceType

Usage

Mandatory

Type

Open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:lexicalConceptualResourceType:	wordList,	computationalLexicon,	ontology,	wordnet,
thesaurus,	framenet,	terminologicalResource,	machineReadableDictionary,	lexicon,
typesystem,	tagset,	mappingOfResources,	other

Definition/Explanations

Specifies	the	type	of	lexical/conceptual	resources

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:narrowMatch	dct:type

Recommended	schema	for	lexical/conceptual	resources,	incl.	annotation	resources
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encodingLevel

Usage

Recommended

Type

Open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:encodingLevel:	phonetics,	phonology,	semantics,	morphology,	syntax,	pragmatics,	other

Definition/Explanations

Information	on	the	contents	of	the	lexicalConceptualResource	as	regards	the	linguistic	level
of	analysis

Recommended	schema	for	lexical/conceptual	resources,	incl.	annotation	resources
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linguisticInformation

Usage

Recommended

Type

Open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:linguisticInformation:	accentuation,	lemma,	lemma-MultiWordUnits,	lemma-Variants,
lemma-Abbreviations,	lemma-Compounds,	lemma-CliticForms,	partOfSpeech,	morpho-
Features,	morpho-Case,	morpho-Gender,	morpho-Number,	morpho-Degree,	morpho-
IrregularForms,	morpho-Mood,	morpho-Tense,	morpho-Person,	morpho-Aspect,	morpho-
Voice,	morpho-Auxiliary,	morpho-Inflection,	morpho-Reflexivity,	syntax-SubcatFrame,
semantics-Traits,	semantics-SemanticClass,	semantics-CrossReferences,	semantics-
Relations,	semantics-Relations-Hyponyms,	semantics-Relations-Hyperonyms,	semantics-
Relations-Synonyms,	semantics-Relations-Antonyms,	semantics-Relations-Troponyms,
semantics-Relations-Meronyms,	usage-Frequency,	usage-Register,	usage-Collocations,
usage-Examples,	usage-Notes,	definition/gloss,	translationEquivalent,	phonetics-
Transcription,	semantics-Domain,	semantics-EventType,	semantics-SemanticRoles,
statisticalProperties,	morpho-Derivation,	semantics-QualiaStructure,
syntacticoSemanticLinks,	other

Definition/Explanations

A	more	detailed	account	of	the	linguistic	information	contained	in	the
lexicalConceptualResource

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DataCite	4.0:	creator	with	creatorName	or	nameIdentifier	&	nameIdentifierScheme	&
schemeURI;	N.B.	creatorName	familyName	&	givenName	in	v4

Recommended	schema	for	lexical/conceptual	resources,	incl.	annotation	resources
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conformanceToStandardsBestPractices

Usage

Recommended

Type

Open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:conformanceToStandardsBestPractices:	AgroVoc,	ALVIS,	ARGO,	BML,	CES,
DKPro_Core,	EAGLES,	EDAMontology,	ELSST,	EML,	EMMA,	GATE,	GESIS,	GMX,	GrAF,
HamNoSys,	HASSET,	InkML,	ILSP_NLP,	ISO12620,	ISO16642,	ISO1987,	ISO26162,
ISO30042,	ISO704,	JATS,	LAF,	LAPPS,	Lemon,	LMF,	MAF,	MLIF,	MOSES,	MULTEXT,
MUMIN,	multimodalInteractionFramework,	OAXAL,	OLIA,	OWL,	PANACEA,	pennTreeBank,
pragueTreebank,	RDF,	SemAF,	SemAF_DA,	SemAF_NE,	SemAF_SRL,	SemAF_DS,
SKOS,	SRX,	SynAF,	TBX,	TMX,	TEI,	TEI_P3,	TEI_P4,	TEI_P5,	TimeML,	XCES,	XLIFF,	UD,
WordNet,	othe

Definition/Explanations

Specifies	the	standards	or	the	best	practices	to	which	the	tagset	used	for	the	annotation
conforms

Recommended	schema	for	lexical/conceptual	resources,	incl.	annotation	resources
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lingualityType

Usage

Mandatory

Type

Closed	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:lingualityType:	monolingual,	bilingual,	multilingual

Definition/Explanations

Indicates	whether	the	resource	contains	one,	two	or	more	languages

Recommended	usage

Please,	select	one	of	the	values.
Please,	note	that	the	element	concerns	the	language	of	the	resource	itself	and	not	the
language	used	for	its	description;	for	instance,	a	lexicon	of	English	with	definitions	both	in
English	and	French	is	considered	monolingual.

Recommended	schema	for	lexical/conceptual	resources,	incl.	annotation	resources
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language

Usage

Mandatory

Type

open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:language	(a	combination	of	languageId,	scriptId,	regionId	and	variantId	according	to	the
IETF	BCP47	guidelines):

Definition/Explanations

The	language(s)	of	the	resource	according	to	IETF	BCP47	guidelines.

Recommended	usage

Please,	enter	the	language	and,	if	needed,	the	region,	script	and	variant	identifier	that	best
fits	the	language	used	to	describe	the	resource	(e.g.	en-US)	according	to	the	IETF	BCP47
guidelines;	not	to	be	confused	with	"language"	which	is	used	for	the	language	of	the
contents	of	the	resource.	For	instance,	a	lexicon	of	English	with	definitions	in	English	and
French	must	be	encoded	with	"language"	"English"	and	2	"metalanguage"	values	for
"English"	and	"French".	The	element	can	be	repeated	for	multiple	languages.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:language
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:Language

Recommended	schema	for	lexical/conceptual	resources,	incl.	annotation	resources
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metalanguage

Usage

Recommended

Type

open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:language	(a	combination	of	languageId,	scriptId,	regionId	and	variantId	according	to	the
IETF	BCP47	guidelines):

Definition/Explanations

The	language(s)	used	to	describe	the	contents	of	the	resource	(the	"metalanguage")
according	to	IETF	BCP47	guidelines.

Recommended	usage

Please,	enter	the	language	and,	if	needed,	the	region,	script	and	variant	identifier	that	best
fits	the	language	used	to	describe	the	resource	(e.g.	en-US)	according	to	the	IETF	BCP47
guidelines;	not	to	be	confused	with	"language"	which	is	used	for	the	language	of	the
contents	of	the	resource.	For	instance,	a	lexicon	of	English	with	definitions	in	English	and
French	must	be	encoded	with	"language"	"English"	and	2	"metalanguage"	values	for
"English"	and	"French".	The	element	can	be	repeated	for	multiple	languages.

Recommended	schema	for	lexical/conceptual	resources,	incl.	annotation	resources
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size

Usage

Mandatory

Type

size	pattern	(size	and	sizeUnit)

Definition/Explanations

Provides	information	on	the	size	of	the	resource	or	of	resource	parts.

Recommended	usage

You	may	indicate	the	size	of	the	lexical/conceptual	resource	by	filling	in	the	appropriate
number	and	selecting	the	appropriate	sizeUnit	(e.g.	20000	words).

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:extent
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:size

Recommended	schema	for	lexical/conceptual	resources,	incl.	annotation	resources
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domain

Usage

Recommended

Type

free	text

Attributes

ms:classificationSchemeName	and	ms:schemeURI

Definition/Explanations

Domain	of	the	lexical/conceptual	resource

Recommended	usage

It	is	recommended	that	domain	values	are	taken	from	an	authoritative	source,	such	as	DDC
(Dewey	Decimal	Classification,	http://www.oclc.org/dewey/)	or	UDC	(Universal	Decimal
Classification,	http://www.udcc.org/)	and	that	the	source	is	identified;	if	you	do,	please	use
the	classificationSchemeName	to	indicate	the	source;	if	this	is	not	included	in	the	list	of
values,	please	use	"schemeURI"	with	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information	on	the	scheme.
The	recommended	way	of	adding	the	domain	values	is	the	identifier	of	the	domain	in	the
scheme;	further	instructions	on	the	standardization	of	the	format	will	be	provided.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:narrowMatch	dct:subject
DataCite	4.0:	skos:exactMatch	datacite:Subject	with	datacite:subjectScheme,
datacite:schemeURI	and	datacite:valueURI

Recommended	schema	for	lexical/conceptual	resources,	incl.	annotation	resources
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characterEncoding

Usage

Recommended

Type

open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:characterEncoding:	a	long	list	of	popular	character	encodings

Definition/Explanations

The	name	of	the	character	encoding	used	in	the	resource	or	accepted	by	the	component

Recommended	usage

Please,	select	one	of	the	pre-defined	values;	it	should	be	noted,	however,	that	for
OpenMinTeD	the	preferred	character	encoding	is	UTF-8	to	ensure	interoperability	between
content	and	components.

Recommended	schema	for	lexical/conceptual	resources,	incl.	annotation	resources
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mimeType

Usage

Recommended

Type

open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:mimetype	(a	subset	of	values	(the	most	popular	ones	for	text	files)	from	the	IANA
mimetype	controlled	vocabulary):	text/plain,	application/vnd.xmi+xml,	text/xml,	application/x-
tmx+xml,	application/x-xces+xml,	application/tei+xml,	application/rdf+xml,
application/xhtml+xml,	application/emma+xml,	application/pls+xml,	application/postscript,
application/voicexml+xml,	text/sgml,	text/html,	application/x-tex,	application/rtf,
application/json+ld,	application/x-latex,	text/csv,	text/tab-separated-values,	application/pdf,
application/x-msaccess,	audio/mp4,	audio/mpeg,	audio/wav,	image/bmp,	image/gif,
image/jpeg,	image/png,	image/svg+xml,	image/tiff,	video/jpeg,	video/mp4,	video/mpeg,
video/x-flv,	video/x-msvideo,	video/x-ms-wmv,	application/msword,	application/vnd.ms-excel,
audio/mpeg3,	text/turtle,	other,	audio/PCMA,	audio/flac,	audio/speex,	audio/vorbis,
video/mp2t

Definition/Explanations

The	mime-type	of	the	resource	(a	formalized	specifier	for	the	format)	or	a	mime-type	that	the
component	accepts,	in	conformance	with	the	values	of	the	IANA	(Internet	Assigned
Numbers	Authority)

Recommended	usage

Please,	select	one	of	the	pre-defined	values	(which	are	the	most	popular	ones	for	text	files)
or	add	a	value,	PREFERABLY	FROM	THE	IANA	MEDIA	MIMETYPE	RECOMMENDED
VALUES	(http://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types/media-types.xhtml)	The	element
can	be	repeated	for	corpora	that	includes	files	of	various	formats.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:format
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:Format

Recommended	schema	for	lexical/conceptual	resources,	incl.	annotation	resources
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Recommended	schema	for	lexical/conceptual	resources,	incl.	annotation	resources
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relationType

Usage

Recommended

Type

Open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:relationType:	isPartOf,	isPartWith,	hasPart,	hasOutcome,	isCombinedWith,	requiresLR,
requiresSoftware,	isexactMatch,	isSimilarTo,	isContinuationOf,	isVersionOf,	replaces,
isReplacedWith,	isCreatedBy,	isElicitedBy,	isRecordedBy,	isEditedBy,	isAnalysedBy,
isEvaluatedBy,	isQueriedBy,	isAccessedBy,	isArchivedBy,	isDisplayedBy,	isCompatibleWith

Definition/Explanations

Specifies	the	type	of	relation	holding	between	two	entities	(e.g.	two	resources	that	comprise
one	new	resource	together,	a	corpus	and	the	s/w	component	that	has	been	used	for	its
creation	or	a	corpus	and	the	publication	that	describes	it

Recommended	usage

For	lexical/conceptual	resources,	the	recommended	relations	are	isVersionOf	and
requiresSoftware,	but	any	relationType	can	be	used	as	appropriate.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:relationType

Recommended	schema	for	lexical/conceptual	resources,	incl.	annotation	resources
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relatedResource1

Usage

Mandatory	when	applicable

Conditions	for	usage

when	relationType	is	filled	in

Type

ms:resourceIdentifierSchemeName	or	ms:schemeURI	(for	identifiers)	and	xs:lang	(for
names)

Definition/Explanations

A	name	or	an	identifier	(e.g.	url	reference)	to	the	source	resource	related	to	the	target
resource	(relatedResource2)	through	a	relation	described	in	relationType

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	a	resource	is	by	giving	its	identifier;	if	you	provide	the
identifier,	please	select	also	the	relevant	value	from	the	list	of	values	in	the	attribute
"resourceIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is	appropriate,	please	select	"other"	and	use	the
"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information	about	the	identifier
scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the	resource,	you	may	provide	the	name	at	least
in	English;	if	you	want	to	add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.	For
interoperability	reasons,	it	is	recommended	to	describe	all	related	resources	in	the
OpenMinTeD	registry	and	refer	to	them	through	the	identifier.

Recommended	schema	for	lexical/conceptual	resources,	incl.	annotation	resources
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relatedResource2

Usage

Mandatory	when	applicable

Conditions	for	usage

when	relationType	is	filled	in

Type

ms:resourceIdentifierSchemeName	or	ms:schemeURI	(for	identifiers)	and	xs:lang	(for
names)

Definition/Explanations

A	name	or	an	identifier	(e.g.	url	reference)	to	the	target	resource	related	to	the	source
resource	(relatedResource2)	through	a	relation	described	in	relationType

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	a	resource	is	by	giving	its	identifier;	if	you	provide	the
identifier,	please	select	also	the	relevant	value	from	the	list	of	values	in	the	attribute
"resourceIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is	appropriate,	please	select	"other"	and	use	the
"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information	about	the	identifier
scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the	resource,	you	may	provide	the	name	at	least
in	English;	if	you	want	to	add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.	For
interoperability	reasons,	it	is	recommended	to	describe	all	related	resources	in	the
OpenMinTeD	registry	and	refer	to	them	through	the	identifier.

Recommended	schema	for	lexical/conceptual	resources,	incl.	annotation	resources
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Recommended	schema	for	models

Recommended	schema	for	models
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OMTD-SHARE	element Usage

resourceType M

resourceName M

description M

identifier M

version M

distributionMedium M

licence	or	rightsStmtName	&	rightsStmtURL	(one	of	the	two	must	be
provided) M

version	of	licence M

distributionMedium M

downloadURL M	when
applicable

contactEmail	or	landingPage	(one	of	the	two	must	be	provided) M

contactPerson	(identifier	or	personName) R

contactGroup	(identifier	or	organizationName) R

mustBeCitedWith R

resourceCreator	(person	or	organization,	described	with	identifier	or
name) R

variantName M

tagset R

typesystem R

algorithm R

trainingCorpusDetails R

mediaType M

lingualityType M

multilingualityType M	when
applicable

language M

size M

relationType	=	isCompatibleWith	(external	relation	between	models	and
components	that	can	use	them) R

Recommended	schema	for	models
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Recommended	schema	for	models
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resourceType

Usage

Mandatory

Type

Closed	controlled	vocabulary

Attributes

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:resourceType:	corpus,	lexicalConceptualResource,	languageDescription,	model,
component

Definition/Explanations

Specifies	the	type	of	the	resource	being	described	or	the	type	of	the	resource	that	a	tool	or
service	takes	as	input	or	produces	as	output

Recommended	usage

For	models,	the	fixed	value	"model"	must	be	added	automatically

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:narrowMatch	dct:type
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:resourceTypeGeneral	&	datacite:resourceType;
recommended	usage	for	models	is	to	use	"model"	but	the	value	"dataset"	can	also	be
used

Recommended	schema	for	models
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resourceName

Usage

Mandatory

Type

Multilingual	free	text

Attributes

xs:lang

Definition/Explanations

The	full	name	by	which	the	resource	is	known

Recommended	usage

Please,	provide	a	short	but	descriptive	and	unique	name	for	the	resource,	e.g.	“OpenNLP
POS	tagger	model	for	English”	instead	of	just	“model	for	English	POS	tags”.	Provide	the
name	in	English;	if	you	want	to	add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”
attribute.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:exactMatch	dct:title
DataCite	4.0:	skos:exactMatch	datacite:title

Recommended	schema	for	models
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identifier

Usage

Mandatory

Type

free	text

Attributes

ms:resourceIdentifierSchemeName	or	ms:schemeURI

Definition/Explanations

Reference	to	a	PID,	DOI	or	any	kind	of	identifier	used	by	the	resource	provider	for	the
resource

Recommended	usage

Provide	a	unique	identifier	already	assigned	by	an	authoritative	source;	you	can	use	either

the	attribute	"resourceIdentifierSchemeName"	to	specify	the	scheme,	by	selecting	one
of	the	pre-defined	values	(e.g.	DOI,	HDL,	ISLRN	etc.)	or,
if	the	scheme	is	not	listed	among	them,	select	the	"other"	value	and	use	the	attribute
"schemeURI"	to	provide	a	link	to	the	URL	that	documents	the	scheme	it	adheres	to.	If
the	resource	doesn't	have	a	unique	identifier,	an	identifier	will	be	assigned	by
OpenMinTeD.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:identifier
DataCite	4.0:	skos:broadMatch	datacite:identifier	(identifierType	can	only	be	DOI)

Recommended	schema	for	models
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description

Usage

Mandatory

Type

Multilingual	free	text

Attributes

xs:lang

Definition/Explanations

Provides	the	description	of	the	resource	in	prose

Recommended	usage

Give	a	brief	yet	informative	description	of	the	model,	e.g.	the	language(s)	it	applies	to,	the
corpus	it	has	been	trained	on,	theoretical	approaches	used	etc.	Please,	provide	the	text	in
English;	if	you	want	to	add	texts	in	other	languages,	you	can	add	them	using	the	“lang”
attribute	to	specify	the	language.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:exactMatch	dct:abstract
DataCite	4.0:	skos:exactMatch	datactite:description	with	value	"abstract"	for
datacite:descriptionType

Recommended	schema	for	models
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version

Usage

Recommended

Type

free	text

Definition/Explanations

Any	string,	usually	a	number,	that	identifies	the	version	of	a	resource

Recommended	usage

Please,	keep	this	only	for	versions	of	the	same	resource	(e.g.	corrected,	enlarged	etc.)	and
not	for	variants	or	for	versions	with	additional	or	different	information.	The	recommended
practice	for	versioning	should	follow	semantic	versioning	guidelines	(http://semver.org/)

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:exactMatch	dct:hasVersion
DataCite	4.0:	skos:exactMatch	datacite:Version
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licence

Usage

Mandatory	under	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

either	licence	or	rightsStmt	must	be	filled	in

Type

open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:licence:	CC-BY,	CC-BY-NC,	CC-BY-NC-ND,	CC-BY-NC-SA,	CC-BY-ND,	CC-BY-SA,	CC-
ZERO,	PDDL,	ODC-BY,	ODbL,	MS-NoReD,	MS-NoReD-FF,	MS-NoReD-ND,	MS-NoReD-
ND-FF,	MS-NC-NoReD,	MS-NC-NoReD-FF,	MS-NC-NoReD-ND,	MS-NC-NoReD-ND-FF,
ELRA_END_USER,	ELRA_EVALUATION,	ELRA_VAR,	CLARIN_PUB,	CLARIN_ACA,
CLARIN_ACA-NC,	CLARIN_RES,	AGPL,	ApacheLicence_2.0,	BSD_4-clause,	BSD_3-
clause,	FreeBSD,	GFDL,	GPL,	LGPL,	MIT,	Princeton_Wordnet,	proprietary,
underNegotiation,	nonStandardLicenceTerms

Definition/Explanations

The	licence	of	use	for	the	resource

Recommended	usage

You	can	provide	information	on	the	rights	of	accessing	and	using	a	resource	in	one	of	the
following	ways,	in	order	of	preference:

use	the	element	"licence"	and	select	one	of	the	recommended	licences;	please,	note
that	the	list	contains	licences	intended	for	data	resources	&	components	mixed
together;for	components	the	recommended	licences	are	the	Open	Source	licences;	for
data	resources,	please	use	a	standard	licence	such	as	one	of	the	CC	family;
if	the	licence	you	use	is	not	included	in	the	list,	you	can	use	the
"nonStandardLicenceTerms"	or	the	"proprietary"	values	and	give	further	information	on
your	licence	in	the	elements:	"nonStandardLicenceName",
"nonStandardLicenceTermsURL"	and	"nonStandardLicenceTermsText"
you	can	also	use	the	"rightsStatementName"	and	the	"rightsStatementURL"	(with	a	link
to	a	URL	with	more	explanations	on	its	usage)	if	the	resource	is	provided	with	a	general
statement	of	use	and	not	an	official	licence	document;	please,	note	that	this	is	an	option
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used	mainly	to	facilitate	end-users	in	accessing	your	resource,	while	you	are	strongly
advised	to	properly	license	your	resource.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:license
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:rights
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rightsStmtName

Usage

Mandatory	under	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

either	licence	or	rightsStmt	must	be	filled	in

Type

open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms-omtd:rightsStmtName:	openAccess,	closedAccess,	embargoedAccess,	restrictedAccess

Definition/Explanations

The	name	of	an	official	statement	indicative	of	licensing	terms	for	the	use	of	a	resource	(e.g.
open	access,	free	to	read	etc.);	its	semantics	should	be	clear,	preferrably	formally	expressed
and	stored	at	a	url.

The	current	list	of	predefined	values	comes	from	OpenAIRE,	but	it's	under	revision.

Recommended	usage

The	"rightsStmtName"	and	"rightsStmtURL"	elements	can	be	used	in	addition	to	the
"licence"	value	in	order	to	facilitate	users	to	understand	the	licensing	terms	of	a	resource.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:accessRights
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:rights
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rightsStmtURL

Usage

Mandatory	under	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

either	licence	or	rightsStmt	must	be	filled	in

Type

URL	pattern

Definition/Explanations

Link	to	the	URL	with	the	text	that	formally	explains	the	licensing	conditions	imposed	by	the
rights	statement.

Recommended	usage

The	"rightsStmtName"	and	"rightsStmtURL"	elements	can	be	used	in	addition	to	the
"licence"	value	in	order	to	facilitate	users	to	understand	the	licensing	terms	of	a	resource.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:accessRights
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:rightsURI
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nonStandardLicenceName

Usage

Mandatory	under	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

to	be	used	with	ms:licence	other	(i.e.	for	licences	not	included	in	the	list	of	recommended
ones)

Type

free	text

Definition/Explanations

The	name	with	which	a	licence	is	known;	to	be	used	for	licences	not	included	in	the	pre-
defined	list	of	recommended	licences

Recommended	usage

Please,	provide	the	name	of	the	licence	if	it's	already	known	or	supply	one	that	can	uniquely
identify	it.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:title	(for	dct:licenseDocument)
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nonStandardLicenceTermsURL

Usage

Mandatory	under	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

to	be	used	with	ms:licence	other	(i.e.	for	licences	not	included	in	the	list	of	recommended
ones)

Type

URL	pattern

Definition/Explanations

Used	to	provide	a	hyperlink	to	a	url	containing	the	text	of	a	licence	not	included	in	the
predefined	list	or	describing	the	terms	of	use	for	a	language	resource	or	terms	of	service	for
web	services

Recommended	usage

Please,	provide	the	link	to	the	full	text	document	of	the	licence.	Please	note	that	this	is	the
preferred	option	over	inserting	the	licence	text	in	the	element
"nonStandardLicenceTermsText",	as	it	provides	a	permanent	accessible	to	all	location	for	the
licence.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:license
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:rightsURI
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version	of	licence

Usage

Mandatory

Type

free	text

Definition/Explanations

The	version	of	the	licence

Recommended	usage

You	are	advised	to	indicate	the	version	of	the	licence	of	your	resource;	the	latest	version	is
the	preferred	option,	e.g."4.0"	for	all	CC-licences	and	"2.0"	for	the	META-SHARE-NoReD
ones.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:hasVersion	(for	dct:licenseDocument)
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distributionMedium

Usage

Mandatory

Type

Open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:distributionMedium:	webExecutable,	paperCopy,	hardDisk,	bluRay,	DVD-R,	CD-ROM,
downloadable,	accessibleThroughInterface,	other

Definition/Explanations

Specifies	the	medium	(channel)	used	for	delivery	or	providing	access	to	the	resource<

Recommended	usage

Please,	use	one	of	the	provided	values	to	indicate	the	medium	of	distribution.	For	models,
the	expected	value	is	"downloadable".	Please,	note	that	If	the	model	is	distributed	in	different
mediums	and/or	under	different	terms	of	use	or	licences,	you	can	repeat	the	whole	set	of
elements	to	describe	them.
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downloadURL

Usage

Mandatory	upon	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

if	distributionMedium=downloadable

Type

url	pattern

Definition/Explanations

Any	url	where	the	resource	can	be	downloaded	from

Recommended	usage

Please,	indicate	where	the	model	can	be	downloaded;	this	element	is	of	particular
importance	if	you	have	not	uploaded	the	resource	in	the	repository
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contactEmail

Usage

Mandatory	under	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

An	email	or	a	landing	page	must	be	provided

Type

email	pattern

Definition/Explanations

A	general	email	address	that	can	be	used	as	contact	point	for	a	resource	(e.g.
resource@example.com)

Recommended	usage

You	can	indicate	a	contact	point	where	users	can	solicit	further	information	in	one	of	the
following	ways,	in	order	of	preference:

give	a	general	email	address	at	the	"contactEmail"	address,	or
provide	at	"landingPage"	the	link	to	a	web	page	that	documents	the	resource	(e.g.	a
page	with	documentation,	examples	and	links	to	the	resource	itself).	You	can	also
indicate	the	person(s)	or	group(s)	that	are	responsible	for	communication	in	the
"contactPerson"	and	"contactGroup"	element
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landingPage

Usage

Mandatory	under	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

An	email	or	a	landing	page	must	be	provided

Type

URL	pattern

Definition/Explanations

A	URL	used	as	the	landing	page	of	a	resource	providing	general	information;	for	instance,	it
may	present	a	description	of	the	resource,	its	creators	and	possibly	include	links	to	the	URL
where	it	can	be	accessed	from

Recommended	usage

You	can	indicate	a	contact	point	where	users	can	solicit	further	information	in	one	of	the
following	ways,	in	order	of	preference:

give	a	general	email	address	at	the	"contactEmail"	address,	or
provide	at	"landingPage"	the	link	to	a	web	page	that	documents	the	resource	(e.g.	a
page	with	documentation,	examples	and	links	to	the	resource	itself).	You	can	also
indicate	the	person(s)	or	group(s)	that	are	responsible	for	communication	in	the
"contactPerson"	and	"contactGroup"	element
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contactPerson	(identifier	or	personName)

Usage

Recommended

Type

identifier	or	multilingual	free	text

Attributes

ms:personIdentifierSchemeName	(for	identifiers)	or	xs:lang	(for	name)

Definition/Explanations

Groups	information	on	the	person(s)	that	is/are	responsible	for	providing	further	information
regarding	the	resource

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	a	person	is	by	giving	their	identifier,	preferably	the
ORCID;	if	you	provide	the	identifier,	please	select	also	the	relevant	value	from	the	list	of
values	in	the	attribute	"personIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is	appropriate,	please	select
"other"	and	use	the	"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information
about	the	identifier	scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the	person,	you	may	provide
the	name,	preferably	in	the	format	"Surname,	First	name"	at	least	in	English;	if	you	want	to
add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.	The	element	can	also	be
repeated	to	encode	multiple	persons.	If	you	decide	to	add	a	contactPerson	instead	of	a
general	contactEmail,	please	ensure	that	the	data	(including	the	email)	of	this	person	are
also	uploaded	in	OpenMinTeD.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DataCite	4.0:	contributor	with	datacite:contributorType="ContactPerson",
*datacite:contributorName	(familyName	&	givenName)	or	datacite:nameIdentifier	and
datacite:nameIdentifierScheme	and	datacite:schemeURI)
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contactGroup	(identifier	or	organizationName)

Usage

Recommended

Type

identifier	or	multilingual	free	text

Attributes

ms:organizationIdentifierSchemeName	(for	identifiers)	or	xs:lang	(for	name)

Definition/Explanations

Groups	information	on	the	group(s)	that	is/are	responsible	for	providing	further	information
regarding	the	resource

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	a	group	(currently	modelled	as	an	organization)	is	by
giving	their	identifier	(e.g.	ISNI,	fundref);	if	you	provide	the	identifier,	please	select	also	the
relevant	value	from	the	list	of	values	in	the	attribute	"organizationIdentifierSchemeName";	if
none	is	appropriate,	please	select	"other"	and	use	the	"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a
link	to	a	URL	with	more	information	about	the	identifier	scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the
identifier	of	the	group	(organization),	you	may	provide	the	name	at	least	in	English;	if	you
want	to	add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.	If	you	decide	to	add
a	contactGroup	instead	of	another	contact	option,	please	ensure	that	the	data	(including	the
communication	data)	of	this	group	(organization)	are	also	uploaded	in	OpenMinTeD.
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mustBeCitedWith

Usage

Recommended

Type

free	text	or	identifier

Definition/Explanations

Publication	to	be	used	for	citation	purposes	as	requested	by	resource	providers	(usually	a
scientific	article	that	describes	the	resource)

Recommended	usage

The	preferred	option	to	refer	to	a	publication	is	by	providing	its	unique	identifier	already
assigned	by	an	authoritative	source;	the	preferred	identifier	for	publications	is	DOI;	you	can
use	either

the	attribute	"publicationIdentifierSchemeName"	to	specify	the	scheme,	by	selecting	one
of	the	pre-defined	values	(e.g.	DOI,	ISBN	etc.)	or,
if	the	scheme	is	not	listed	among	them,	use	the	"other"	value,	use	the	attribute
"schemeURI"	to	provide	a	link	to	the	URL	that	documents	the	scheme	it	adheres	to.	If
you	don't	know	the	publication	identifier,	you	can	provide	the	full	bibliographic	record	as
a	free	text	format.	N.B.	The	citation	publication	should	not	be	confused	with	the
attribution	data	which	is	a	legal	obligation;	citation	through	publications	is	a	common
practice	in	research.
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resourceCreator	(person	or	organization,	described	with
identifier	or	name)

Usage

Recommended

Type

identifier	or	multilingual	free	text

Attributes

for	person:	ms:personIdentifierSchemeName	(for	identifiers)	or	xs:lang	(for	name);	for
organization:	ms:organizationIdentifierSchemeName	(for	identifiers)	or	xs:lang	(for	name)

Definition/Explanations

Groups	information	on	the	person(s)	or	organization(s)	that	has/have	created	the	resource

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	a	person	is	by	giving	their	identifier,	preferably	the
ORCID;	if	you	provide	the	identifier,	please	select	also	the	relevant	value	from	the	list	of
values	in	the	attribute	"personIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is	appropriate,	please	select
"other"	and	use	the	"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information
about	the	identifier	scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the	person,	you	may	provide
the	name,	preferably	in	the	format	"Surname,	First	name"	at	least	in	English;	if	you	want	to
add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.
The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	an	organization	is	by	giving	their	identifier	(e.g.	ISNI);
if	you	provide	the	identifier,	please	select	also	the	relevant	value	from	the	list	of	values	in	the
attribute	"organizationIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is	appropriate,	please	select	"other"
and	use	the	"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information	about
the	identifier	scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the	organization	at	least	in	English;	if
you	want	to	add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.
The	element	can	also	be	repeated	to	encode	multiple	persons/organizations.
For	corpora	created	through	the	OMTD	corpus	building	process,	the	resource	creator	is
considered	to	be	the	person	that	has	put	together	the	corpus	through	the	user	query.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:creator
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:Creator	with	datacite:creatorName	(familyName
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&	givenName)	or	datacite:nameIdentifier	&	datacite:nameIdentifierScheme	&
datacite:schemeURI
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variantName

Usage

Mandatory

Type

free	text

Definition/Explanations

variant	name	used	for	the	model
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tagset

Usage

Recommended

Type

identifier	or	multilingual	free	text

Attributes

ms:resourceIdentifierSchemeName	or	ms:schemeURI	(for	identifiers)	and	xs:lang	(for
names)

Definition/Explanations

A	name	or	an	identifier	(e.g.	url	reference)	to	the	tagset	used	in	the	annotation	of	the
resource	or	used	by	the	component

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	a	resource	is	by	giving	its	identifier;	if	you	provide	the
identifier,	please	select	also	the	relevant	value	from	the	list	of	values	in	the	attribute
"resourceIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is	appropriate,	please	select	"other"	and	use	the
"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information	about	the	identifier
scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the	resource,	you	may	provide	the	name	at	least
in	English;	if	you	want	to	add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.	For
interoperability	reasons,	it	is	recommended	to	describe	typesystems,	tagsets,	annotation
resources	etc.	in	the	OpenMinTeD	registry	and	refer	to	them	through	the	identifier.
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typesystem

Usage

Recommended

Type

identifier	or	multilingual	free	text

Attributes

xs:resourceIdentifierSchemeName	or	xs:schemeURI	(for	identifiers)	and	xs:lang	(for	names)

Definition/Explanations

A	name	or	an	identifier	(e.g.	url	reference)	to	the	typesystem	used	in	the	annotation	of	the
resource	or	used	by	the	component

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	a	resource	is	by	giving	its	identifier;	if	you	provide	the
identifier,	please	select	also	the	relevant	value	from	the	list	of	values	in	the	attribute
"resourceIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is	appropriate,	please	select	"other"	and	use	the
"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information	about	the	identifier
scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the	resource,	you	may	provide	the	name	at	least
in	English;	if	you	want	to	add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.	For
interoperability	reasons,	it	is	recommended	to	describe	typesystems,	tagsets,	annotation
resources	etc.	in	the	OpenMinTeD	registry	and	refer	to	them	through	the	identifier.
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algorithm

Usage

Recommended

Type

free	text

Definition/Explanations

Training	algorithm	used	for	the	model	(e.g.	maximum	entropy,	svm	etc.)

Recommended	usage

Please,	provide	a	name	and	not	details	about	it
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trainingCorpusDetails

Usage

Recommended

Type

free	text

Definition/Explanations

Detailed	description	of	the	training	corpus	(e.g.	size,	number	of	features	etc.)
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mediaType

Usage

Mandatory

Type

Closed	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:mediaType:	text,	audio,	video,	image

Definition/Explanations

Specifies	the	media	type	of	the	resource	and	basically	corresponds	to	the	physical	medium
of	the	content	representation.	Each	media	type	is	described	through	a	distinctive	set	of
features.	A	resource	may	consist	of	parts	attributed	to	different	types	of	media.	A	component
may	take	as	input/output	more	than	one	different	media	types.

Recommended	usage

OpenMinTeD	only	handles	text	resources,	so	the	default	value	is	set	to	"text".
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lingualityType

Usage

Mandatory

Type

Closed	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:lingualityType:	monolingual,	bilingual,	multilingual

Definition/Explanations

Indicates	whether	the	resource	contains	one,	two	or	more	languages

Recommended	usage

Please,	select	one	of	the	values.
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language

Usage

Mandatory

Type

open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:language	(a	combination	of	languageId,	scriptId,	regionId	and	variantId	according	to	the
IETF	BCP47	guidelines):

Definition/Explanations

The	language(s)	for	which	the	model	has	been	trained,	expressed	according	to	IETF	BCP47
guidelines.

Recommended	usage

Please,	enter	the	language	and,	if	needed,	the	region,	script	and	variant	identifier	that	best
fits	the	language	that	the	model	can	be	used	for	(e.g.	en-US)	according	to	the	IETF	BCP47
guidelines.	The	element	can	be	repeated	to	encode	multiple	languages.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:language
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:Language
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size

Usage

Mandatory

Type

size	pattern	(size	and	sizeUnit)

Definition/Explanations

Provides	information	on	the	size	of	the	resource	or	of	resource	parts.

Recommended	usage

You	may	indicate	the	size	of	the	entire	model	by	filling	in	the	appropriate	number	and
selecting	the	appropriate	sizeUnit	(e.g.	20000	words).	The	preferred	sizeUnit	is	words	or
sentences.	If	nothing	else	is	known,	please	indicate	at	least	files.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:extent
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:size
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mimeType

Usage

Recommended

Type

open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:mimetype	(a	subset	of	values	(the	most	popular	ones	for	text	files)	from	the	IANA
mimetype	controlled	vocabulary):	text/plain,	application/vnd.xmi+xml,	text/xml,	application/x-
tmx+xml,	application/x-xces+xml,	application/tei+xml,	application/rdf+xml,
application/xhtml+xml,	application/emma+xml,	application/pls+xml,	application/postscript,
application/voicexml+xml,	text/sgml,	text/html,	application/x-tex,	application/rtf,
application/json+ld,	application/x-latex,	text/csv,	text/tab-separated-values,	application/pdf,
application/x-msaccess,	audio/mp4,	audio/mpeg,	audio/wav,	image/bmp,	image/gif,
image/jpeg,	image/png,	image/svg+xml,	image/tiff,	video/jpeg,	video/mp4,	video/mpeg,
video/x-flv,	video/x-msvideo,	video/x-ms-wmv,	application/msword,	application/vnd.ms-excel,
audio/mpeg3,	text/turtle,	other,	audio/PCMA,	audio/flac,	audio/speex,	audio/vorbis,
video/mp2t

Definition/Explanations

The	mime-type	of	the	resource	(a	formalized	specifier	for	the	format)	or	a	mime-type	that	the
component	accepts,	in	conformance	with	the	values	of	the	IANA	(Internet	Assigned
Numbers	Authority)

Recommended	usage

Please,	select	one	of	the	pre-defined	values	(which	are	the	most	popular	ones	for	text	files)
or	add	a	value,	PREFERABLY	FROM	THE	IANA	MEDIA	MIMETYPE	RECOMMENDED
VALUES	(http://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types/media-types.xhtml)	The	element
can	be	repeated	for	corpora	that	includes	files	of	various	formats.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:format
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:Format
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characterEncoding

Usage

Recommended

Type

open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:characterEncoding:	a	long	list	of	popular	character	encodings

Definition/Explanations

The	name	of	the	character	encoding	used	in	the	resource	or	accepted	by	the	component

Recommended	usage

Please,	select	one	of	the	pre-defined	values;	it	should	be	noted,	however,	that	for
OpenMinTeD	the	preferred	character	encoding	is	UTF-8	to	ensure	interoperability	between
content	and	components.
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relationType

Usage

Recommended

Type

Open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:relationType:	isPartOf,	isPartWith,	hasPart,	hasOutcome,	isCombinedWith,	requiresLR,
requiresSoftware,	isexactMatch,	isSimilarTo,	isContinuationOf,	isVersionOf,	replaces,
isReplacedWith,	isCreatedBy,	isElicitedBy,	isRecordedBy,	isEditedBy,	isAnalysedBy,
isEvaluatedBy,	isQueriedBy,	isAccessedBy,	isArchivedBy,	isDisplayedBy,	isCompatibleWith

Definition/Explanations

Specifies	the	type	of	relation	holding	between	two	entities	(e.g.	two	resources	that	comprise
one	new	resource	together,	a	corpus	and	the	s/w	component	that	has	been	used	for	its
creation	or	a	corpus	and	the	publication	that	describes	it

Recommended	usage

For	models,	the	recommended	relation	is	isCompatibleWith	holding	with	software
components,	but	any	relationType	can	be	used	as	appropriate.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:relationType
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relatedResource1

Usage

Mandatory	when	applicable

Conditions	for	usage

when	relationType	is	filled	in

Type

ms:resourceIdentifierSchemeName	or	ms:schemeURI	(for	identifiers)	and	xs:lang	(for
names)

Definition/Explanations

A	name	or	an	identifier	(e.g.	url	reference)	to	the	source	resource	related	to	the	target
resource	(relatedResource2)	through	a	relation	described	in	relationType

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	a	resource	is	by	giving	its	identifier;	if	you	provide	the
identifier,	please	select	also	the	relevant	value	from	the	list	of	values	in	the	attribute
"resourceIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is	appropriate,	please	select	"other"	and	use	the
"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information	about	the	identifier
scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the	resource,	you	may	provide	the	name	at	least
in	English;	if	you	want	to	add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.	For
interoperability	reasons,	it	is	recommended	to	describe	all	related	resources	in	the
OpenMinTeD	registry	and	refer	to	them	through	the	identifier.
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relatedResource2

Usage

Mandatory	when	applicable

Conditions	for	usage

when	relationType	is	filled	in

Type

ms:resourceIdentifierSchemeName	or	ms:schemeURI	(for	identifiers)	and	xs:lang	(for
names)

Definition/Explanations

A	name	or	an	identifier	(e.g.	url	reference)	to	the	target	resource	related	to	the	source
resource	(relatedResource2)	through	a	relation	described	in	relationType

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	a	resource	is	by	giving	its	identifier;	if	you	provide	the
identifier,	please	select	also	the	relevant	value	from	the	list	of	values	in	the	attribute
"resourceIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is	appropriate,	please	select	"other"	and	use	the
"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information	about	the	identifier
scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the	resource,	you	may	provide	the	name	at	least
in	English;	if	you	want	to	add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.	For
interoperability	reasons,	it	is	recommended	to	describe	all	related	resources	in	the
OpenMinTeD	registry	and	refer	to	them	through	the	identifier.
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Introduction
Instructions	for	providers	of	software	components
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Introduction
OpenMinTeD	targets	scholarly	researchers	who	are	agnostic	to	software	details	and
peculiarities	as	well	as	TDM	developers.	It	allows,	therefore,	the	registration	of

applications,	that	can	be	used	as-is	to	perform	TDM	operations	on	content	resources,
and
software	components,	i.e.	pieces	of	software	that	can,	by	means	of	the	OpenMinTeD
Workflow	Editor,	be	put	together	and	tuned	with	various	ancillary	resources	in	order	to
create	workflows	that	will	be	delivered	to	the	end-users	and/or	further	integrated	into
other	workflows.

All	of	these	will	be	made	available	to	the	researchers	in	a	way	that	will	not	require	any	kind
of	expertise	from	them,	both	as	locally	downloadable	and	executable	tools	or	as	web
services.

The	OpenMinTeD	platform,	at	the	current	stage,	supports	the	integration	of	software
components	wrapped	for	the	GATE	or	UIMA/uimaFIT	frameworks.

To	be	fully	compatible	with	OpenMinTeD,	you	must	provide

a	metadata	record	compliant	with	the	OMTD-SHARE	schema,	at	least	at	the	minimal
level	(which	you	can	upload	to	the	Registry	as	an	XML	file	and/or	edit	with	the
OpenMinTeD	metadata	editor),
the	software	in	an	executable	form,	by	uploading	it	in	a	compressed	file	or	providing	a
link	to	a	URL	location	from	which	it	can	be	directly	accessed	(i.e.	not	a	landing	page).
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Instructions	for	providers	of	software
components

How	to	register	your	components
How	to	make	your	components	interoperable
How	to	document	your	components
Guide	for	deploying	UIMA	components	in	the	Argo	platform
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How	to	register	your	components

The	recommended	way	of	providing	software	components	is	through	the	Maven	Central
repository	according	to	the	following	instructions:

Please,	put	together	in	a	single	folder	(in	the	form	that	is	required	from	the	used
technologies/frameworks)

all	files	that	implement	the	component	(e.g.	Java	classes	etc.)
licence	text(s),	preferably	named	as	"LICENCE.TXT"	in	order	to	be	unambiguously
recognised;	in	the	case	of	multiple	licences,	they	should	be	all	aggregated	in	the
same	file
a	readme	notice,	that	describes	the	contents	of	the	folder	as	well	as	any	important
notice	for	the	compilation	and	execution	of	the	component
all	descriptors	(UIMA/uimaFIT,	GATE	CREOLE ,	OMTD-SHARE	etc.)	available	for
the	component	according	to	the	implementation	framework,
a	Maven	POM	XML	file.

Pack	them	as	a	JAR	using	the	respective	Maven	plugin.
Upload	them	to	the	Maven	repository	according	to	the	Maven	guidelines
Finally,	submit	the	Maven	coordinates	in	the	OMTD	registry;	in	this	case,	the	metadata
record	will	be	partially	converted	from	the	Maven	POM	file	and,	potentially	from
elements	included	in	the	metadata	descriptors	supported	by	OpenMinTeD
(UIMA/uimaFIT,	CREOLE,	and	then	you	can	enrich	it	using	the	OpenMinTeD	editor.

.	Details	of	GATE	descriptors	can	be	found	at	https://gate.ac.uk/userguide/sec:creole-
model:config	although	they	do	not	currently	contain	many	(if	any)	of	the	information
needed	to	complete	the	OMTD-SHARE	metadata	descriptor.	Note	that	this	is	changing
to	include	more	OpenMinTed	like	information	much	of	which	will	be	specified	in	a
Maven	POM	rather	than	as	CREOLE	metadata.	This	is	currently	not	documented	as	it
relates	to	the	next	version	of	GATE	that	is	still	under	active	development.	↩

1

1
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How	to	make	your	components	interoperable

In	addition,	if	you	want	to	be	fully	compliant	with	the	OpenMinTeD	interoperability
requirements,	please	ensure	that	you	adopt	the	following	rules;	if	you	fail	to	abide	to	them,	it
might	still	be	possible	to	operate	your	software	resources	via	the	OpenMinTeD	platform,	but
this	cannot	be	guaranteed	and	interoperability	with	other	resources	will	suffer	loss.

Please,	keep	ancillary	knowledge	resources,	e.g.	models,	annotation	resources,	etc.,
separate	from	the	component	itself;	document	and	upload	these	also	in	the
OpenMinTeD	Registry	following	the	procedure	described	in	Guidelines	for	providers
of	ancillary	knowledge	resources.	If	you	want	to	refer	to	these	resources	from	the
software	metadata	record,	please	use	the	resource	identifier	for	the	linking.
To	ensure	that	provided	software	components	can	be	scaled	as	required	for	different
workloads,	it	is	recommended	that	they	are	implemented	in	a	stateless	fashion,	i.e.
without	the	need	to	maintain	information	about	one	or	more	documents	and	the	need	to
share	this	information	with	other	instances	of	the	same	component.	E.g.	a	component
that	counts	all	tokens	in	a	corpus	cannot	be	trivially	scaled.
In	addition	to	plain	UIMA/uimaFIT	and	GATE-CREOLE	descriptors,	OpenMinTeD	also
supports	Argo	descriptors;	further	instructions	for	deploying	UIMA	components	in	Argo
are	found	here.
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How	to	document	your	components

To	be	fully	compatible	with	OpenMinTeD,	you	must

ensure	that	the	software	is	distributed	under	a	perpetual,	world-wide,	no-charge,	royalty-
free	copyright/patent	licence	that	permits	unrestricted	use	and	allows	unlimited
redistribution
include	in	the	metadata	record	a	link	to	the	licence	document(s)	with	the	terms	and
conditions	under	which	it	is	provided,	and	attach	the	licence	document(s)	together	with
the	resource
if	you	already	have	a	PID	for	your	resource	(e.g.	a	URI	or	a	HANDLE),	make	sure	it	is
included	in	the	metadata	record	(cf.	identifier	for	more	information)
ensure	that	you	version	all	your	software	resources	and	label	the	versions	in	an
unambiguous	way,	preferably	following	the	Semantic	Versioning	recommendations
ensure	that	you	provide	with	your	software	resource	appropriate	machine-readable
metadata	embedded	in	the	source	code	(where	possible)	and	according	to	the	relevant
framework	(e.g.	uimaFIT	Java	annotations	etc.);	make	sure	that	the	metadata
descriptors	are	properly	identified	in	an	unambiguous	way	that	makes	them	easy	to
distinguish	and	extract
for	Java-based	components,	ensure	that	you	use	the	Java	fully	qualified	class	naming
conventions	for	naming	your	components;	together	with	the	Maven	practices	for
registering	packaging	and	version,	this	contributes	to	unique	identifiers	of	the
components
describe	all	the	executional	requirements	for	the	proper	operation	of	the	software,	i.e.
required	software	libraries,	ancillary	resources,	annotation	schema	dependencies,	etc.
describe	the	input	and	output	requirements	for	your	software,	at	least	as	regards	the
type	of	resource,	the	language	(if	required),	data	format	and	character	encoding,	and
annotation	types	of	the	input/output	resource
declare	whether	the	software	is	downloadable	or	can	only	be	accessed	as	a	web
service	in	the	metadata
ensure	that	you	describe	appropriately	the	functionalities	of	the	software,	both	through
the	OMTD-SHARE	component	type	vocabulary	as	well	as	in	a	free	text	description,
supplying	more	information	for	the	user.

Further	recommendations	that	contribute	to	interoperability	include	the	following:

It	is	important	that	you	provide	the	appropriate	documentation	for	your	resource	(e.g.
manuals,	help	files	etc.),	which	you	should	also	version	along	with	the	software	and	add
as	reference	to	your	metadata	record.
Recommend	one	of	the	publications	about	your	resource	as	the	one	to	be	cited	for
scholarly	attribution	and	add	this	information	in	the	metadata	record.
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Make	sure	that	you	fill	in	the	metadata	record	all	the	elements	required	for	citing	your
resource ,	i.e.	the	creator	of	the	resource,	a	title,	the	resource	type	and	an	identifier,
and	optionally,	the	publication	date,	the	version	and	the	publisher	or	distributor.
In	all	cases,	where	linking	to	other	resources	or	entities	(e.g.	persons,	projects	etc.),
please	try	to	do	this	through	unique	and	persistent	identifiers	of	authority	lists	and
sources,	to	the	extent	possible,	documenting	also	the	authority	and/or	scheme	it
adheres	to.

.	For	citation,	OpenMinTeD	endorses	the	Joint	Declaration	of	Data	Citation	Principles,
as	well	as	the	more	specialised	RDA	recommendations	for	data	citation	of	evolving	data
and	DataCite	guidelines.	↩
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Guide	for	deploying	UIMA	components	in	the
Argo	platform
Argo	is	able	to	use	standard	Java	UIMA	components,	however	they	must	be	first	packaged
as	UIMA	PEAR	(Processing	Engine	ARchive)	files	before	they	can	be	deployed	within	the
Argo	platform.

It	is	strongly	recommended	to	use	Maven,	a	build	automation	tool,	to	manage	UIMA
component	projects,	and	a	Maven	pom.xml	template	(see	further	below)	is	available.	The
highlighted	values	within	the	pom.xml	template	are	those	expected	to	be	configured	by
component	developers.

The	very	minimum	files	required	to	produce	a	working	UIMA	component	are:

1.	 A	standard	UIMA	XML	descriptor	(located	under	the	desc	folder	at	the	root	of	the
project).

2.	 A	Java	class	containing	the	implementation	of	the	component	(located	under
src/main/Java).

3.	 A	Maven	pom.xml	(adapted	from	the	template).

Figure	1	shows	the	recommended	layout	of	a	very	simple	component	project	managed	by
Maven,	using	the	example	placeholder	values	found	in	the	Maven	pom.xml	template.	The
UIMA	XML	descriptor	should	be	named	using	the	Maven	artifactId	value	(e.g.	uima-
component)	and	reside	under	the	desc	directory	and	then	a	nested	set	of	directories
representing	the	Maven	groupId	value	(e.g.	xyz.company.uima).

Figure	1:	Basic	layout	of	a	Maven-based	UIMA	component	project

It	is	recommended	to	use	the	Maven	artifactId	and	groupId	to	produce	the	UIMA	Component
ID	(e.g	the	groupId	xyz.company.uima	and	artifactId	uima-component	should	result	in	a
Component	ID	of	xyz.company.uima.uima-component).	The	default	configuration	of	the
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PEAR	Packaging	Maven	plugin,	within	the	pom.xml	template,	automates	this	procedure.	A
Component	ID	is	intended	to	be	unique	and	is	not	intended	to	be	visible	to	Argo	end-users.

Any	Java	dependencies	of	a	UIMA	component	are	expected	to	be	included	within	a
component’s	PEAR	file.	The	pom.xml	template	is	configured	to	automatically	package	the
Maven	dependencies	when	building	a	PEAR	file.	However,	to	achieve	Argo	compatibility,	it
is	important	to	exclude	the	uimaj-core	artifact	and	any	artifacts	representing	UIMA
Type	Systems.	In	the	pom.xml	template	this	is	achieved	by	supplying	the	excludeArtifactIds
configuration	parameter	of	the	the	Maven	Dependency	plugin	with	a	comma-delimited	list	of
the	affected	artifactIds.	Argo	expects	UIMA	Type	Systems	to	be	installed	separately	and
packaged	as	PEAR	files,	as	for	UIMA	components.

A	component	may	also	contain	an	Argo	XML	descriptor	file,	although	this	is	entirely	optional.
It	is	intended	to	provide	additional	metadata	for	a	component.	An	Argo	XML	descriptor	must:

Reside	in	the	same	directory	as	the	component’s	UIMA	XML	descriptor.
Have	the	same	filename	as	the	UIMA	XML	descriptor,	but	with	a	.argo.xml	suffix.

Figure	2	shows	the	location	and	name	of	an	Argo	XML	descriptor	file	for	a	component	with
the	ID	of	xyz.company.uima.uima-component,	while	Figure	3	shows	the	general	format	of
the	descriptor	file	itself.

Figure	2:	Example	file	structure	of	a	component	containing	Argo	XML	descriptor	file

<argoDescriptor>

<tags>

								<tag>{string}/tag>

								...

				</tags>

<minimumMemoryInMbs>{integer}</minimumMemoryInMbs>

				<interactive>[true/false]</interactive>

				<configurationParametersMetaData>

								<configurationParameterMetaData>...</configurationParameterMetaData>

								...

				<configurationParametersMetaData>

</argoDescriptor>

Figure	3:	Structure	of	an	Argo	XML	descriptor
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Within	an	Argo	descriptor	file,	all	of	the	sub-elements	directly	under	the	argoDescriptor
element	are	optional.

The	tags	element	can	contain	multiple	tag	elements,	each	containing	a	string	value.	These
tag	values	are	intended	to	be	used	within	Argo’s	component	search	facility,	to	assist	end-
users	in	finding	relevant	components.

The	minimumMemoryinMbs	element	holds	an	integer	value,	setting	the	default	value	for	the
minimum	of	amount	of	memory	(in	Megabytes)	required	by	this	component	when	it	is	ran	in
a	distributed	workflow.	This	is	important	for	determining	the	allocation	of	components	to
machines.

The	interactive	element	contains	a	boolean	value.	This	value	is	set	to	true	when	a
component	contains	a	custom	web	user	interface,	which	requires	interaction	with	the
annotation	model	during	a	workflow	execution.	The	only	existing	Argo	component	with	this
value	set	to	true	is	the	Manual	Annotation	Editor.

The	configurationParametersMetaData	can	contain	multiple
configurationParameterMetaData	elements,	each	one	providing	additional	information	about
component	configuration	parameters	found	within	the	matching	UIMA	XML	descriptor.	A
configurationParameterMetaDataelement	must	contain	a	name	subelement	(which	has	the
same	name	as	the	configuration	parameter	it	is	referencing	in	the	UIMA	descriptor)	and	a
uiType	subelement	(which	is	used	by	Argo	to	provide	the	most	appropriate	UI	widget	to	the
end-user).	Valid	values	for	uiType	are	time,	date,	datetime.	enum,	password,	type,	document
and	text.

Figure	4	shows	how	configurationParameterMetaData	elements	are	configured	if	their
uiType	value	is	either	time,	date	or	datetime.	The	corresponding	UIMA	configuration
parameter	must	be	of	type	string.	Argo	needs	to	know	how	to	format	the	time	chosen	by	the
end-user	using	a	calendar	UI	widget,	so	this	has	to	be	specified	in	the	format	subelement,	as
demonstrated	in	Figure	4.

<configurationParameterMetaData>

				<name>timeParam</name>

				<uiType>time</uiType>

				<uiConfiguration>

								<format>HH:mm:ss</format>

				</uiConfiguration>

</configurationParameterMetaData>

Figure	4:	A	date,	time	or	datetime	configuration	parameter
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For	configuration	parameters	that	have	a	fixed	set	of	values,	a	uiType	value	of	enum	is
required.	These	fixed	values	should	be	listed	as	a	set	of	value	elements,	nested	within	a
values	element,	as	shown	in	Figure	5.

<configurationParameterMetaData>

				<name>enumParam</name>

				<uiType>enum</uiType>

				<values>

								<value>red</value>

								<value>green</value>

								<value>blue</value>

				</values>

</configurationParameterMetaData>

Figure	5:	An	enum	configuration	parameter

Configuration	parameters	containing	sensitive	information,	such	as	passwords,	should	use	a
uiType	value	of	password.	This	hides	the	value	of	the	parameter	from	the	user	and,	once
entered,	does	not	get	transmitted	back	to	the	Argo	UI,	for	additional	security.	Additionally,	it
is	also	possible	to	specify	the	minimum	and/or	the	maximum	number	of	characters	which
this	value	can	hold,	using	min	and	max	elements	within	the	valueConstraints	element.	See
Figure	6	for	an	example.

<configurationParameterMetaData>

				<name>passwordParam</name>

				<uiType>password</uiType>

				<valueConstraints>

								<min>5</min>

								<max>10</max>

				</valueConstraints>

</configurationParameterMetaData>

Figure	6:	A	password	configuration	parameter

To	make	it	easier	for	a	user	to	select	UIMA	type(s)	within	the	Argo	UI,	any	configuration
parameters	representing	types	should	have	uiType	value	of	type.	This	will	result	in	a
searchable	list	of	all	types,	known	to	Argo,	being	displayed	to	the	end-user	when	they	are
configuring	the	component,	from	which	the	required	types	can	be	selected.	See	Figure	7	for
an	example.

<configurationParameterMetaData>

				<name>typeParam</name>

				<uiType>type</uiType>

</configurationParameterMetaData>
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Figure	7:	A	type	configuration	parameter

Configuration	parameters	which	refer	to	local	files	and/or	directories	should	have	the	uiType
value	of	document.	This	will	allow	an	end-user	to	select	files	from	the	Argo	File	Store	using	a
file	selector	dialog.	Figure	8	shows	an	example	configuration	and	a	table	declaring	the	UI
configuration	parameters	available	to	configure	the	file	dialog	can	be	found	in	Figure	9.

<configurationParameterMetaData>

				<name>documentParam</name>

				<uiType>document</uiType>

				<uiConfiguration>

								<selectFile>true</selectFile>

								<selectFolder>false</selectFolder>

								<selectFilesRecursively>false</selectFilesRecursively>

								<hideFiles>false</hideFiles>

								<windowCaption>Save	file	as...</windowCaption>

				</uiConfiguration>

</configurationParameterMetaData>

Figure	8:	A	document	configuration	parameter

selectFile Boolean Allows	a	user	to	select	a	file	in	the	dialog

selectFolder Boolean Allows	a	user	to	select	a	folder	in	the	dialog

selectFilesRecursively Boolean Recursively	selects	all	of	the	files	and/or
folders,	under	the	selected	folders.

hideFiles Boolean Only	show	directories	in	the	dialog

windowCaption Boolean A	caption	to	display	in	the	file	browser	window

Figure	9:	uiConfiguration	elements

Configuration	parameters	that	are	likely	to	hold	a	large	amount	of	text	should	use	a	uiType
value	of	text.	This	will	result	in	a	larger	text	box	being	made	available	to	the	end-user.	The
size	of	the	text	area	is	configured	using	characterWidth	and	visibleLines	elements,	nested
within	the	uiConfiguration	element,	as	shown	in	Figure	10.

<configurationParameterMetaData>

				<name>textAreaParam</name>

				<uiType>text</uiType>

				<uiConfiguration>

								<characterWidth>30</characterWidth>

								<visibleLines>5</visibleLines>

				</uiConfiguration>

</configurationParameterMetaData>

Figure	10:	A	text	area	configuration	parameter
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An	example	of	a	UIMA	XML	descriptor,	along	with	its	corresponding	Argo	XML	descriptor,
can	be	found	further	below.

Maven	pom.xml	template	for	Argo	components

<project	xmlns="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0"	xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/X

MLSchema-instance"	xsi:schemaLocation="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0	http://maven.

apache.org/xsd/maven-4.0.0.xsd">

	<modelVersion>4.0.0</modelVersion>

	<groupId>xyz.company.uima</groupId>

	<artifactId>uima-component</artifactId>

	<version>1.0</version>

	<build>

	<resources>

	<resource>

	<directory>desc</directory>

	</resource>

	<resource>

	<directory>src/main/resources</directory>

	</resource>

	</resources>

	<plugins>

<plugin>

	<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

	<artifactId>maven-dependency-plugin</artifactId>

	<version>2.4</version>

	<executions>

	<execution>

	<id>copy-dependencies</id>

	<phase>prepare-package</phase>

	<goals>

	<goal>copy-dependencies</goal>

	</goals>

	<configuration>

	<stripVersion>true</stripVersion>	<outputDirectory>${project.build.directory}/pearPac

kaging/lib</outputDirectory>

	<overWriteReleases>true</overWriteReleases>

	<overWriteSnapshots>true</overWriteSnapshots>

	<includeScope>runtime</includeScope>

																	<excludeArtifactIds>U_compareTypeSystem,uimaj-core</excludeArtifactId

s>

	</configuration>

	</execution>

	</executions>

	</plugin>

	<plugin>

	<groupId>org.apache.uima</groupId>

	<artifactId>PearPackagingMavenPlugin</artifactId>

	<version>2.4.0</version>

	<extensions>true</extensions>

	<executions>
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	<execution>

	<phase>package</phase>

	<configuration>	<mainComponentDesc>desc/xyz/company/uima/uima-component.xml</mainComp

onentDesc>	<componentId>${project.groupId}.${project.artifactId}</componentId>

	</configuration>

	<goals>

	<goal>package</goal>

	</goals>

	</execution>

	</executions>

	</plugin>

	<plugin>

	<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

	<artifactId>maven-install-plugin</artifactId>

	<version>2.3.1</version>

	<executions>

	<execution>

	<phase>install</phase>

	<configuration>

	<packaging>pear</packaging>

	<groupId>${project.groupId}</groupId>

	<artifactId>${project.artifactId}</artifactId>

	<version>${project.version}</version>

	<file>	${project.build.directory}/${project.groupId}.${project.artifactId}.pear

	</file>

	</configuration>

	<goals>

	<goal>install-file</goal>

	</goals>

	</execution>

	</executions>

	</plugin>

	</plugins>

	<pluginManagement>

	<plugins>

	<plugin>

	<groupId>org.eclipse.m2e</groupId>

	<artifactId>lifecycle-mapping</artifactId>

	<version>1.0.0</version>

	<configuration>

	<lifecycleMappingMetadata>

	<pluginExecutions>	

	<pluginExecution>

	<pluginExecutionFilter>

	<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

	<artifactId>maven-dependency-plugin</artifactId>

	<versionRange>[1.0.0,)</versionRange>

	<goals>

	<goal>copy-dependencies</goal>

	</goals>

	</pluginExecutionFilter>

	<action>
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	<execute>

	<runOnIncremental>false</runOnIncremental>

	</execute>

	</action>

	</pluginExecution>

	</pluginExecutions>

	</lifecycleMappingMetadata>

	</configuration>

	</plugin>

	</plugins>

	</pluginManagement>

	</build>

	<dependencies>

	<dependency>

	<groupId>org.apache.uima</groupId>

	<artifactId>uimaj-core</artifactId>

	<version>2.7.0</version>

	</dependency>

	<dependency>

	<groupId>org.u_compare</groupId>

	<artifactId>U_compareTypeSystem</artifactId>

	<version>1.1</version>

	</dependency>

	</dependencies>

</project>

Argo	XML	Descriptor	example

<argoDescriptor>

<tags>

								<tag>categoryA</tag>

								<tag>finance</tag>

				</tags>

<minimumMemoryInMbs>256</minimumMemoryInMbs>

				<interactive>false</interactive>

				<configurationParametersMetaData>

								<configurationParameterMetaData>

												<name>timeParam</name>

												<uiType>time</uiType>

												<uiConfiguration>

																<format>HH:mm:ss</format>

												</uiConfiguration>

								</configurationParameterMetaData>

								<configurationParameterMetaData>

												<name>dateParam</name>

												<uiType>date</uiType>

												<uiConfiguration>

																<format>yyyy/MM/dd</format>
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												</uiConfiguration>

								</configurationParameterMetaData>

								<configurationParameterMetaData>

												<name>dateTimeParam</name>

												<uiType>datetime</uiType>

												<uiConfiguration>

																<format>yyyy/MM/dd	HH:mm:ss</format>

												</uiConfiguration>

								</configurationParameterMetaData>				

								<configurationParameterMetaData>

												<name>enumParam</name>

												<uiType>enum</uiType>

												<values>

																<value>red</value>

																<value>green</value>

																<value>blue</value>

												</values>

								</configurationParameterMetaData>

								<configurationParameterMetaData>

												<name>passwordParam</name>

												<uiType>password</uiType>

												<uiConfiguration>

												</uiConfiguration>

												<valueConstraints>

																<min>5</min>

																<max>10</max>

												</valueConstraints>

								</configurationParameterMetaData>

								<configurationParameterMetaData>

												<name>typeParam</name>

												<uiType>type</uiType>

												<uiConfiguration>

												</uiConfiguration>

								</configurationParameterMetaData>

								<configurationParameterMetaData>

												<name>documentParam</name>

												<uiType>document</uiType>

												<uiConfiguration>

																<selectFile>true</selectFile>

																<selectFolder>false</selectFolder>

																<selectFilesRecursively>false</selectFilesRecursively>

																<hideFiles>false</hideFiles>

																<windowCaption>Save	file	as...</windowCaption>

												</uiConfiguration>

								</configurationParameterMetaData>

								<configurationParameterMetaData>

												<name>textAreaParam</name>

												<uiType>text</uiType>

												<uiConfiguration>

																<characterWidth>30</characterWidth>

																<visibleLines>5</visibleLines>

												</uiConfiguration>

								</configurationParameterMetaData>
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				</configurationParametersMetaData>

</argoDescriptor>

UIMA	Analysis	Engine	XML	Descriptor	referenced	by	the	Argo	XML	Descriptor

<?xml	version="1.0"	encoding="UTF-8"?>

<analysisEngineDescription	xmlns="http://uima.apache.org/resourceSpecifier">

<frameworkImplementation>org.apache.uima.Java</frameworkImplementation>

					<primitive>true</primitive>

<annotatorImplementationName>xyz.company.uima.UimaComponent</annotatorImplementationNa

me>

					<analysisEngineMetaData>

									<name>UIMA	Component</name>

									<description/>

									<version>1.0</version>

									<vendor/>

									<configurationParameters>

													<configurationParameter>

													<name>timeParam</name>

													<type>String</type>

													<multiValued>false</multiValued>

													<mandatory>false</mandatory>

													</configurationParameter>

													<configurationParameter>

													<name>dateParam</name>

													<type>String</type>

													<multiValued>false</multiValued>

													<mandatory>false</mandatory>

													</configurationParameter>

													<configurationParameter>

	<name>dateTimeParam</name>

	<type>String</type>

	<multiValued>false</multiValued>

	<mandatory>false</mandatory>

</configurationParameter>

									<configurationParameter>

									<name>enumParam</name>

									<type>String</type>

									<multiValued>false</multiValued>

									<mandatory>false</mandatory>

									</configurationParameter>

<configurationParameter>

	<name>passwordParam</name>

	<type>String</type>

	<multiValued>false</multiValued>

	<mandatory>false</mandatory>

</configurationParameter>

<configurationParameter>

	<name>typeParam</name>

	<type>String</type>

	<multiValued>false</multiValued>
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	<mandatory>false</mandatory>

</configurationParameter>

<configurationParameter>

	<name>documentParam</name>

	<type>String</type>

	<multiValued>false</multiValued>

	<mandatory>false</mandatory>

</configurationParameter>

<configurationParameter>

	<name>textAreaParam</name>

	<type>String</type>

	<multiValued>false</multiValued>

	<mandatory>false</mandatory>

</configurationParameter>

</configurationParameters>

<configurationParameterSettings/>

<typeSystemDescription/>

									<typePriorities/>

									<fsIndexCollection/>

									<capabilities>

									<capability>

									<inputs/>

									<outputs/>

									<languagesSupported/>

									</capability>

					</capabilities>

					<operationalProperties>

									<modifiesCas>true</modifiesCas>

									<multipleDeploymentAllowed>true</multipleDeploymentAllowed>

									<outputsNewCASes>false</outputsNewCASes>

									</operationalProperties>

					</analysisEngineMetaData>

					<resourceManagerConfiguration/>

</analysisEngineDescription>
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Recommended	ancillary	knowledge	resources

In	order	to	further	encourage	interoperability,	OpenMinTeD	makes	specific	recommendations
about	particular	knowledge	resources	that	TDM	tools	and	services	should	use.	These
recommendations	are	in	the	areas	of	linguistics	and	of	the	initial	domains	of	use	targeted	by
OpenMinTeD.	The	current	recommendations	should	not	be	seen	as	a	final	and	static	set.
They	will	evolve	with	experience,	and	as	OpenMinTeD	is	used	for	TDM	of	new	domains.
Users	are	therefore	encouraged	to	use	the	existing	recommendations,	but	to	make	use	of
others	where	these	are	not	suitable.

TDM	tools	and	services	should	use	resources	from	the	following	initial	list	where	possible.
Where	this	is	not	possible,	knowledge	resource	authors	are	encouraged	to	provide	linkages
between	their	own	resource	and	those	given	here,	or	to	any	other	widely	used	or	standard
Linked	Data	knowledge	resource.	This	list	of	recommended	resources	should	be	seen	as	a
first	version,	and	will	be	extended.

Social	sciences	resources
TheSoz

Agriculture	and	agronomy	resources
Agrovoc
Ontologies	from	AgroPortal

Life	sciences	resources
OboInOwl
MeSH	(available	in	LOD)
BioC
NeuroLex
BioLexicon

Linguistic	resources
LAPPS	(vocabulary	of	core	linguistic	objects)
Universal	Dependencies	(part	of	speech	tags,	features	for	morphology	and
syntactic	dependencies)
OLIA	(reference	model	and	annotation	models	for	morphology,	morphosyntax,
dependencies)
Penn	Treebank	(part	of	speech	tags	and	features	of	morphology)
ISOcat/CCR	(linguistic	and	metadata	terminology)
GOLD	(linguistic	ontology)

Typesystems

1
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http://www.gesis.org/en/services/research/thesauri-und-klassifikationen/social-science-thesaurus/
http://aims.fao.org/agrovoc
http://agroportal.lirmm.fr/
http://purl.org/obo/owl/oboInOwl
http://hhs.github.io/meshrdf/
http://bioc.sourceforge.net/
http://www.neurolex.org/
http://catalog.elra.info/product_info.php?products_id=1113
http://vocab.lappsgrid.org/
http://universaldependencies.org
http://acoli.cs.uni-frankfurt.de/resources/olia/
http://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1603&context=cis_reports
https://www.clarin.eu/ccr
http://linguistics-ontology.org/version


*	used	by	the	software	components
integrated	in	the	OpenMinTeD	platform
(GATE,	DKPRO,	ALVIS,	ARGO	and	ILSP)
	ISOcat	has	recently	moved	to	the	Clarin	Concept	Registry	(CCR)	and	is	currently
under	curation.

1
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Recommended	schema	for	software	resources
This	section	includes	a	synopsis	of	the	recommended	schema	for	sofware	resources,	i.e.	the
subset	of	M(andatory)	and	strongly	R(ecommended)	metadata	elements,	only	as	regards
elements	related	to	the	resource	itself.	Additional	elements	required	for	the	management	of
the	metadata	record	(e.g.	metadataCreationDate,	metadataCreator	etc.)	are	not	presented
here,	as	they	are	to	be	handled	by	the	OMTD	platform.

OMTD-SHARE	element Usage

resourceType M

resourceName M

description M

identifier M

version M

componentDistributionMedium M

componentType M

licence	or	rightsStmtName	&	rightsStmtURL	(one	of	the	two	must	be
provided) M

version	of	licence M

contactEmail	or	landingPage	(one	of	the	two	must	be	provided) M

contactPerson	(identifier	or	personName) R

contactGroup	(identifier	or	organizationName) R

mailingList	(mailingListName,	subscribe,	unsubscribe,	post,	archive,
otherArchive) R

issueTracker R

onlineHelpURL R

mustBeCitedWith R

downloadURL	or	accessURL	(one	of	the	two	should	be	provided) M	when
applicable

resourceCreator	(person	or	organization,	described	with	identifier	or
name) R

mediaType	inside	inputContentResourceInfo	or	outputResourceInfo	(i.e.
mediaType	of	input	and	output	resource)

M	when
applicable

resourceType	inside	inputContentResourceInfo	or	outputResourceInfo R	when
applicable
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language	inside	inputContentResourceInfo	or	outputResourceInfo R	when
applicable

characterEncoding	inside	inputContentResourceInfo	or
outputResourceInfo

R	when
applicable

mimeType	inside	inputContentResourceInfo	or	outputResourceInfo R	when
applicable

dataFormatSpecific	inside	inputContentResourceInfo	or
outputResourceInfo

R	when
applicable

typesystem	inside	inputContentResourceInfo	or	outputResourceInfo R	when
applicable

tagset	inside	inputContentResourceInfo	or	outputResourceInfo R	when
applicable

annotationLevel	inside	inputContentResourceInfo	or	outputResourceInfo R	when
applicable

typesystem R

tagset R

annotationResource R

framework R

for	parameters:	parameterName,	description,	parameterType,	mandatory,
multiValue

M	when
applicable

relationType	=isCompatibleWith	(external	relation;	link	to	models,
annotation	resources	etc.	that	can	be	used	with	the	component) R
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resourceType

Usage

Mandatory

Type

Closed	controlled	vocabulary

Attributes

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:resourceType:	corpus,	lexicalConceptualResource,	languageDescription,	model,
component

Definition/Explanations

Specifies	the	type	of	the	resource	being	described	or	the	type	of	the	resource	that	a	tool	or
service	takes	as	input	or	produces	as	output

Recommended	usage

For	components,	the	fixed	value	"component"	must	be	added	automatically

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:narrowMatch	dct:type
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:resourceTypeGeneral	&	datacite:resourceType

Recommended	usage	is	to	use	one	of	the	values	"software",	"service"	or	"workflow"	for
datacite:resourceTypeGeneral

resourceType
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resourceName

Usage

Mandatory

Type

Multilingual	free	text

Attributes

xs:lang

Definition/Explanations

The	full	name	by	which	the	resource	is	known

Recommended	usage

Please,	provide	a	short	but	descriptive	and	unique	name	for	the	resource,	e.g.	“OpenNLP
tagger”	instead	of	just	“tagger	of	English”.	Provide	the	name	in	English;	if	you	want	to	add
names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.	N.B.	This	element	is	intended	for
a	human-readable/human-understandable	name	for	the	resource.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

Maven	POM	4.0.0:	name
GATE:	name
UIMA/UIMA-fit:	name
DCMI:	skos:exactMatch	dct:title
DataCite	4.0:	skos:exactMatch	datacite:title

resourceName
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description

Usage

Mandatory

Type

Multilingual	free	text

Attributes

xs:lang

Definition/Explanations

Provides	the	description	of	the	resource	in	prose

Recommended	usage

Give	a	brief	yet	informative	description	of	the	functionalities	of	the	component,	the
language(s)	it	works	on,	input	requirements	etc.	Please,	provide	the	text	in	English;	if	you
want	to	add	texts	in	other	languages,	you	can	add	them	using	the	“lang”	attribute	to	specify
the	language.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

Maven	POM	4.0.0:	description
GATE:	comment
UIMA/UIMA-fit:	description
DCMI:	skos:exactMatch	dct:description
DataCite	4.0:	Description	&	descriptionType	with	value	"abstract"

description
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identifier

Usage

Mandatory

Type

free	text

Attributes

ms:resourceIdentifierSchemeName	or	ms:schemeURI

Definition/Explanations

Reference	to	a	PID,	DOI	or	any	kind	of	identifier	used	by	the	resource	provider	for	the
resource

Recommended	usage

Provide	a	unique	identifier	already	assigned	by	an	authoritative	source;	you	can	use	either

the	attribute	"resourceIdentifierSchemeName"	to	specify	the	scheme,	by	selecting	one
of	the	pre-defined	values	(e.g.	DOI,	HDL,	ISLRN	etc.)	or,
if	the	scheme	is	not	listed	among	them,	select	the	"other"	value	and	use	the	attribute
"schemeURI"	to	provide	a	link	to	the	URL	that	documents	the	scheme	it	adheres	to.	If
the	resource	doesn't	have	a	unique	identifier,	an	identifier	will	be	assigned	by
OpenMinTeD.	For	components	harvested	from	Maven,	the	Maven	id	can	be	used	with	a
reference	to	the	Maven	scheme
(https://maven.apache.org/pom.html#Maven_Coordinates\).	This	is	combined	with	the
Java	fully	qualified	class	naming	conventions	to	give	the	following	coordinates:
groupId:artifactId:version:(packaging):(classifier)#class

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

Maven	POM	4.0.0:	groupId	&	artifcactId	&	version	&	packaging	&	classifier,	with
resourceIdentifierSchemeURI="https://maven.apache.org/pom.html#Maven_Coordinates
"
GATE:	class
UIMA/UIMA-fit:	class
DCMI:	skos:narrowMatch	dct:identifier
DataCite	4.0:	skos:broadMatch	datacite:identifier	(identifierType	can	only	be	DOI)

identifier
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version

Usage

Recommended

Definition/Explanations

Any	string,	usually	a	number,	that	identifies	the	version	of	a	resource

Recommended	usage

For	components,	the	recommended	practice	is	to	follow	the	semantic	versioning
(http://semver.org/).	N.B.	"version"	should	not	be	confused	with	the	relation	that	links
together	a	specific	resource	with	its	various	enriched	or	modified	versions	(e.g.	annotated
version,	subset	etc.).

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

Maven	POM	4.0.0:	version
DCMI:	skos:exactMatch	dct:hasVersion
DataCite	4.0:	skos:exactMatch	datacite:Version

version
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componentType

Usage

Mandatory

Type

open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms-omtd:componentType:	access,	reader,	writer,	supportComponent,	visualizer,	debugger,
validator,	viewer,	corpusViewer,	lexiconViewer,	editor,	mlTrainer,	mlPredictor,
featureExtractor,	dataSplitter,	dataMerger,	converter,	evaluator,	flowController,
scriptBasedAnalyzer,	matcher,	gazetteerBasedComponent,	crowdSourcingComponent,
dataCollector,	crawler,	processingComponent,	annotator,	segmenter,	stemmer,	lemmatizer,
tagger,	chunker,	parser,	coreferenceAnnotator,	namedEntityRecognizer,
semanticsAnnotator,	srlAnnotator,	readabilityAnnotator,	aligner,	generator,	summarizer,
simplifier,	naturalLanguageGenerator,	prePostProcessor,	spellingChecker,
grammarChecker,	normalizer,	filters,	extractor,	topicExtractor,	documentClassifier,
languageIdentifier,	sentimentAnalyzer,	keywordsExtractor,	terminologyExtractor,
contradictionDetector,	emotionRecognizer,	eventExtractor,	persuasiveExpressionMiner,
informationExtractor,	lexiconExtractorFromCorpora,	lexiconExtractorFromLexica,
wordSenseDisambiguator,	qualitativeAnalyser

Definition/Explanations

Specifies	the	type	of	the	component	in	terms	of	the	function/task	it	performs

Recommended	usage

Please,	select	one	of	the	predefined	values.	It	should	be	noted	that	the	values	are
hierarchically	organised,	so	it's	recommended	to	select	the	more	specific	value	applicable
(e.g.	"visualizer"	rather	than	the	broader	"supportComponent").
The	current	list	of	values	is	intended	for	use	mainly	by	simple	components	rather	than
workflows	or	full	applications.	The	list	will	be	further	enriched	with	values	that	target	the	end-
users	also.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:narrowMatch	dct:type

componentType
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licence

Usage

Mandatory	upon	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

either	licence	or	rightsStmt	must	be	filled	in

Type

open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:licence:	CC-BY,	CC-BY-NC,	CC-BY-NC-ND,	CC-BY-NC-SA,	CC-BY-ND,	CC-BY-SA,	CC-
ZERO,	PDDL,	ODC-BY,	ODbL,	MS-NoReD,	MS-NoReD-FF,	MS-NoReD-ND,	MS-NoReD-
ND-FF,	MS-NC-NoReD,	MS-NC-NoReD-FF,	MS-NC-NoReD-ND,	MS-NC-NoReD-ND-FF,
ELRA_END_USER,	ELRA_EVALUATION,	ELRA_VAR,	CLARIN_PUB,	CLARIN_ACA,
CLARIN_ACA-NC,	CLARIN_RES,	AGPL,	ApacheLicence_2.0,	BSD_4-clause,	BSD_3-
clause,	FreeBSD,	GFDL,	GPL,	LGPL,	MIT,	Princeton_Wordnet,	proprietary,
underNegotiation,	nonStandardLicenceTerms

Definition/Explanations

The	licence	of	use	for	the	resource

Recommended	usage

You	can	provide	information	on	the	rights	of	accessing	and	using	a	resource	in	one	of	the
following	ways,	in	order	of	preference:

use	the	element	"licence"	and	select	one	of	the	recommended	licences;	please,	note
that	the	list	contains	licences	intended	for	data	resources	&	components	mixed
together;for	components	the	recommended	licences	are	the	Open	Source	licences;	for
data	resources,	please	use	a	standard	licence	such	as	one	of	the	CC	family;
if	the	licence	you	use	is	not	included	in	the	list,	you	can	use	the
"nonStandardLicenceTerms"	or	the	"proprietary"	values	and	give	further	information	on
your	licence	in	the	elements:	"nonStandardLicenceName",
"nonStandardLicenceTermsURL"	and	"nonStandardLicenceTermsText"
you	can	also	use	the	"rightsStatementName"	and	the	"rightsStatementURL"	(with	a	link
to	a	URL	with	more	explanations	on	its	usage)	if	the	resource	is	provided	with	a	general
statement	of	use	and	not	an	official	licence	document;	please,	note	that	this	is	an	option

licence
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used	mainly	to	facilitate	end-users	in	accessing	your	resource,	while	you	are	strongly
advised	to	properly	license	your	resource.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

Maven	POM	4.0.0:	license/name
DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:license
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:rights

licence
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rightsStmtName

Usage

Mandatory	upon	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

either	licence	or	rightsStmt	must	be	filled	in

Type

open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

openAccess	closedAccess	embargoedAccess	restrictedAccess:

Definition/Explanations

The	name	of	an	official	statement	indicative	of	licensing	terms	for	the	use	of	a	resource	(e.g.
open	access,	free	to	read	etc.);	its	semantics	should	be	clear,	preferrably	formally	expressed
and	stored	at	a	url.

The	current	list	of	predefined	values	comes	from	OpenAIRE,	but	it's	under	revision.

Recommended	usage

The	"rightsStmtName"	and	"rightsStmtURL"	elements	can	be	used	in	addition	to	the
"licence"	value	in	order	to	facilitate	users	to	understand	the	licensing	terms	of	a	resource.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:accessRights
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:rights

rightsStmtName
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rightsStmtURL

Usage

Mandatory	upon	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

either	licence	or	rightsStmt	must	be	filled	in

Type

URL	pattern

Definition/Explanations

Link	to	the	URL	with	the	text	that	formally	explains	the	licensing	conditions	imposed	by	the
rights	statement.

Recommended	usage

The	"rightsStmtName"	and	"rightsStmtURL"	elements	can	be	used	in	addition	to	the
"licence"	value	in	order	to	facilitate	users	to	understand	the	licensing	terms	of	a	resource.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:accessRights
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:rightsURI

rightsStmtURL
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nonStandardLicenceTermsURL

Usage

Mandatory	upon	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

when	one	of	the	values	"nonStandardLicenceTerms"	or	"proprietary"	is	selected	for	"licence"

Type

URL	pattern

Definition/Explanations

Used	to	provide	a	hyperlink	to	a	url	containing	the	text	of	a	licence	not	included	in	the
predefined	list	or	describing	the	terms	of	use	for	a	language	resource	or	terms	of	service	for
web	services

Recommended	usage

Please,	provide	the	link	to	the	full	text	document	of	the	licence.	Please	note	that	this	is	the
preferred	option	over	inserting	the	licence	text	in	the	element
"nonStandardLicenceTermsText",	as	it	provides	a	permanent	accessible	to	all	location	for	the
licence.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

Maven	POM	4.0.0:	license/url
DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:license
DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:rightsURI

nonStandardLicenceTermsURL
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version	of	licence

Usage

Mandatory

Type

free	text

Definition/Explanations

The	version	of	the	licence

Recommended	usage

You	are	advised	to	indicate	the	version	of	the	licence	of	your	resource;	the	latest	version	is
the	preferred	option,	e.g."4.0"	for	all	CC-licences	and	"2.0"	for	the	META-SHARE-NoReD
ones.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:hasVersion	(for	dct:licenseDocument)

version	of	licence
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componentDistributionMedium

Usage

Mandatory

Type

closed	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms-omtd:componentDistributionMedium:	webService,	sourceCode,	executableCode,
sourceAndExecutableCode

Definition/Explanations

The	medium/form	of	the	distribution	(e.g.	downloadable	resource,	accessible	through
interface,	source	code	etc.)

componentDistributionMedium
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accessURL

Usage

Recommended	under	conditions

Type

url	pattern

Definition/Explanations

A	landing	page,	feed,	SPARQL	endpoint	etc.	that	gives	access	to	the	resource	or	where	the
web	service/workflow	is	executed

Recommended	usage

Please	use	for	components	that	are	executable	as	web	services

accessURL
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downloadURL

Usage

Recommended	under	conditions

Type

url	pattern

Definition/Explanations

Any	url	where	the	resource	can	be	downloaded	from

Recommended	usage

Please,	use	if	the	component	is	distributed	as	source	and/or	executable	code,	and	has	to	be
downloaded	in	order	to	be	executed;	this	element	is	of	particular	importance	if	you	have	not
uploaded	the	resource	in	the	repository

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

Maven	POM	4.0.0:	can	be	done	through	ID

downloadURL
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contactEmail

Usage

Mandatory	under	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

An	email	or	a	landingPage	must	be	provided

Type

email	pattern

Definition/Explanations

A	general	email	address	that	can	be	used	as	contact	point	for	a	resource	(e.g.
resource@example.com)

Recommended	usage

You	can	indicate	a	contact	point	where	users	can	solicit	further	information	in	one	of	the
following	ways,	in	order	of	preference:

give	a	general	email	address	at	the	"contactEmail"	address,	or
provide	at	"landingPage"	the	link	to	a	web	page	that	documents	the	resource	(e.g.	a
page	with	documentation,	examples	and	links	to	the	resource	itself).	You	can	also
indicate	the	person(s)	or	group(s)	that	are	responsible	for	communication	in	the
"contactPerson"	and	"contactGroup"	element

contactEmail
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landingPage

Usage

Mandatory	under	conditions

Conditions	for	usage

An	email	or	a	landingPage	must	be	provided

Type

URL	pattern

Definition/Explanations

A	URL	used	as	the	landing	page	of	a	resource	providing	general	information;	for	instance,	it
may	present	a	description	of	the	resource,	its	creators	and	possibly	include	links	to	the	URL
where	it	can	be	accessed	from

Recommended	usage

You	can	indicate	a	contact	point	where	users	can	solicit	further	information	in	one	of	the
following	ways,	in	order	of	preference:

give	a	general	email	address	at	the	"contactEmail"	address,	or
provide	at	"landingPage"	the	link	to	a	web	page	that	documents	the	resource	(e.g.	a
page	with	documentation,	examples	and	links	to	the	resource	itself).	You	can	also
indicate	the	person(s)	or	group(s)	that	are	responsible	for	communication	in	the
"contactPerson"	and	"contactGroup"	element

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

Maven	POM	4.0.0:	url

landingPage
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contactPerson	(identifier	or	personName)

Usage

Recommended

Type

identifier	or	multilingual	free	text

Attributes

ms:personIdentifierSchemeName	(for	identifiers)	or	xs:lang	(for	name)

Definition/Explanations

Groups	information	on	the	person(s)	that	is/are	responsible	for	providing	further	information
regarding	the	resource

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	a	person	is	by	giving	their	identifier,	preferably	the
ORCID;	if	you	provide	the	identifier,	please	select	also	the	relevant	value	from	the	list	of
values	in	the	attribute	"personIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is	appropriate,	please	select
"other"	and	use	the	"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information
about	the	identifier	scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the	person,	you	may	provide
the	name,	preferably	in	the	format	"Surname,	First	name"	at	least	in	English;	if	you	want	to
add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.	The	element	can	also	be
repeated	to	encode	multiple	persons.	If	you	decide	to	add	a	contactPerson	instead	of	a
general	contactEmail,	please	ensure	that	the	data	(including	the	email)	of	this	person	are
also	uploaded	in	OpenMinTeD.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DataCite	4.0:	contributor	with	datacite:contributorType="ContactPerson",
*datacite:contributorName	(familyName	&	givenName)	or	datacite:nameIdentifier	and
datacite:nameIdentifierScheme	and	datacite:schemeURI)

contactPerson(identifierorpersonName)
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contactGroup	(identifier	or	organizationName)

Usage

Recommended

Type

identifier	or	multilingual	free	text

Attributes

ms:organizationIdentifierSchemeName	(for	identifiers)	or	xs:lang	(for	name)

Definition/Explanations

Groups	information	on	the	group(s)	that	is/are	responsible	for	providing	further	information
regarding	the	resource

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	a	group	(currently	modelled	as	an	organization)	is	by
giving	their	identifier	(e.g.	ISNI,	fundref);	if	you	provide	the	identifier,	please	select	also	the
relevant	value	from	the	list	of	values	in	the	attribute	"organizationIdentifierSchemeName";	if
none	is	appropriate,	please	select	"other"	and	use	the	"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a
link	to	a	URL	with	more	information	about	the	identifier	scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the
identifier	of	the	group	(organization),	you	may	provide	the	name	at	least	in	English;	if	you
want	to	add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.	If	you	decide	to	add
a	contactGroup	instead	of	another	contact	option,	please	ensure	that	the	data	(including	the
communication	data)	of	this	group	(organization)	are	also	uploaded	in	OpenMinTeD.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

Maven	POM	4.0.0:	developers

contactGroup(identifierororganizationName)
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mailingListInfo

Usage

Recommended

Type

set	of	metadata	elements

Definition/Explanations

Set	of	metadata	elements	(name,	subscribe,	unsbuscribe,	post,	archive,	otherArchive)
required	for	documenting	a	mailing

Recommended	usage

Mailing	lists	are	important	for	tracking	information	useful	for	developers	and/or	users;	the
whole	set	of	elements	in	the	mailingList	group	can	be	repeated	for	recording	multiple	mailing
lists.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

Maven	POM	4.0.0:	Mailing	list

mailingListInfo
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onlineHelpURL

Usage

Recommended

Type

url	pattern

Definition/Explanations

A	url	intended	for	end-users	providing	useful	information	regarding	the	componet
usage/application,	e.g.	execution	tips,	faq's,	help	forums	etc.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

GATE:	helpurl

onlineHelpURL
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issueTracker

Usage

Recommended

Type

url	pattern

Definition/Explanations

The	url	where	issues,	bugs,	and	feature	requests	should	be	submitted;	this	information	is
important	for	s/w	developers

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

Maven	POM	4.0.0:	issue	management/url

issueTracker
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mustBeCitedWith

Usage

Recommended

Type

free	text	or	identifier

Definition/Explanations

Publication	to	be	used	for	citation	purposes	as	requested	by	resource	providers	(usually	a
scientific	article	that	describes	the	resource)

Recommended	usage

The	preferred	option	to	refer	to	a	publication	is	by	providing	its	unique	identifier	already
assigned	by	an	authoritative	source;	the	preferred	identifier	for	publications	is	DOI;	you	can
use	either

the	attribute	"publicationIdentifierSchemeName"	to	specify	the	scheme,	by	selecting	one
of	the	pre-defined	values	(e.g.	DOI,	ISBN	etc.)	or,
if	the	scheme	is	not	listed	among	them,	use	the	"other"	value,	use	the	attribute
"schemeURI"	to	provide	a	link	to	the	URL	that	documents	the	scheme	it	adheres	to.	If
you	don't	know	the	publication	identifier,	you	can	provide	the	full	bibliographic	record	as
a	free	text	format.	N.B.	The	citation	publication	should	not	be	confused	with	the
attribution	data	which	is	a	legal	obligation;	citation	through	publications	is	a	common
practice	in	research.

mustBeCitedWith
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resourceCreator	(person	or	organization,	described	with
identifier	or	name)

Usage

Recommended

Type

identifier	or	multilingual	free	text

Attributes

for	person:	ms:personIdentifierSchemeName	(for	identifiers)	or	xs:lang	(for	name);	for
organization:	ms:organizationIdentifierSchemeName	(for	identifiers)	or	xs:lang	(for	name)

Definition/Explanations

Groups	information	on	the	person(s)	or	organization(s)	that	has/have	created	the	resource

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	a	person	is	by	giving	their	identifier,	preferably	the
ORCID;	if	you	provide	the	identifier,	please	select	also	the	relevant	value	from	the	list	of
values	in	the	attribute	"personIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is	appropriate,	please	select
"other"	and	use	the	"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information
about	the	identifier	scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the	person,	you	may	provide
the	name,	preferably	in	the	format	"Surname,	First	name"	at	least	in	English;	if	you	want	to
add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.
The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	an	organization	is	by	giving	their	identifier	(e.g.	ISNI);
if	you	provide	the	identifier,	please	select	also	the	relevant	value	from	the	list	of	values	in	the
attribute	"organizationIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is	appropriate,	please	select	"other"
and	use	the	"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information	about
the	identifier	scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the	organization	at	least	in	English;	if
you	want	to	add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.
The	element	can	also	be	repeated	to	encode	multiple	persons/organizations.
For	corpora	created	through	the	OMTD	corpus	building	process,	the	resource	creator	is
considered	to	be	the	person	that	has	put	together	the	corpus	through	the	user	query.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

Maven	POM	4.0.0:	developers
DCMI:	skos:closeMatch	dct:creator

resourceCreator(personororganization,describedwithidentifierorname)
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DataCite	4.0:	creator	with	creatorName	or	nameIdentifier	&	nameIdentifierScheme	&
schemeURI;	N.B.	creatorName	familyName	&	givenName	in	v4

resourceCreator(personororganization,describedwithidentifierorname)
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mediaType	inside	inputContentResourceInfo	or
outputResourceInfo

Usage

Mandatory	when	applicable

Conditions	for	usage

if	the	input	content	resource	(i.e.	the	resource	to	be	mined)	or	the	output	resource	(the
results	of	the	processing)	is	to	be	described,	this	element	is	obligatory

Type

Closed	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:mediaType:	text,	audio,	video,	image

Definition/Explanations

Specifies	the	media	type	of	the	resource	that	the	component	processes	and/or	produces.

Recommended	usage

OpenMinTeD	only	handles	text	resources,	so	only	"text"	must	be	allowed.

mediaType	inside	inputContentResourceInfo	or	outputResourceInfo
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resourceType	inside	inputContentResourceInfo	or
outputResourceInfo

Usage

Mandatory	when	applicable

Conditions	for	usage

if	the	input	content	resource	(i.e.	the	resource	to	be	mined)	or	the	output	resource	(the
results	of	the	processing)	is	to	be	described,	this	element	is	obligatory

Type

controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:resourceType:	corpus,	document,	userInputText,	lexicalConceptualResource,
languageDescription

Definition/Explanations

The	type	of	the	resource	that	the	component	takes	as	input	or	produces	as	output

Recommended	usage

Please	use	especially	for	readers	and	writers	in	order	to	specify	the	resource	type	they	can
process	or	produce;	e.g.	for	readers,	whether	they	take	as	input	a	document	(single	file)	or
collection	of	files	(corpus).

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

GATE:	parameters/
UIMA/UIMA-fit:	Parametersinput/output	types

resourceType	inside	inputContentResourceInfo	or	outputResourceInfo
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language	inside	inputContentResourceInfo	or
outputResourceInfo

Usage

Mandatory	when	applicable

Conditions	for	usage

if	the	input	content	resource	(i.e.	the	resource	to	be	mined)	or	the	output	resource	(the
results	of	the	processing)	is	to	be	described,	this	element	is	obligatory

Type

open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:language	(a	combination	of	languageId,	scriptId,	regionId	and	variantId	according	to	the
IETF	BCP47	guidelines):

Definition/Explanations

The	language(s)	of	the	text	that	the	component	supports	(takes	as	input	and/or	produces),
expressed	according	to	IETF	BCP47	guidelines.	The	element	can	be	repeated	to	encode
multiple	languages.

Recommended	usage

Please,	enter	the	language	and,	if	needed,	the	region,	script	and	variant	identifier	that	best
fits	the	language	of	the	document	(e.g.	en-US)	that	the	component	supports	(takes	as	input
and/or	produces),	expressed	according	to	the	IETF	BCP47	guidelines.	The	element	can	be
repeated	for	components	that	support	various	character	encodings.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

UIMA/UIMA-fit:	@LanguageCapability
DataCite	4.0:	language	-	but	this	is	the	language	of	the	resource	and	not	of	input/output

language	inside	inputContentResourceInfo	or	outputResourceInfo
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characterEncoding	inside	inputContentResourceInfo	or
outputResourceInfo

Usage

Mandatory	when	applicable

Conditions	for	usage

if	the	input	content	resource	(i.e.	the	resource	to	be	mined)	or	the	output	resource	(the
results	of	the	processing)	is	to	be	described,	this	element	is	obligatory

Type

open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:characterEncoding:	a	long	list	of	popular	character	encodings

Definition/Explanations

The	name	of	the	character	encoding	used	in	the	resource	or	supported	by	the	component

Recommended	usage

Please,	select	one	of	the	pre-defined	values;	it	should	be	noted,	however,	that	for
OpenMinTeD	the	preferred	character	encoding	is	UTF-8	to	ensure	interoperability	between
content	and	components.	The	element	can	be	repeated	for	components	that	support	various
character	encodings.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

GATE:	Parameters/encoding

characterEncoding	inside	inputContentResourceInfo	or	outputResourceInfo
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mimeType	inside	inputContentResourceInfo	or
outputResourceInfo

Usage

Mandatory	when	applicable

Conditions	for	usage

if	the	input	content	resource	(i.e.	the	resource	to	be	mined)	or	the	output	resource	(the
results	of	the	processing)	is	to	be	described,	this	element	is	obligatory

Type

open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:mimetype	(a	subset	of	values	(the	most	popular	ones	for	text	files)	from	the	IANA
mimetype	controlled	vocabulary):	text/plain,	application/vnd.xmi+xml,	text/xml,	application/x-
tmx+xml,	application/x-xces+xml,	application/tei+xml,	application/rdf+xml,
application/xhtml+xml,	application/emma+xml,	application/pls+xml,	application/postscript,
application/voicexml+xml,	text/sgml,	text/html,	application/x-tex,	application/rtf,
application/json+ld,	application/x-latex,	text/csv,	text/tab-separated-values,	application/pdf,
application/x-msaccess,	audio/mp4,	audio/mpeg,	audio/wav,	image/bmp,	image/gif,
image/jpeg,	image/png,	image/svg+xml,	image/tiff,	video/jpeg,	video/mp4,	video/mpeg,
video/x-flv,	video/x-msvideo,	video/x-ms-wmv,	application/msword,	application/vnd.ms-excel,
audio/mpeg3,	text/turtle,	other,	audio/PCMA,	audio/flac,	audio/speex,	audio/vorbis,
video/mp2t

Definition/Explanations

The	mime-type	of	the	resource	(a	formalized	specifier	for	the	format)	or	a	mime-type	that	the
component	supports,	in	conformance	with	the	values	of	the	IANA	(Internet	Assigned
Numbers	Authority)

Recommended	usage

Please,	select	one	of	the	pre-defined	values	(which	are	the	most	popular	ones	for	text	files)
or	add	a	value,	PREFERABLY	FROM	THE	IANA	MEDIA	MIMETYPE	RECOMMENDED
VALUES	(http://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types/media-types.xhtml)	The	element
can	be	repeated	for	components	that	support	multiple	mimetypes.

mimeType	inside	inputContentResourceInfo	or	outputResourceInfo
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Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

UIMA/UIMA-fit:	@MimeTypeCapability

mimeType	inside	inputContentResourceInfo	or	outputResourceInfo
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dataFormatSpecific	inside	inputContentResourceInfo	or
outputResourceInfo

Usage

Mandatory	when	applicable

Conditions	for	usage

if	the	input	content	resource	(i.e.	the	resource	to	be	mined)	or	the	output	resource	(the
results	of	the	processing)	is	to	be	described,	this	element	is	obligatory

Type

open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

aclAnthology	aimedCorpus	alvisEnrichedDocument	bioNLP	bioNLP;	format-
variant=ST2013a1_a2bnc	cadixeJSON	conll2000	conll2002	conll2006	conll2007	conll2009
conll2012	dataSift	factoredTagLem	gate	genia	graf	html5Microdata	i2b2	imsCwb	jdbc
keaCorpus	lll	negraExport	pml	ptb;	format-variant=chunked	ptb;	format-variant=combined
relp	tiger	tupp-dz	twitter	uimaBinaryCas	uimaCASDump	web1t	xces;	format-variant=ilsp:

Definition/Explanations

The	supplementary	level	of	data	format

Recommended	usage

Please,	use	to	further	specify	the	format	of	the	resource	supported	by	the	component	(as
input	or	output).	For	interoperability	reasons,	it	is	important	to	standardise	as	far	as	possible
this	element;	this	is	why	a	list	of	values	including	the	formats	currently	supported	by
components	in	the	OMTD	registry	is	provided.	Where	possible,	it	is	also	recommended	to
use	the	"documentationURL"	element	with	information	and	examples	about	the	specific	data
format.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

UIMA/UIMA-fit:	@MimeTypeCapability
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typesystem	inside	inputContentResourceInfo	or
outputResourceInfo

Usage

Mandatory	when	applicable

Conditions	for	usage

when	the	s/w	component	takes	as	input	(or	provides	as	output)	a	resource	that	uses	a
specific	typesystem

Type

identifier	or	multilingual	free	text

Attributes

ms:resourceIdentifierSchemeName	or	ms:schemeURI	(for	identifiers)	and	xs:lang	(for
names)

Definition/Explanations

A	name	or	an	identifier	(e.g.	url	reference)	to	the	typesystem	used	in	the	annotation	of	the
resource	or	used	by	the	component

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	a	resource	is	by	giving	its	identifier;	if	you	provide	the
identifier,	please	select	also	the	relevant	value	from	the	list	of	values	in	the	attribute
"resourceIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is	appropriate,	please	select	"other"	and	use	the
"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information	about	the	identifier
scheme.
If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the	resource,	you	may	provide	the	name	at	least	in	English;
if	you	want	to	add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.
For	interoperability	reasons,	it	is	recommended	to	describe	typesystems,	tagsets,	annotation
resources	etc.	in	the	OpenMinTeD	registry	and	refer	to	them	through	the	identifier.
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tagset	inside	inputContentResourceInfo	or
outputResourceInfo

Usage

Mandatory	when	applicable

Conditions	for	usage

if	the	input	content	resource	(i.e.	the	resource	to	be	mined)	or	the	output	resource	(the
results	of	the	processing)	is	to	be	described,	this	element	is	obligatory

Type

identifier	or	multilingual	free	text

Attributes

ms:resourceIdentifierSchemeName	or	ms:schemeURI	(for	identifiers)	and	xs:lang	(for
names)

Definition/Explanations

A	name	or	an	identifier	(e.g.	url	reference)	to	the	tagset	used	in	the	annotation	of	the
resource	or	used	by	the	component

Recommended	usage

tagset	inside	inputContentResourceInfo	or	outputResourceInfo
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annotationLevel	inside	inputContentResourceInfo	or
outputResourceInfo

Usage

Mandatory	when	applicable

Conditions	for	usage

if	the	input	content	resource	(i.e.	the	resource	to	be	mined)	or	the	output	resource	(the
results	of	the	processing)	is	to	be	described,	this	element	is	obligatory

Type

open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:annotationLevel:	alignment,	discourseAnnotation,	discourseAnnotation-argumentation,
discourseAnnotation-audienceReactions,	discourseAnnotation-coreference,
discourseAnnotation-dialogueActs,	discourseAnnotation-discourseRelations,	lemmatization,
morphosyntacticAnnotation-bPosTagging,	morphosyntacticAnnotation-posTagging,
segmentation,	semanticAnnotation,	semanticAnnotation-certaintyLevel,	semanticAnnotation-
emotions,	semanticAnnotation-events,	semanticAnnotation-namedEntities,
semanticAnnotation-polarity,	semanticAnnotation-questionTopicalTarget,
semanticAnnotation-readabilty,	semanticAnnotation-semanticClasses,	semanticAnnotation-
semanticRelations,	semanticAnnotation-semanticRoles,	semanticAnnotation-speechActs,
semanticAnnotation-subjectivity,	semanticAnnotation-temporalExpressions,
semanticAnnotation-textualEntailment,	semanticAnnotation-wordSenses,
syntacticAnnotation-semanticFrames,	speechAnnotation,	speechAnnotation-
orthographicTranscription,	speechAnnotation-paralanguageAnnotation,	speechAnnotation-
phoneticTranscription,	speechAnnotation-prosodicAnnotation,	speechAnnotation-
soundEvents,	speechAnnotation-soundToTextAlignment,	speechAnnotation-
speakerIdentification,	speechAnnotation-speakerTurns,	stemming,	structuralAnnotation,
structuralAnnotation-documentDivisions,	structuralAnnotation-sentences,
structuralAnnotation-clauses,	structuralAnnotation-phrases,	structuralAnnotation-words,
syntacticAnnotation-subcategorizationFrames,	syntacticAnnotation-dependencyTrees,
syntacticAnnotation-constituencyTrees,	syntacticAnnotation-chunks,
syntacticosemanticAnnotation-links,	translation,	transliteration,	modalityAnnotation-
bodyMovements,	modalityAnnotation-facialExpressions,	modalityAnnotation-
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gazeEyeMovements,	modalityAnnotation-handArmGestures,	modalityAnnotation-
handManipulationOfObjects,	modalityAnnotation-headMovements,	modalityAnnotation-
lipMovements,	other

Definition/Explanations

The	annotation	level	of	the	annotated	resource	or	what	a	s/w	component	consumes	or
produces	as	output

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

UIMA/UIMA-fit:	@TypeCapability
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typesystem	inside	componentDependencies

Usage

Mandatory	when	applicable

Conditions	for	usage

when	the	s/w	component	uses	a	specific	typesystem	for	its	operation

Type

identifier	or	multilingual	free	text

Attributes

ms:resourceIdentifierSchemeName	or	ms:schemeURI	(for	identifiers)	and	xs:lang	(for
names)

Definition/Explanations

A	name	or	an	identifier	(e.g.	url	reference)	to	the	typesystem	used	in	the	annotation	of	the
resource	or	used	by	the	component

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	a	resource	is	by	giving	its	identifier;	if	you	provide	the
identifier,	please	select	also	the	relevant	value	from	the	list	of	values	in	the	attribute
"resourceIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is	appropriate,	please	select	"other"	and	use	the
"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information	about	the	identifier
scheme.
If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the	resource,	you	may	provide	the	name	at	least	in	English;
if	you	want	to	add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.
For	interoperability	reasons,	it	is	recommended	to	describe	typesystems,	tagsets,	annotation
resources	etc.	in	the	OpenMinTeD	registry	and	refer	to	them	through	the	identifier.
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tagset	inside	componentDependencies

Usage

Mandatory	when	applicable

Conditions	for	usage

when	the	s/w	component	uses	a	specific	tagset	for	its	operation

Type

identifier	or	multilingual	free	text

Attributes

ms:resourceIdentifierSchemeName	or	ms:schemeURI	(for	identifiers)	and	xs:lang	(for
names)

Definition/Explanations

A	name	or	an	identifier	(e.g.	url	reference)	to	the	tagset	used	in	the	annotation	of	the
resource	or	used	by	the	component

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	a	resource	is	by	giving	its	identifier;	if	you	provide	the
identifier,	please	select	also	the	relevant	value	from	the	list	of	values	in	the	attribute
"resourceIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is	appropriate,	please	select	"other"	and	use	the
"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information	about	the	identifier
scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the	resource,	you	may	provide	the	name	at	least
in	English;	if	you	want	to	add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.	For
interoperability	reasons,	it	is	recommended	to	describe	typesystems,	tagsets,	annotation
resources	etc.	in	the	OpenMinTeD	registry	and	refer	to	them	through	the	identifier.
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annotationResource	inside	componentDependencies

Usage

Mandatory	when	applicable

Conditions	for	usage

when	the	s/w	component	uses	a	specific	annotation	resource	for	its	operation

Type

identifier	or	multilingual	free	text

Attributes

ms:resourceIdentifierSchemeName	or	ms:schemeURI	(for	identifiers)	and	xs:lang	(for
names)

Definition/Explanations

A	resource	(e.g.	ontology,	terminological	resource)	used	for	annotating	a	document,	corpus,
sentence	etc.

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	a	resource	is	by	giving	its	identifier;	if	you	provide	the
identifier,	please	select	also	the	relevant	value	from	the	list	of	values	in	the	attribute
"resourceIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is	appropriate,	please	select	"other"	and	use	the
"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information	about	the	identifier
scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the	resource,	you	may	provide	the	name	at	least
in	English;	if	you	want	to	add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.	For
interoperability	reasons,	it	is	recommended	to	describe	typesystems,	tagsets,	annotation
resources	etc.	in	the	OpenMinTeD	registry	and	refer	to	them	through	the	identifier.
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framework

Usage

Recommended

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

UIMA	GATE	AlvisNLP	other	:

Definition/Explanations

The	framework	used	for	developing	and	deploying	the	component

framework
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relationType

Usage

Recommended

Type

Open	controlled	vocabulary

Controlled	vocabulary	reference	and/or	values

ms:relationType:	isPartOf,	isPartWith,	hasPart,	hasOutcome,	isCombinedWith,	requiresLR,
requiresSoftware,	isexactMatch,	isSimilarTo,	isContinuationOf,	isVersionOf,	replaces,
isReplacedWith,	isCreatedBy,	isElicitedBy,	isRecordedBy,	isEditedBy,	isAnalysedBy,
isEvaluatedBy,	isQueriedBy,	isAccessedBy,	isArchivedBy,	isDisplayedBy,	isCompatibleWith

Definition/Explanations

Specifies	the	type	of	relation	holding	between	two	entities	(e.g.	two	resources	that	comprise
one	new	resource	together,	a	corpus	and	the	s/w	component	that	has	been	used	for	its
creation	or	a	corpus	and	the	publication	that	describes	it

Recommended	usage

For	components,	the	recommended	relation	is	isCompatibleWith	holding	with	models,	but
any	relationType	can	be	used	as	appropriate.

Relation	to	other	metadata	schemas

DataCite	4.0:	skos:closeMatch	datacite:relationType

relationType
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relatedResource1

Usage

Mandatory	when	applicable

Conditions	for	usage

when	relationType	is	filled	in

Type

ms:resourceIdentifierSchemeName	or	ms:schemeURI	(for	identifiers)	and	xs:lang	(for
names)

Definition/Explanations

A	name	or	an	identifier	(e.g.	url	reference)	to	the	source	resource	related	to	the	target
resource	(relatedResource2)	through	a	relation	described	in	relationType

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	a	resource	is	by	giving	its	identifier;	if	you	provide	the
identifier,	please	select	also	the	relevant	value	from	the	list	of	values	in	the	attribute
"resourceIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is	appropriate,	please	select	"other"	and	use	the
"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information	about	the	identifier
scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the	resource,	you	may	provide	the	name	at	least
in	English;	if	you	want	to	add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.	For
interoperability	reasons,	it	is	recommended	to	describe	all	related	resources	in	the
OpenMinTeD	registry	and	refer	to	them	through	the	identifier.

relatedResource1
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relatedResource2

Usage

Mandatory	when	applicable

Conditions	for	usage

when	relationType	is	filled	in

Type

ms:resourceIdentifierSchemeName	or	ms:schemeURI	(for	identifiers)	and	xs:lang	(for
names)

Definition/Explanations

A	name	or	an	identifier	(e.g.	url	reference)	to	the	target	resource	related	to	the	source
resource	(relatedResource2)	through	a	relation	described	in	relationType

Recommended	usage

The	recommended	way	for	referring	to	a	resource	is	by	giving	its	identifier;	if	you	provide	the
identifier,	please	select	also	the	relevant	value	from	the	list	of	values	in	the	attribute
"resourceIdentifierSchemeName";	if	none	is	appropriate,	please	select	"other"	and	use	the
"schemeURI"	attribute	to	provide	a	link	to	a	URL	with	more	information	about	the	identifier
scheme.	If	you	don't	know	the	identifier	of	the	resource,	you	may	provide	the	name	at	least
in	English;	if	you	want	to	add	names	in	other	languages,	you	can	use	the	“lang”	attribute.	For
interoperability	reasons,	it	is	recommended	to	describe	all	related	resources	in	the
OpenMinTeD	registry	and	refer	to	them	through	the	identifier.
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The	OMTD-SHARE	metadata	schema
The	OMTD-SHARE	metadata	schema 	is	the	recommended	schema	for	the	description	of
the	resources.	It	has	been	conceived	and	designed	in	order	to	serve	as	a	facilitator,
providing	the	interoperability	bridge	between	the	various	resource	types	involved	in	TDM
processes,	and	as	an	intermediary	with	the	target	audience,	including	TDM	developers	and
end-users.

Its	design	takes	into	consideration	the	fact	that	both	resources	and	users	come	from
different	scientific	communities	and	tries	to	achieve	interoperability	through	a	common	core
vocabulary	for	the	description	of	resources	and	their	properties,	establishing	links	to	the
vocabularies	already	used	by	the	various	sources	for	this	purpose.	Standards	and	best
practices	of	the	source	communities	are	taken	aboard	to	the	best	extent	possible.	The	main
principles	and	strategies	employed	in	the	design	of	the	OMTD-SHARE	schema	consist	of
the	following:

cover	needs	of	resource	discoverability	and	TDM	processing
cover	documentation	needs	of	all	resource	types	involved	in	TDM
be	flexible	enough	to	support	varying	degrees	of	documentation	completeness
organize	the	schema	elements	and	accommodate	common	vs.	particular	features	of
resources
reuse	what	is	available	vs.	create	and	recommend	new	elements	and	values
standardize/normalize	user	input	vs.	allow	for	free	user	input
document	processing	procedure	and	outputs.

1
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It	has	largely	been	based	on	the	META-SHARE	metadata	schema	[Gavrilidou	et	al.	2012],
which	caters	for	the	description	of	language	resources,	encompassing	both	data	(textual,
multimodal/multimedia	and	lexical	data,	grammars,	language	models	etc.)	and	technologies
(tools/services)	used	for	their	processing.	The	OMTD-SHARE	is	more	restricted	in	the	sense
that	it	focuses	on	text	resources	only,	while	it	also	extends	the	basic	schema	in	order	to
include	TDM-specific	concepts,	and	describe	in	an	enhanced	way	processing	procedures
and	workflows.

As	in	META-SHARE,	the	schema	sets	out	to	document	the	full	lifecycle	of	a	resource,	which
also	includes	at	least	a	minimal	documentation	of	the	satellite	entities	that	participate	in	it,
especially	the	relations	that	hold	between	them.	The	OMTD-SHARE	data	model	thus
comprises	of	the	following	entities:

the	resources,	further	classified	into:
corpora,	i.e.	datasets	of	text	documents	-	mainly	scholarly	publications	in	OMTD-
SHARE
lexical/conceptual	resources,	including	lexica,	ontologies,	term	lists,	gazetteers
etc.,	but	also	tagsets	and	annotation	schemas,	which	are	used	for	annotating
corpora
language	descriptions,	which	mainly	refer	to	computational	grammars
machine	learning	and	statistical	models ,
software	components,	pieces	of	software,	tools	offered	as	locally	executable
codes	or	as	web	services,	wrapped	in	a	workflow	or	as	standalone	end-to-end
applications,	and,	finally,
publications,	which	constitute	a	peculiar	resource	type,	as	they	are	viewed	in
OpenMinTeD	only	in	a	collective	form,	as	a	"corpus",

but	also	satellite	entities,	such	as	the	actors,	be	it	persons	or	organizations	that	have
created	the	resources,	or	the	projects	that	have	funded	them	or	where	they	are	used.

Obviously,	lexical/conceptual	resources,	language	descriptions	and	models	are	ancillary
resources	used	for	the	TDM	operation.	Corpora	are	an	in-between	case	as	they	may	refer	to
corpora	used	for	the	TDM	operation,	such	as	training	or	evaluation	corpora	and	thus	play	a
supportive	role,	or	they	can	be	composed	of	scholarly	publications,	in	which	case	they	are
approached	as	a	proper	content	resource	to	be	mined.

The	schema	is	composed	of	metadata	elements	that	are	used	to	describe	properties	and
relations	between	all	these	entities.	Some	of	these	elements,	especially	those	that	pertain	to
administrative	features	(e.g.	identification,	contact,	licensing	information	etc.),	are	common
to	all	types	of	resources,	while	other	elements,	mainly	those	representing	technical	features
about	the	contents	and	format	of	resources,	differ	across	types.	As	aforesaid,	publications
differ	from	other	resources	types:	the	metadata	elements	recommended	for	their	description
mainly	derive	from	the	need	of	serving	as	selection	criteria	in	the	corpus	building	process.

2
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One	of	the	characteristic	features	of	the	SHARE	family	of	schemas 	is	the	adoption	of	the
component-based	mechanism	(Component	MetaData	Infrastructure,	CMDI),	according	to
which	semantically	coherent	elements	are	grouped	together	to	form	components 	[Broeder
et	al.,	2008].	For	instance,	the	licensing	module	includes	elements	such	as	the	name	and
URL	of	a	licence,	attribution	text,	copyright	holders,	etc.	For	the	sake	of	simplification,	the
container	elements	used	for	this	grouping	will	not	be	presented	in	the	guidelines	unless
required.

The	OMTD-SHARE	schema	classifies	elements	into	3	levels	of	optionality:

mandatory:	elements	that	are	necessary	for	intended	purposes,	i.e.	for	discovering
resources	and	for	triggering	operations	between	content	and	s/w	components
recommended:	elements	that	can	help	the	current	or	future	use	of	the	resource,	or
useful	information	that	providers	have	not	yet	standardized
optional:	all	remaining	information	related	to	the	lifecycle	of	a	resource.

The	schema	is	currently	implemented	as	an	XSD .	An	important	difference	from	META-
SHARE	lies	in	the	organisation	vis-a-vis	the	different	resource	types	covered:	while	META-
SHARE	describes	all	resources	types	in	one	common	XSD,	in	OMTD-SHARE,	the	resource
types	are	described	in	a	more	modular	way	as	separate	sets	of	XSDs.

Work	is	ongoing	for	producing	also	an	RDF/OWL	version,	which	will	be	documented	in	the
next	release	of	the	guidelines.

.	The	full	OMTD-SHARE	schema	is	documented	at:
https://openminted.github.io/releases/omtd-share/.	↩

.	Models	could	be	considered	as	a	subtype	of	language	descriptions,	but	we	decided
to	keep	it	distinct	because	it	had	a	lot	of	properties	that	differentiated	it	from	grammars;
at	this	point	it	was	also	considered	better	to	keep	them	apart	as	it	would	enhance	their
discoverability.	↩

.	Based	on	the	META-SHARE	schema,	four	more	adaptations	are	now	available:
ELRC-SHARE,	clarin:el,	and	OMTD-SHARE.	The	META-SHARE	schema	has	also
been	implemented	as	an	RDF/OWL	ontology	with	the	collaboration	of	the	ld4lt	W3C
group.	↩

.	To	avoid	confusion	with	the	term	"component"	also	used	for	software	components,
we	will	from	now	on	refer	to	this	concept	as	"modules".	↩

.	The	current	version	of	XSD's	is	available	at:	https://github.com/openminted/omtd-
share_metadata_schema	and	the	documentation	of	v1.0.0	at:
https://openminted.github.io/releases/omtd-share/1.0.0/	↩
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Glossary

annotation	(text/corpus	annotation)
A	note	by	way	of	explanation	or	comment	added	to	a	text	or	diagram	[Oxford	English
Dictionary,	https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/annotation].	In	OpenMinTeD,	the	term
refers	mainly	to	text	or	corpus	annotation,	which	is	the	practice	of	adding	interpretative
linguistic	information	grounded	in	a	knowledge	resource	to	a	text	or	corpus	respectively.	For
example,	one	common	type	of	annotation	is	the	addition	of	tags,	or	labels,	indicating	the
word	class	to	which	lexical	units	in	a	text	belong;	these	tags	come	from	a	predefined	set
(e.g.	Noun,	Verb,	Preposition,	etc.).	Semantic	labeling	with	terms	and	concepts	from	an
ontology	is	another	common	example	of	annotation.	Relationships	such	as	syntactic
dependencies	or	semantic	relations	that	link	entities	of	the	text	are	also	annotations.

annotation	resource
Any	resource	that	can	be	used	for	annotating	a	text,	including	part-of-speech	tagsets,
annotation	schemes,	domain-specific	ontologies,	etc.

annotation	scheme
A	set	of	elements	and	values	designed	to	annotate	data.	An	annotation	scheme	usually	aims
to	represent	a	specific	level	of	information,	such	as	morphological	features	of	words,
syntactic	dependency	relations	between	phrases,	discourse	level	information,	etc.	It	can
consist	of	a	flat	structure	of	elements	and	values	(e.g.	part-of-speech	tags)	or	it	can	be	more
complex	with	interrelated	elements	(e.g.	specific	morphological	features	to	be	used	for	each
part-of-speech).

application
Any	software	program	(or	group	of	programs	seen	as	a	whole)	intended	for	the	end-user	and
addressing	one	or	multiple	related	user	needs.

component	(software	component)

Glossary
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An	algorithm	wrapped	in	a	standard	way	so	that	it	can	be	integrated	as	a	reusable	tool	or
service	within	a	particular	component-oriented	framework	such	as	UIMA,	GATE,	etc.

corpus
A	structured	collection	of	pieces	of	data	(textual,	audio,	video,	multimodal/multimedia,	etc.)
typically	of	considerable	size	and	selected	according	to	criteria	external	to	these	data	(e.g.
size,	type	of	language,	type	of	producers	or	expected	audience,	etc.)	to	represent	as
comprehensively	as	possible	the	object	of	study.

data	model
A	data	model	is	an	abstract	model	that	organizes	elements	of	data	and	standardizes	how
they	relate	to	one	another	and	to	properties	of	the	real	world	entities.	[Wikipedia,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_model]

distribution
Any	form	by	which	a	resource	can	be	shared;	it	can	be	a	downloadable	PDF	or	a	plain	text
file,	a	form	of	a	corpus	accessible	only	through	a	web	interface,	or	the	source	code	of	a
software,	etc.

document
A	piece	of	written,	printed,	or	electronic	matter	that	is	primarily	intended	for	reading.

interoperability
Interoperability	describes	the	extent	to	which	systems	and	devices	can	work	together,
exchange	data,	and	interpret	that	shared	data.	For	two	systems	to	be	interoperable,	they
must	be	able	to	exchange	data	and	subsequently	present	that	data	such	that	it	can	be
understood	by	a	user.	[Research	Data	Alliance,	http://smw-
rda.esc.rzg.mpg.de/index.php/Interoperability]

licence
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A	permission	or	a	written	evidence	of	a	permission	that	confers	the	licensee	the	right	to	do
something	that	otherwise	would	be	prevented	by	the	law.

licence	compatibility/interoperability
The	condition	or	state	in	which	two	or	more	licences	can	co-exist	or	be	combined	without
conflicting	with	each	other.	In	OpenMinTeD,	licence	compatibility	and	licence	interoperability
are	used	as	synonyms.

knowledge	resource
A	resource	(data	and/or	tool)	containing,	producing	or	representing	knowledge;	knowledge	is
specific	information	that	is	relevant	for	the	linguistic	and	conceptual	interpretation	of	data.
For	OpenMinTeD	purposes,	this	information	is	exploited	or	produced	by	TDM	modules	and
tools,	or	exchanged	between	them.

language	description
The	resource	describes	a	language	or	some	aspect(s)	of	a	language	via	a	systematic
documentation	of	linguistic	structures.	[Open	Language	Archives	Community,
http://www.language-archives.org/REC/type.html#language_description]	Examples	include
sketch	grammar,	computational	grammar,	etc.

language	resource
Language	Resources	(LRs)	encompass	(a)	data	sets	(textual,	multimodal/multimedia	and
lexical	data,	grammars,	language	models,	etc.)	in	machine	readable	form,	used	to	assist	and
augment	language	processing	applications,	but	also,	in	a	broader	sense,	in	language	and
language-mediated	research	studies	and	applications,	and	(b)	tools/technologies/services
used	for	their	processing.

lexical/conceptual	resource
A	resource	organised	on	the	basis	of	lexical	or	conceptual	entries	(lexical	items,	terms,
concepts,	etc.)	with	their	supplementary	information	(e.g.	grammatical,	semantic,	statistical
information,	etc.).	In	OpenMinTeD,	they	can	be	used	for	annotation	purposes.
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machine	learning	(ML)	model
The	process	of	training	an	ML	model	involves	providing	an	ML	algorithm	(that	is,	the	learning
algorithm)	with	training	data	to	learn	from.	The	term	ML	model	refers	to	the	model	artifact
that	is	created	by	the	training	process.	[http://docs.aws.amazon.com/machine-
learning/latest/dg/training-ml-models.html]

metadata
Metadata	is	structured	information	that	describes,	explains,	locates,	or	otherwise	makes	it
easier	to	retrieve,	use,	or	manage	an	information	resource.	Metadata	is	often	called	data
about	data	or	information	about	information.	[National	Information	Standards	Organization,
Understanding	metadata,
http://www.niso.org/publications/press/UnderstandingMetadata.pdf]

open	access	(OA)
The	free	and	online	availability	of	literature,	which	allows	to	read,	download,	copy,	distribute,
print,	search,	or	link	to	the	full	text,	crawl	articles	for	indexing,	pass	them	as	data	to	software,
or	use	them	for	any	other	useful	purpose.	An	availability	that	is	granted	without	financial,
legal,	or	technical	barriers	other	than	those	inseparable	from	gaining	access	to	the	internet
itself,	and	those	related	to	giving	authors	control	over	the	integrity	of	their	work	and	the	right
to	be	properly	acknowledged	and	cited	[Budapest	OA	Initiative	2002;	Bethesda	Statement
on	OA	Publishing	2003;	Berlin	Declaration	on	OA	Knowledge	in	Science	and	Humanities
2003]

OpenMinTeD	infrastructure
An	infrastructure	refers	to	the	basic	structures	and	facilities	required	for	the	operation	of	a
system.	The	OpenMinTeD	infrastructure	consists	of	different	layers	of	resources:	content
resources	that	can	be	mined,	ancillary	knowledge	resources,	tools	and	web	services.	Any
resource	that	can	be	registered	in	the	OpenMinTeD	registry	is	part	of	the	underlying
infrastructure.

OpenMinTeD	platform
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The	OpenMinTeD	platform	brings	together	all	the	services	that	facilitate	the	interoperability
aspects	of	the	underlying	infrastructure	(e.g.	registration,	search	and	browsing,	creation	of
workflows,	processing,	annotation,	etc.)	and,	thus,	becomes	an	infrastructural	service	of	the
wider	research	ecosystem.

publication
A	book,	article,	etc.,	that	has	been	made	available	to	the	public	either	via	a	formal
publication	service	or	over	the	internet	and	is	stored	at	an	archive	or	repository.	For
OpenMinTeD	purposes,	this	mainly	covers	scholarly	publications.

resource
Something	that	you	can	use	to	help	you	to	achieve	something,	especially	in	your	work	or
study.	[MacMillan	dictionary,
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/resource_1]

rights	statement
Formal	or	official	statement	asserting	the	copyright	status	and/or	the	licensing	conditions	for
a	given	resource.	It	can	be	issued	by	an	authoritative	body	(e.g.	http://rightsstatements.org/).
For	OpenMinTeD	purposes,	it	can	be	deemed	similar	to	a	"licence	category",	grouping
licences	that	share	similar	features.

Text	and	Data	Mining
Text	and	Data	Mining	(TDM)	was	initially	defined	as	“the	discovery	by	computer	of	new,
previously	unknown	information,	by	automatically	extracting	and	relating	information	from
different	(…)	resources,	to	reveal	otherwise	hidden	meanings”	(Hearst,	1999),	in	other
words,	“an	exploratory	data	analysis	that	leads	to	the	discovery	of	heretofore	unknown
information,	or	to	answers	for	questions	for	which	the	answer	is	not	currently	known”
(Hearst,	1999).	[FutureTDM,	http://www.futuretdm.eu/news/tdm-definition/]

service	/	web	service
Piece	of	software	accessible	through	remote	invocation	typically	using	some	REST-style
APIs	or	SOAP	protocols.
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tool
Piece	of	(standalone)	software	typically	for	a	very	limited	technical	purpose,	such	as	a
particular	implementation	of	a	part-of-speech	tagger	(e.g.	TreeTagger),	a	tree	parsing
program	(e.g.	mstparser),	etc.	Preferred	terms	in	OpenMinTeD	include	'component'	and
'workflow'.

workflow
A	series	of	software	components	assembled	together	in	order	to	perform	a	specific	task.
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